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THE SPEAKER (Mr Bamnett) took the Chair at 2.00 pm, and read prayers.

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT - HASSELL, MR BILL

Resignation
The SPEAKER: I have to advise that on Thursday, 28 June, I received the following letter -

Dear Mr Speaker

I hereby resign from the Parliament.

Yours sincerely

W R B H-assell MLA

I advise members that questions on notice 81, 423, 866 and 979 which were asked by
Mr Hassell have been removed from the Notice Paper.

PETITION - NIT LESUEUR
Coal Mining and Power Stations - Opposition

MR KIERATH (Riverton) (2.03 pm]: I present a petition couched in the following terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

We, the undersigned, request that the Parliament, in recognition of the immense
biological diversity and importance of the Mr Lesueur area:

1) create a National Park with boundaries as recommended by the Environmental
Protection Authority,

2) no coal mining or power stations be permitted within the boundaries or
adjacent to the Mr Lesueur National Park.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 218 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No 69.1

PETITION - 5-SECTION WASTE SEPARATION/RECYCLING SYSTEM

New Legislation
DR EDWARDS (MayLands) [2.05 pm]: I have a petition couched in the following terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled,
We, the undersigned, request that the Parliament legislate for a 5-section waste
separation/recycling system by WA town/city/shire councils.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners as in duty bound will ever pray.

The petition bears 438 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 70.1



PETITION -RAILWAYS
Northern Suburbs Railway and Freeway Route - Lake Monger Protection

DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Premier) 12.06 pm]; I have a petition couched in the
following terms -

To the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly in the Parliament
assembled. We the undersigned citizens of Western Australia request that the
Department of Main Roads and Westrail be directed to find an alternative route for
the north bound railway and freeway so that no pant of the existing water body of
Lake Monger, present shoreline or cycleway buffer zone be disturbed or
environmentally damaged by this development.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners as in duty bound shall every pray.

The petition bears 1 477 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 7 1.

PETITION - FOOD ADDITIVES

Supermtarkets and Food Outlets Coding Chart
MIR KIERATHl (Riverton) [2.08 pmn]: I have a petition in the following terms -

To the Honourable Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned hereby petition that the Government require all supermarkets and
food outlets to display clearly a chart detailing the coding used in food additives,
thereby allowing the consumer to know which chemicals are used in the product.
The consumer can then exercise freedom of choice in deciding whether or not to use
the product. The chart should also warn of the possible harmful effects of food
colourings, especially red E123, and yellow E102, (carmoisine and taxtrazine), until it
has been proven that these additives are not injurious to health.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 16 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 72.]

MATTER OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE - SUBMARINE REFIT CONTRACT

Western Australia's Bid Rejection
THE SPEAKER: Today, I received a letter from the Leader of the National Party seeking
to debate as a matter of public importance the decision by the Commonwealth Government
to reject Western Australia's bid for the submarine refit contract.
If sufficient members agree to this motion, I will allow it.

[At least five members rose in their places.]
The SPEAKER: In accordance with the Sessional Order, half an hour will be allocated to
each side of the House for the purpose of this debate.
MR COWAN (Merredin - Leader of the National Party) [2.11 pm]: I move -

That this House

I . Condemns the decision by the Commonwealth to reject Western Australia's
bid for the submarine refit contract because:

(a) it will have a significant and adverse impact on the State's capacity to
retain and further develop its skilled workforce;
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(b) by limiting the capacity for ongoing maintenance of a submarine fleet
in Western Australia, it effectively aborts the "Two Ocean" Defence
Policy; and

(c) it is based on short-term considerations only, and takes no account of
the fact that Western Australia's tender price included "one-off'
infrastructure costs.

2. Notes that the decision on the submarine refit contract comes only days after
the Commonwealth has demonstrated a clear anti-Western Australia bias at
the Premiers' Conference.

3. Calls on the Government to accept offers of support from the National and
Liberal Panties so that, in future, tripartisan representation can be made to the
Commonwealth on major defence contracts.

Anyone in Western Australia who has some knowledge of the critical point this State has
reached in relation to the provision of construction jobs for a very skilled work force, which
has been developed and built up in Western Australia over a long period of time, would feel
extremely disappointed and concerned about the Federal Government's decision to award the
contract for the refit of HMAS Onslow to Australian Defence Industries at Sydney's Garden
Island dockyard. For some time now there has been a concerted effort by the Government,
the Opposition and particularly by industry to try to win this contract for Western Australia,
for two basic reasons. Firstly, projects like the North West Shelf gas project, the export
component of that project and other projects which require the expertise of the highly skilled
work force which has been built up in this State over a period of time are not coming to
Western Australia. We have been told that all that is left in this State now is the Goodwyn A
platform - there is nothing else. We are being told by industry that many people who have
developed those necessary skills will either return to their State of origin or, if they picked up
those skills as Western Australians, they will be forced to go elsewhere to find work that is
suited to the skills they have developed.

The motion is in three pants. The first part deals with the impact the Commonwealth's
decision will have on the skilled work force in this State and I have spoken about that briefly.
The second part deals with the limitation that this decision will apply to the Australian stated
two ocean defence policy, It has been known for a long time that the Federal Government
made a decision that it would, in effect, adopt a two ocean defence policy. Half of the
Australian Navy would be based in Western Australia and that, of course, included the
submarine fleet. An extensive amount of work has been carried out at HMAS Stirling to
provide the facilities which are necessary to give special emphasis to the maintenance and
operation of a submarine fleet and that includes the training and port facilities which have
been provided at UMAS Stirling. It also includes the basic infrastructure necessary for
operational maintenance of some of the vessels that are likely to be home-ported in Western
Australia. That program has begun and a great deal of work has been done towards
establishing those necessary training facilities, the naval facilities, and some of the
maintenance facilities that will be required.

A project involving the actual refit of at least one, probably two, Oberon class submarines
would have given this State the opportunity to properly develop its capacity to carry out
maintenance on the naval fleet that was to be based in this State. The Commonwealth
Government's decision means that Western Australia now has a gap in that program.
Western Australia has established training facilities and it was in the process of establishing a
naval base, but the Federal Government is not prepared to give any encouragement to this
State to allow the basic and fundamental maintenance facilities to be established here
because it has made the decision that it will let the tender for the refit of HMAS Onslow to
Australian Defence Industries operating out of the Garden Island dockyard. In the past a
number of people have made it very clear that that is a very short sighted decision for the
simple reason that the Federal Governent has made its decision based on the actual cost of
the tender. Everybody would recognise that in a tender price many things cannot be written
and many things need to be taken into consideration.

Most members are aware of a paper from a gentleman named Peter Horobin who wanted to
make it very clear that it would be a short sighted decision if the Federal Government were
merely to grant the tender based on the cost of the refit. In the conclusion of his paper he
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made it very clear that other issues needed to be taken into consideration. First, of course, is
the savings that will be made by not having to send those submarines to the other side of this
nation for operational maintenance. It has been envisaged that the submarines would operate
out of HMAS Stirling and there is no point in having no maintenance facility in this State at
the point of operation as opposed to the Eastern States. Mr Horobin went so far as to list
some of the costs and benefits involved in Western Australia's securing this contract. He
claimed there was a cost saving of $55 million over five years of operation of the submarines
that were involved in the refit program and that there were productivity gains of something
like $12 million by having a new establishment near where the construction work and refit
program was to take place. That is not a figure that should be taken lightly.
Of course, we get back to the matter of job creation and the ability of this State to retain a
highly skilled work force developed over a long time. In addition, it was claimed that an
electronics software industry would be created in this State along with a sophisticated and
sustainable industrial infrastructure in the RockinghamlKwinana area to handle operational
maintenance of the naval fleet to be based in Western Australia.
It now appears that the Federal Government has merely looked at the tender price. I suspect
it has done more; that it has taken into account the fact that Sydney brought pressure to bear
and that the Navy, because many of its personnel would not like to be transferred, also
brought pressure to bear for the contract to remain in New South Wales and not be
transferred to this State. For that reason, pant (C) of the motion clearly shows that the
Federal Government's decision was short sighted. I think every member in the House would
acknowledge that.
We have debated this issue before. We have heard the State Government make a number of
announcements. The Government, in conjunction with the union movement, attempted to
improve the prospects of winning the tender. We saw the member for Eyre sent to Canberra
as a spokesperson to lobby the Federal Government to ensure that the correct decision was
made for Western Australia. It was all to no avail. It is extremely disappointing to
everybody in Western Australia. not only to the people involved in submitting the tender or
those who would have been involved in carrying out the work had the contract been won,
because we are in a precarious position in relation to new construction projects in this State.
It was imperative that we won that tender.
Pant 2 of the motion deals with the impact of this decision by the Federal Government on top
of what was clearly a tough Premiers' Conference which spelt out nothing but more
economic problems for this State and this Government. No doubt exists that having lost this
contract and then being advised by the Federal Government that an additional $31 million
would be lopped off Western Australia's Commonwealth grants makes it difficult indeed for
us to manage our economic affairs. It makes one wonder just what reward will be given to
this Government for the decisions it rook earlier this year. In order to save the hide of the
Federal Government the Labor Party in this State decided to get rid of its Premier and
Deputy Premier, and the member for Eyre, out of loyalty to one or both of those people,
decided that he too would no longer serve in the ministry. The Government did that with the
blind faith that it would do as much as it could to return a Federal Labor Government to
power.
Where is this Government's reward? So far it has nor received one. I wonder how long it
will be before somewhere, at some time, someone makes it clear that Western Australia can
very easily suffer political expediency at the hands of the Federal Government, and no matter
how much this State Government tries to appease the Federal Government and keep it on the
Treasury benches it will get nothing. This is a classic example of that. It is clear that the
Federal Government needs to be told that Western Australia will not accept this situation.
I draw the attention of members to part 3 of the motion in which we ask the Government to
give serious consideration to accepting the fact that occasions arise when tripartite political
party support can be beneficial, and where it is appropriate the Government can go to
Canberra saying that it has the full support of the Opposition parties on the issues about
which it is making representations. The defence of this half of the nation is one of those
issues. I would like to think we in this Chamber recognise the fact that the Federal
Government has made a politically expedient decision; a decision which places in jeopardy
the capacity of this country to maintain its two ocean defence policy.
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That decision has certainly impacted upon the ability of this State to retain a highly skilled
work force. It is clear that the Federal Government has no intention of honouring any
commitment it may have given this State Government for the action it took to preserve the
Federal Government's position in power. Therefore, I ask all members to support the
motion.
MR COURT (Nedlands) [2.26 pm]: It gives me great pleasure to second this motion
moved by the Leader of the National Party. When driving to a meeting late yesterday
afternoon I heard the Deputy Premier on radio saying that if one comes second it means in
the end that what was done was not absolutely right; that perhaps one did not train hard
enough and did not put all the right figures in; that it means that Western Australia has to
learn a pretty tough lesson in this exercise and that we have to make sure that we get it
absolutely right next time and come first.

I ask this Government how many times it has to fail before it gets it right? How many times
do we have to put up with bad news for this State? I have been in this House long enough to
hear the rhetoric that we would win the submarine contract. When we lost that contract we
were told not to worry, that we would win the frigate contract. When we lost that contract
we were told not to worry, we would win the submarine refit contract. The problem in this
State is that nobody in Government from Burke onwards, no Minister, has been commuitted to
ensuring that we started picking up some of these important defence contracts.
Early in the piece I thought that former Deputy Premier, Mr Bryce, was about to get it right.
He put together some expertise in that area which had good contacts in the Defence
Department. That all fell through, the key personnel were changed and the Government has
been totally ineffective in this area ever since. Prior to the recent by-elections, when the
Government was not looking all that weUl, it came up with a short term stunt. It thought it
had better try to do something about the submarine contract so at a caucus meeting a week
before the by-elections it got the former Minister for Economic Development and Trade to
whip up support and get the Government to put $25 000 into a media campaign to get the
submarine contract message across. Even the Minister must have known that was a bit light
when trying to win a contract of that magnitude.
I pay credit to the Trades and Labour Council of Western Australia and the Confederation of
Western Australian Industry (Inc), Messrs Meecham and Lenzo and the like, who did get off
their backsides and try to force the pace with this Government. That was to their credit. To
some extent I pay credit to the former Minister, Mr Grill, who tried to get the thing rolling
along. However, be had plenty of opportunities when Minister to put the necessary things in
place to ensure we started winning some of these contracts.
The Government has been in office for nearly eight years and has had one faiure after
another. It is about time that we had some successes. The Navy does not make important
decisions on frigate contracts and submarine refits in haste. it has taken four years of
intensive work from the time the Federal Government decided that it would purchase new
submarines until the tenders were called. The method of choosing those submarines was
regarded internationally as one of the most thorough exercises of its type. I agree with the
Deputy Premider's colleague, the Federal member for Kalgoorlie, on the type of submarines
that the Federal Government should have purchased. I do not agree with him on their
country of origin but we agree on how they should be powered, and we had some lengthy
discussions on that matter. It is silly for the Government to think that it can turnaMound a
decision in a couple of months. It is imperative for the Government, if it is serious about
winning these contracts, to tirelessly and persistently lobby the key decision-makers in the
Defence Department in Canberra in order to convince them that the work should be carried
out in Western Australia. It is too late for the Government to start debating the matter
publicly if it does not have the contract stitched up behind the scenes with the Federal
Governiment and the Defence Department. The Government must convince the defence
people and the Federal Government that the submarine refits should be carried out in
Western Australia. It should be spending its time trying to push the argument publicly.
A month or so ago I said to the Deputy Premier that for the past five years the Liberal Party
has wanted bipartisan support on issues like this. The Government made a big deal of my
statement that the Opposition had not had a briefing since Mat Bryce was in office. The
Government immediately arranged for one of its people to brief me and I appreciate that, but
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after the briefing I thought that perhaps the Opposition should be briefing the Goverrnent on
the subject. The State Government is not very far down the track on this subject and all I
received was a pretty depressing picture of the true situation. I give credit to one Labor
Premier in this country - Mr Bannon in South Australia. Not only did Mr Bannon win that
contract for South Australia, but also the spin-offs to that State as a result of winning that
contract are a classic example of how a contract can be used to drive a whole lot of new
industries. He is one person who has realised the advantages of the submarine contract, and
South Australia has done extremely well. As far as I am concerned this Government's
attitude on defence is a sham. It has put up a facade which has demonstrated over the years
that it has not made a commitment in this area. It was not until the Trades and Labor Council
of WA and the Confederation of Western Australian Industry (Inc) started firing up this issue
that there was some debate on the subject. I can remember in Mal Bryce's time that the TLC
went to the Premier of the day and said that Bryce should be sacked because he was so
incompetent in his attempts to win that initial submarine contract. This Parliament has gone
through years where WA Inc deals have been the flavour of the month with this Government
yet even with a Western Australian - Kini Beazley - as the Federal Minister for Defence, this
Government has not been able to pull off a big defence contract for this State. That does not
add up, especially with all the rhetoric, words and promises we have heard from this
Government. The Deputy Premier knows that this State has never, under either a Liberal
Government or a Labor Government, received its fair share of defence expenditure. We
were promised big things but they have not eventuated. Someone comnmented to me that
there was a strong left wing-element in the Labor Party which did not want anything to do
with war related issues.
Mr Taylor: I do not want anything to do with war. I heartily oppose war.
Mr COURT: In true Fabian fashion members opposite do not want anything to do with
building up a defence capability in this State. Can the Deputy Premier tell me why after
eight years the Government has not been able to pull off a major defence contract? After
eight years of promises this Parliament can quite rightly question the genuine commitment of
members opposite, and this State is paying dearly. We had to fight just to pick up a small
part of the Goodwyn contract, and we keep missing out on these defence contracts. We are
paying dearly and we will lose skilful people from this State. We are not attracting the
investment that we need in this State. We should condemn not only the Commonwealth
Government for making a very short-sighted defence decision on the submarine refit contract
but also this Government for its failure to win any of those major contracts. This State
desperately needs a defence capability. The Government cannot be dinicum in saying it
wants a two ocean defence policy if it is not even prepared to ensure the capability to
maintain submarines in this State. I urge the House to support the motion, and I would like
to think that in the future this Government will change from delivering rhetoric to actually
delivering something for the good of our State.
MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Deputy Premier) [2.36 pm!: I will start where the member for
Nedlands finished and say that his speech is a perfect example of blissful ignorance on why
the submarine refit contract was not won for Western Australia. It is stupid for the member
for Nedlands to suggest that I or anyone in this House would be in favour of war. The
member for Nedlands should read his speech.

Mr Court: It is defence Ilam talking about.
Mr TAYLOR: The member for Nedlands said war and that some of us may in fact be
opposed to war.

Mr Court: I have touched a raw nerve.
Mr TAYLOR: When the member for Nedlands talks about those sorts of issues and my
attitude towards war he touches a raw nerve.
Despite the nature of the speech from the member for Nedlands, the Government agrees with
the majority of points in the motion before the House. The Government agrees to condemn
the Federal Government in relation to its decision on this matter. In relation to the second
point concerning the Premiers' Conference, the Premier will report to the House her view on
the nature of that conference and its outcome. As far as the third point is concerned, I am
happy to be involved as a member of a tripartite initiative in relation to these areas with both
the Liberal Party and the National Party.
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Mr Court: Who is fooling whom?
Mr TAYLOR: Do not say, 'Who is fooling whom?" The Opposition moved the motion
before the House so the member for Nedlands cannot ask thac question. The member for
Nedlands seems to be of the view that he should ask for briefings, and having asked for them,
that is the beginning and the end of whatever job he might have in relation to those issues.
The member for Nedlands asked for the briefing and I was happy to provide that briefing to
him and to the Leader of the National Party.

Mr Cowan: We were offered one, but we did not take up the offer.

Mr TAYLOR: There was a briefing.

Mr Cowan: If I was there, it must have been a brief briefing.

Mr TAYLOR: Perhaps the Leader of the National Party had his mind on other things. That
briefing was certainly made available to the National Party and it was taken up by the
member for Nedlands. It is the member for Nedlands' view that once the issue has been
tackled on a tripartite basis that is where it should end. H-e thinks that once he has had a
briefing it is not necessary to do any more work. I did not even have any feedback from the
member for Nedlands about this issue. Within a month or two of my becoming the Minister
responsible for this area, the member for Nedlands asked for a briefing. lHe received that
briefing, and as far as he was concerned that was the end of his efforts in this area.

1 rum now to what Australian Shipbuilding Industries (WA) Pty Ltd said about the
Government's efforts in this area. ASI said in a Press release issued yesterday that -

We wish to thank everyone for their involvement and support over the last year.
These people, particularly the West Australian State Government, the Trades &
Labour Council, the Confederation of WA Industry, the subcontractors and suppliers
have put so much effort into trying to win the work.

The Government is prepared - quite unusually, I might say - to agree to a motion, in part at
least, that condemns the Federal Government's efforts in this area, because, as far as I am
concerned, its efforts were not up to standard. I have spoken to Senator Ray and told him I
wish to speak to him, for a couple of reasons. Firstly, I want to see whether I can find out
from him why ASI or Clough Engineering did not win this contract, and go through that in
detail so that we can learn something from it. Secondly, I want to find out where we stand in
relation to the future in respect of these sorts of issues. Thirdly, and most important, I want
from Senator Ray a detailed timetable in respect of the movement of half of the Australian
Navy to Western Australia over a period of 10 years.

I am of the view, as I have said publicly, that the decision made yesterday by the Federal
Government has done enormous damage to the so-called two ocean defence policy. I have
yet to be convinced that that decision will not have an adverse impact on that defence policy,
particularly from the point of view of having available in Western Australia the sort of
industry that can maintain, repair and refit the whole range of naval craft that will be based
here. That is the critical issue for the future, and that is the issue I will be taking up with
Senator Ray.

The member for Nedlands suggested that what the State Government has tried to do is turn
around this issue in a couple of months, but when we look at the chronology of events it can
be seen that has not been the case. From August to September 1987 there was an exchange
of correspondence between the then Premier and the former Minister for Defence, Kim
Beazley, about the possibility of the Oberon refits being placed on the agenda in Western
Australia in respect of the establishment of a marine support facility. Throughout the latter
part of 1988 and right throughout 1989 a range of issues was taken up by the then Deputy
Premier, David Parker, and by the then Premier Peter Dowding, with the Federal Minister for
Defence and other Federal Ministers. On 23 April I wrote to Federal Cabinet Ministers about
this issue, including Senator Ray, to once again put our point of view about why Western
Australia should be awarded this contract. I do not have the time to go through the issue in
detail -

Mr Blaikie: I bet you don't.

Mr TAYLOR: I do not have the rime because other members wish to speak.
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Mr Blaikie: Did you talk to Kim Beazicy?
Mr TAYLOR: Yes; of course. I talked with all the Federal Ministers.

Mr Blaikie: What about Jim McGinty?

Mr TAYLOR: He also did his very best in relation to this issue.

Mr Blaikie: Yes - carrying out demonstrations!

Mr TAYLOR: Jim McGinty has been one of the people most involved with the unions in
making certain that they gave full support to ASI and Clough in their efforts to obtain this
contract and to make certain that under no circumstances would the union effort inhibit in
any way the sorts of procedures or proposals that were being put to the Federal Government
and the Navy. His efforts in this area were in every way absolutely outstanding. The
member for Vasse did nothing about this, so anyone who did anything at all would have
performed 10 times better than he did.

Amendment to Motion
Mr TAYLOR: The Government agrees in part with this motion, but would like to amend the
motion in the following terms. I move -

To delete paragraph 2.

The Premier will deal with ibis during the course of her speech. I move also -

To delete paragraph 3 and substitute the following -

3. Notes that the State Govemument offered full briefings to both the National
Party and Liberal Party on the submarine contract issue and that the
Governiment, when necessary and appropriate, is prepared to accept tripartite
representation on major defence contracts.

MR MARLBOROUGH (Peel) [2.44 pm]: Mr Speaker -

Mr Lewis: Is this your maiden speech?

Mr MARLBOROUGH: Obviously the member was out of the Chamber with the member
for Riverton when I made a speech on this issue only a few weeks, ago. In seconding the
amendments to the motion [ want to put on record a couple of facts. Three weeks ago, when
I spoke on this issue, I indicated that there was room for a tripartite approach on this matter.
I am not altogether convinced, having listened to the debate at that time, and having listened
to the debate today, that that approach is worthwhile pursuing beyond these proposed
amendments. It is quite clear that as long as we have the type of inane, political point
scoring that is engaged in by members opposite we will never get very far at all in
understanding what is best for the State of Western Australia.

M~r Court: Are you the avowed centralist whom I heard on radio yesterday?

Mr MARLBOROUGH: I was.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I turn now to the more recent history of the defence establishment in
Western Australia. This history evolved well after members opposite were in Government. I
ask the Leader of the Opposition can he name one item of defence policy that his
Government was involved in for the benefit of Western Australia?

Mr Macinnon: North West Cape.

Mr MARLBOROUGH: Name two.

Mr Macinnon: We in fact negotiated the establishment of Garden Island. Do you want a
third?

Mr MARLBOROUGH: The most impressive item that members opposite try to gain in
respect of the defence of Western Australia -

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order! I can accept that members may get fairly excited about this. I am a
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bit confused, actually, because it appears that we seem to be in agreement, but I am not sure
about that, judging from the number of interjections.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: It is modem history in terms of Western Australia because it did not
evolve under the previous Liberal Government. That Government did nothing for the
defence establishment in Western Australia.
Mr Court: What did your Government do? You demonstrated at Fremantle, at Exmouth,
and at Garden Island.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The member has a better version of history than I do. There is no
doubt that the decision made by the Federal Government is not in the best interests of
Western Australia, but it needs to be said quite clearly that it is not the end of a viable
defence establishment in Western Australia and a viable shipbuilding industry in Cockburn
Sound. The Federal Government's decision has certainly put an end to many of the
opportunities that industry in this State had hoped would develop, and there is no doubt that
the Federal Government needs to look at the way in which it makes these types of decisions
as they affect the ability of this State to set up such a defence establishment. Unlike the
Eastern States, we do not have a history, by definition, of industry being involved in defence.
The only way we will encourage industry in this State to be involved in defence is to have
some long term planning. We cannot have planning that may last for 12 months, 18 months
or two years. We need to be able to say to industry in this State - and I am happy for us to
say this collectively - that during the next 10 years we are heading in the direction of a two
ocean defence policy, and this is the way we ought to head. We would then be able to sit
down with industry to ensure that industry can make confident decisions about how to invest
in order to cater for that move. I suggested earlier to the Deputy Premier that a defence
office capability be re-established in Canberra.
It is important to look at that for the future. We need that person, regardless of the cost - and
I suggest it is a very minimal cost - when one looks at the type of contract we could be in a
position to win or to lose. The Deputy Premier has indicated his willingness to take that on
board when looking at the Budget considerations. I hope to see in the very near future that
regardless of the Federal Government's decision that office will be set up so that we can
continue the ongoing process of discussion with the Defence Department, the Navy and with
the Federal Government to make sure that we maximnise Western Australia's opportunities.
If the Opposition is fair dinkum about its willingness to support the Government in winning
defence contracts, as I said four weeks ago, it would be best served by going to its own
masters in Canberra, the Federal Opposition, because their attitudes have never changed.
Those attitudes have been in place, like many other Federal Government attitudes, since
1922, and that is, regardless of the two ocean defence policy, the maintenance sector remains
on the east coast. That argument was put forward on 27 February 1987 by the then shadow
Minister for Defence, Ian Sinclair, who continued to argue, when the Beazley White Paper
for the two ocean policy was put forward, that although we maintain ships on the west coast
by home porting that does not necessarily mean maintenance bases are moved to support
them. What we should do, he said, is continue to bring that maintenance back to the east
coast. We all know the reasons for that. Can any member name a politician in the Eastern
States who will give away billions of dollars worth of job opportunities and the hundreds of
jobs which go with those opportunities? Not one!
Mr Nicholls: We should not be relying on them.

Mr MARLBOROUGH: I agree entirely. The Opposition has a real role to play, and it
should spend most of that time convincing its Federal counterparts that Western Australia
has a real role to play.
MR GRILL (Eyre) [2.53 pm]: I support the motion as proposed to be amended. One
wonders why one takes part in a debate of this nature; one wonders what will be got out of it
and what we will achieve as a result of lamenting the loss of this contract to Western
Australia.
I heard the Deputy Premier on the radio last night. We probably all have to lift our game a
bit, not just the Government. It is very easy for the member for Nedlands to point a finger at
the Government and say, "You have been unsuccessful", but we all need to be aware of the
fact that we are not doing as well in Canberra as we should be doing. A greater effort needs
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to be made by all of us to ensure that we bring home the bacon. I am not simply lamenting
the fact that we have lost the contract. I am here to make this speech and to register
disapproval. Disapproval should be registered loud and clear so that the people in Canberra
get the message. By and large Federal members of Parliament, especially the Ministers, have
played the game pretty rough. They have played it in a very unsophisticated way. They
have made derogatory remarks about Western Australia which are entirely unmnerited, but
they feel they can make those comments because they represent the big population centres in
Australia.
[ heard a speech made here last week not by a member of the Government but by a member
of the Opposition. It was one of the best speeches I have heard in this Parliament for a long
time. It was certainly the best speech that the member for Cottesloe ever made. It was a
strong speech; it was a bipartisan speech for a change, and he is not noted for bipartisan
speech making. That speech represented the sad history of relationships between Canberra
and this side of the country. We have been missing out for a long time. The decision made
yesterday was just one of a long list of very bad decisions. It was an ad hoc decision. I am
sorry to say it. but the Federal Government of late has resorted to making decisions which
can only be called ad hoc decisions.

There is no strategic sense behind the decision made yesterday. It is nor pant of any strategic
plan. The only strategic plan one can obsere from it, if it were a strategic plan, is simply a
selfishness on the pan of the population on the east coast to preserve every vestige of power
on that coast. When one looks at the plethora of national institutions we have in Australia
today - I guess they would now number somewhere in the hundreds - it is very disappointing
and sad to note that not one of those institutions has ever been based in Western Australia.
Not one has its headquarters here. Not one makes its policy here in Western Australia. That
does not point to an inability of Labor Govemnments to get their point across; it points to an
inability on the part of this State to make any impact on Canberra where it really counts.
That applies to previous Labor Governments, previous Liberal Governments and previous
Coalition Governments. We are simply not getting the message across. Ad hoc decision
making from Canberra has become the norm rather than the exception over the last few
months, and a huge number of people suffer as a result.

Western Australia has been able to build up. mainly during the period of this Labor
Government, but also during the period of the previous Coalition Government, a shipbuilding
industry of international ability which can win contracts against the best in the world. Better,
it can win contracts against the best in the world when the best in the world is being
subsidised to beat Western Australian manufacturers in that area. We have been able to sell
fishing boats not just offshore to a few friendly nations, but against that subs idised
competition into almost every recognisable market in the world.
AS!. the company which is the major tenderer, along with Clough Engineering in respect of
this proposal, in many respects has led the way, but it is not the only company. We have a
real industry on this coast. By and large it has been built up over the last decade. We have
to ensure that those industries do not go broke as a result of yesterday's decision. That
decision sets those industries on the path to bankruptcy during a very difficult period in this
State's finances and this nation's finances.
I do not believe that the Eastern States' tenderer was cheaper. I have spoken to the Western
Australian tenderers in detail about their tender. I have spoken to experts who have looked at
the tenders. I have spoken to the naval people who have assessed the tenders. I have spoken
for an hour and a half to Senator Ray himself, and when I spoke to him he was terribly
certain that the Western Australia tenderer was without doubt dearer. But at that time he had
not seen the tender. When [ asked him whether he would look at the tender himself, he said
that was a bit of a tall order, but because I had come across, because I was there, because he
had received representations from our Premier, our Deputy Premier, the TLC and the
Confederation of Western Australian Industry, on this occasion he would be prepared to look
at the tenders. But until I spoke to him on the day that I went across he was prepared to say
that our tender was more expensive, although he had not even seen it.

I understand he did look at the tenders, but I do not believe that the Eastern States tender was
cheaper. The history of work that has been done on this coast on submarines with
intermediate docking, on destroyers with intermnediate docking and on other naval craft
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which have been docked in Western Australia is that the Western Australian work has been
far quicker in terms of the time taken for the job to be done, and it has also been cheaper. It
is conceded by the Navy that we have the potential, and in fact on every job that has been
done in Western Australia to date we have come out cheaper. Therefore I do not believe
Senator Ray. I do not necessarily say he is lying either, but there are different ways of
interpreting that set of tenders and I believe the wrong interpretation has been placed on the
tender.
I would like to say a lot more but I cannot because I do not have the time. However, [ very
strongly support this motion, as amended, so that we can register our disapproval in
Canberra.
Government members: Hear, hear!
DR LAWRENCE (Olendalough - Premier) [3.01 pm]l: I indicate the Government's strong
support for the sentiment behind this motion. It is clear that despite our amendment we
support the general thrust of what the National Party has proposed and, indeed, anticipated it
in responses yesterday, particularly by the Deputy Premier, and by me as I was able to talk to
the media.
This State has put an enormous effort into attempting to win this contract. The effort has
been across the board, despite there being some complaint in the motion about the fact that it
was not tripartisan. We knew that the Opposition fully supported this proposal, and I am
sure the Opposition's view that the contract needed to come to Western Australia was
heeded. Not only the Government but also significant sectors of Western Australian industry
and the union movement took an enormous amount of time and effort to promote the State's
interest in this matter. The companies involved, the unions most affected, the Trades and
Labor Council, the Confederation of Western Australian Industry, the Government and
members of Government have all pushed very hard, not for political but for strategic reasons,
to win this contract for Western Australia. It is quite clear to all of us that our failure to win
that contract is a significant blow; not necessarily because of the extent of the loss of job
opportunities, although that is regrettable, nor because of the lack of funding that will now
come to the State in the form of that contract, but because of what it represents. What it
represents is a significant turning away by the Commonwealth from a policy that was clearly
and properly enunciated by the former Minister for Defence - a policy which would have
seen the development in Western Australia of a very strong shipbuilding industry and a very
strong marine support facility, and the development of expertise in this State that would have
stood us in good stead in relation not simply to defence but also to other matters. We are
very disappointed as a Government. and I know that disappointment is shared by the
Opposition and by the people of Western Australia, that the wrong decision has been made in
this case. The Minister responsible seeks to say that the decision was based simply on cost
but, as the member for Eyre has indicated, all our analyses suggest that is not correct; that
Western Australia's bid was very competitive and that, in any case, since the tender period
had run out it was within the capacity of the Minister to make another decision on the basis
of the defence necessities in Western Australia and the long term benefits to the
Commonwealth of having defence facilities and a defence force on the west coast.
Otherwise, the two ocean defence policy makes no sense at all.
Therefore I certainly want to endorse those sentiments. I have spoken to the Primne Minister
and Senator Ray, as well as to other Ministers in the Hawke Labor Government, to attempt to
impress upon them exactly why the contract was important and what the consequences of the
failure to award it to Western Australia would be. We will now be eeking Very finn
assurances from the Commonwealth that other elements of its two ocean defence policy,
which, on the face of it, would seem to be in tatters, will be delivered to Western Australia.
We also want a clear indication of the timetable on which those additional programs and
projects will be delivered. Otherwise, frankly, the people of Western Australia can be
forgiven for being very cynical indeed about any promises that come from the Federal
Government on the question of a two ocean defence policy.
However, I wanted to take the opportunity in the brief time left to me to indicate that the
Government does not support the second part of the motion moved by the Leader of the
National Party; not because I believe the States as a whole were well sewved by the Premiers'
Conference last week, but because in relative terms Western Australia did not suffer
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discrimination, As all members will be aware, the Commnonwealth Government has taken
the view that the States should cut their expenditure and that, in order to promote that view, it
would cut its grants to us, particularly in the general revenue section, by some $400 million
in total. The Federal Government's initial attempt on the morning of the Premiers'
Conference, when we went through the absurd ritual of assessing our offers at 7.30 in the
morning, was to put the best possible gloss on what it had done and to suggest that, overall,
the States would benefit in real terms by an additional 1.5 per cent of funding from the
Comnmonwealth. However, when we broke that down and looked at the distribution between
general revenue grants and specific purpose grants it became quite clear, after a morning of
fairly useless debate, chat a lot of those funds were in fact very closely tied to the
Commonwealth's own programs and priorities. When, with great reluctance, the Federal
Government produced from the bowels of Treasury something which it had said earlier in the
morning it could not produce, it became obvious why it did not want to show the figures to
us. For instance, hospital grants to the States In total increased by 2.6 per cent, and grants to
Government schools by 0.4 per cent. The Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement
diminished by 2.5 per cent, and grants for roads increased by 14.6 per cent, but all those
amounts of funds were tied specifically to Comm-onwealth programs. In addition, a very
substantial amount of money - roughly one-third of the total - is to go to higher education, an
element of Federal expenditure that has no effect at all on the State Budget. So in areas
where the States have flexibility the Federal Governiment cut our funding by $400 million,
and that cut was very substantial indeed.

Mr Cowan: We should have left that part of the motion there-, taken out the words "Western
Australia' and said "anti-State bias".

Dr LAWRENCE: I think that is a correct interpretation; it is an anti-State bias, and 1 will
point out why. In the time since the Hawke Government has been in power - it really
precedes that time but that gives us a benchmark - the Federal Government has increased its
own purpose spending by 32.4 per cent. That point was made by all of the States in unison
on many occasions during the day and was not once disputed by the Commonwealth
Government. At the same time the States increased their own spending by only
10.2 per cent; so we have been the ones exercising restraint, not the Commonwealth
Government. Thte States' revenues during that time have increased by nearly 24 per cent, at
the same time as the Federal Government's have increased by nearly 39 per cent. While
increasing its own purpose spending by 32 per cent, the Federal Government has cut
payments to the States by 5.3 per cent. The net result of that is that we have been carrying
the burden of expenditure restraint for the Commonwealth and its surpluses are built largely
of funds that would otherwise have gone to the States. Our- share of Commonwealth taxation
revenue has declined from 35 per cent to 26 per cent, a very substantial reduction.
The Premiers, as a body, protested vehemently to the Commonwealth Government at that
strategy; but as usual, our protests had no effect. There is nothing new about that. However,
I believe that unified approach means that when we meet again in October. as is proposed,
for a further Premiers' Conference we will, as one, be able to put a much more compelling
position to the Commonwealth.

Mr Omodei: What has this to do with submarines?

Dr LAWRENCE: This is the second part of the motion, and I am seeking to remove that
part, so I am speaking to the amendment. The critical point is that in relative terms Western
Australia did reasonably well. Our funds were cut by minus 0.2 per cent, The highest cut
being 3.4 per cent, so although I would have To agree with the general sentiment, Western
Australia has not been discriminated against; but we have all lost in the process.

Amendment put and passed.

Motion, as Amended

MR MJNSON (Greenough - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [3,08 pm]: Itis fairly
clear - and I am pleased that it is clear - that all members of this House, and it would
probably be true to say every Western Australian, would be sad at the decision that was made
yesterday with respect to the defence contract. I think the question now before this House is:
What is this House going to do about it? I would like to suggest a couple of things.

Firstly, perhaps each party in this place ought to put a bomb under its Federal members. 1,
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for one, am not happy with the Opposition's performance in the Eastern States. I am not
happy with the performance on our behalf by the Prime Minister, a graduate of the
University of Western Australian, Mr Beazley, Mr Dawkins, Wendy Fatin and Peter Cook.

An Opposition member; Non-performance you mean.

Mr MINSON: Quite right. After putting a bomb under them, perhaps they will begin to
represent us. Secondly, this House ought to give authority to the appointment of a tripartite
committee, and of the member for Darling Range. Perhaps the committee could include four
people.

Mr Taylor interjected.

Mr MJNSON: I do not know; can the Deputy Premier tell me? I will look it up later. A
tripartite committee and the member for Darling Range could consider the following:
Firstly, among many other things, a review of the validity and currency of the two ocean
defence policy should take place to see whether it is appropriate. It should seek clarification
of that policy and the Federal Government's plans for it. Western Australia wants to know
what is planned, when those plans will be implemented, where any action will take place and
how much will be spent. Following those clarifications, the Government can review the
strategic industrial development in this State and alter it accordingly. It can be either
hastened or retarded as necessary so that the relevant companies do not go broke.

Liaison with the Commonwealth Government should take place to see how it is progressing
with its policy and to see where Western Australia's strategic industrial development is to
take place. We ought to lobby with gusto, not only politically but also by using things that I
do not particularly, like such as paid lobbyists. They are very much part of the political
scene in Canberr a. As much as I do not like them, they have become a necessary evil. Half
a dozen strategically placed lobbyists in Canberra over the lamt few weeks and months may
have done us a lot of good. This committee might examine whether Western Australia
should give financial help to tenderers. to achieve the best possible structure and presentation
of tenders. It was obvious that the tender from Australian Shipbuilding Industries (WA) Pty
Ltd had a vastly increased fixed price component and a smaller emergent price component.
That led to some confusion as to the value of that tender. I could speak about this for much
longer, but I know the member for Collie has a couple of points to make. Some action must
be taken. I recommend that the Government give authority to forming the committee and to
plan now for future contracts.

DR TURNBIULL (Collie) [3.15 pm]: I support the forceful speech made by the member
for Eyre in his condemnation of the Federal Labor Government. I also agree with the
Premier's words that Western Australians are now cynical of promises that come from the
Federal Government. The only time Western Australia holds any power is during Federal
election time. At that time it is needed, and needed desperately.

It makes me angry that Bob H-awke, the Prime Minister of Australia and the Leader of the
Labor Party, should use Western Australia as a pawn in the political game of keeping Labor
in power in Canberra. The reason I feel so angry about this is, as the other speakers have
said, Western Australia will suffer from it. The Prime Minister has manipulated Western
Australians who have sunk their money into these processes in readiness to deal with our
being awarded the submarine contract. He has manipulated Western Australian politics and
the Western Australian economy.
The fact that makes me most angr is that the Prime Minister used this manipulation prior to
the Federal election by becoming involved in Western Australian politics and ensuring the
installation of the first woman Premier in Australia. What has he done now to the woman
whom he put up to win the election for him - a respected woman, a woman considered to be
kind and who could turn around the votes in Western Australia so that the Federal Labor
Party would not lose the election? This is the cynicism which Western Australians are
feeling today. They feel that that kind woman Premier, the first woman Premier in Australia,
has now served her purpose. She is not needed any more and Western Australians are not
needed any more. Because of that, this submarine contract which should have been decided
a year ago has finally been awarded to the Eastern States and not to Western Australia.
Western Australians will suffer because of that decision.

Question (motion, as amended) put and passed.
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RESERVES AND LAND REVESTMENT BILL

Receipt

Bill received from the Council.

COAL MINES REGULATION BILL

Returned

Bill returned from the Council without amendment.

SELECT COMMITTEE ON PAROLE - REPORT

Extension of Time

On motion by Mr Cunningham, resolved -

That the date for the presentation of the report of the Select Committee on Parole be
extended to 30 November 1990.

ACTS AMENDMENT (GOLD BANKING CORPORATION) BILL

Report

Report of Committee adopted.

STATE EMPLOYMENT AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY IILL
Report

Report of Committee adopted.

CASINO (BURSWOOD ISLAND) AGREEMENT AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 7 June.

MR CLARK() (Marmion) [3.20 pm]: The Bill proposes to significantly increase the
annual casino gaming licence fee. The fee, as set out in the current Burswood Casino
agreement is $400 000 per annum; and with CPI indexing the fee runs to approximately
$546 000. The proposal is for the fee to be increased to $1 400 000, to be paid quarterly, and
to continue to be indexed according to the CPIL The introduction of the new fee will be
backdated to February 1990, which represents approximately four months' retrospeccivity.

I rarely favour retrospective provisions in legislation but unlike some people I do not have
total objection. I am aware that from time to time legislation is introduced which contains
something which is not wanted but where both sides of politics are happy to clear up the
matter,. and retrospectivity is justified in that case. However, I doubt whether a real need
exists for retrospectivity in this matter other than to give the Goverruent four months'
additional revenue. No doubt the Government's need for revenue has been highlighted by its
problems with WA Inic; the Government needg to sweep the floor and pick up every piece of
dross. Perhaps that is the real reason for the introduction of this legislation.

The official reason for the increase in fee outlined by the Government was that the fee would
be backdated to the completion date of the extensions to the Burswood Casino. That is not a
justification for retrospectivity; perhaps the Minister would care to comment on that point.
Any mathematician would know that if the CPI increase is eight per cent and if the increase
is applied to the previous five month period it would represent approximately $50 000. As
from I July, the new fee per annum will be $1.45 million, compared with the previous year's
figure of $546 000 - that is an increase of $900 000 in the annual fee. En other words, the
Government will pick up approximately an additional $1 million. As the CPI percentage
increases, so too will the annual fee.

The manager of the Burswood Property Trust has agreed to that massive increase in revenue
of $1 million. However, I note a recent newspaper article stated that some unit holders are
not all that impressed with the increase. The second reading speech sought to justify the
increase, which in percentage terms was 250 per cent, at a tine when the Premier, when
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talking about increased charges in a range of public services, stated that any increase would
be at the rate of seven per cent. Today, the legislation provides for an increase in the annual
fee for the casino of 250 per cent which apparently has been agreed to voluntarily. To justify
the massive increase in fee, the Minister used the argument that currently the Consolidated
Revenue Fund provides moneys to offset the cost of regulating the casino's activities. If one
follows that argument, one could say that this burden should be removed from the backs of
the taxpayers; that costs should be met in such a way that no moneys will be taken from the
public purse. That argument is a little wobbly because for the financial year which came to a
close last Saturday the Government estimates that revenue from the casino is about
$20 million. If the argument is that that amount will offset costs, a different mathematician
would conclude that the $1 million should be taken from $20 million - that is, the net revenue
to the Government would be around $19 million.
No doubt, the casino brings in a great deal of money to the State; and while we have no
record for the [989-90 financial year, according to the previous financial year's figures, the
casino's contribution by way of this fee was $16.6 million. At the same rime that the
Government intends to collect an extra $1 million, I notice that an article in The West
Australian of 28 June 1990, headed "Beggs critical of the Turf Club', indicates that the Turf
Club has called for relief from certain taxes. However, the Minister for Racing and Gaming
rejected that proposition which she saw as the Government's putting more money into the
racing industry. I do not see the Government as putting money into any form of racing or
gaming in this State.
Mr Trenorden: The money has gone down a big, black hole.
Mr CLARKO: Yes. The Government is harvesting millions of dollars from various
gambling activities. Presently, the West Australian Turf Club seeks the easing of taxes
which relate to that organisation - a cut of about $4 million in the current turnover tax
applying to that organisation. The Government expects to receive $29 million from the TAB
betting tax alone.
Subject to the qualifications I have expressed, the Opposition supports the Bill.
MVR TRENORDEN (Avon) [3.28 pm]: The presentation of this Bill is a Little curious, in
that what the Bill does not state is more important than its provisions. The Bill outlines an
increase in revenue of about $1 million from the collection of a licence fee. The National
Party maintains, and will continue to maintain when it attains Government, that licence fees
should not be a major revenue source. The possession of a licence enables people to
undertake a particular activity; the main penalty that can be applied against persons holding a
licence is the Government's ability to revoke such a licence. It is illogical for the
Government to raise $1 million from an increased fee in addition to raising millions of
dollars from the turnover of the casino. When the National Party sits on the Government
benches it will not endorse this type of activity. Any argument that maintains that the
revenue is required for administration purposes is rubbish. As the previous speaker
mentioned, millions of dollars have been raised through the activities of the casino.
The National Party is very disappointed that the Government continues to raise money from
the gambling scene but ignores the crisis facing the racing industry. I attended a Belmont
race meeting two weeks ago and spoke to bookmakers and other people. It is obvious that
the industry faces a difficult situation as not enough money circulates within this important
industry. It has been stated often that the racing industry is the third biggest employment
area in Australia. If it is not the third biggest employer, it is certainly one of the biggest
employment industries in this nation. It is under extreme pressure right now because not
enough money is circulating in the industry. The reason is that there are too many outlets for
betting in the gambling industry in this State. This Government, since 1983, has had a very
substantial windfall from gambling taxes. Revenue from the casino and the Lotteries
Commission has dramatically increased the revenue to this State at the cost of the racing
industry in general. The racing, trolling and greyhound industries are experiencing a major
crisis and the National Party is extremely disappointed that this Government refuses to give
any credence to the Quin report. The Government has adopted marginal issues in the Quin
report - another is on today's Notice Paper. However, the central core of the Quin report has
been ignored by the Government. We will not allow the Quin report to be laid to rest.
Mrs Beggs: What has the Quin report to do with this Bill?
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Mr TRENORDEN: It has to do with gambling revenue. We will be pursuing that interest
with the racing industry in general.

Obviously a deal has been done behind closed doors on this matter. The casino has agreed to
pay out an extra $1 million worth of revenue to allow for greater foreign investment in the
casino, something to which the National Party is very much opposed, particularly given the
argument which occurred when the casino legislation was first debated. We were told
consistently that no foreign majority holding of the casino would ever occur, Now, only a
few years down the track, it is to happen. It is exceedingly disappointing to the National
Party that the Labor Party has seen fit to allow that sale to foreign interests to take place. I
know that has nothing to do with this piece of legislation, but obviously it is a talking point
in association with the Bill.

We recognise that the Labor Party controls the Treasury benches. We recognise also that it
has a right to tax these people an extra $1 milflion. However, we think it is ludicrous because
that tax should be based on turnover profit. Taxes in all industries should be related to their
profit and to the consistency of their business. A licence is a stamp of approval and has
nothing to do with providing greater revenue capabilities.

T'he National Party will allow the Bill to pass without testing it although it believes the whole
thing is rather stupid.

MRS BEGGS (Whitford - Minister for Racing and Gaming) [3.34 pm]: I thank both
members for their support of the Bill and will clarify a couple of queries that were raised.
The member for Marmion remembers the Casino (Burswood Island) Agreement Bill being
discussed by this Parliament. At that time it was determined that a licence should be issued
to ensure that control over the operations of the casino would be managed by Government
inspectors as well as by the normal inspectors employed by the casino. At chat time it was
determined that a licence fee of $400 000 would enable that Government control to be
carried out efficiently and in the best interests of the community which would be using the
casino. It would ensure that everything was above board at all times. No deals have been
done behind closed doors; this Bill is a simple matter. This supplementary agreement will
ensure that the Gaming Commission will be able to employ extra Government inspectors so
that the integrity at the casino is maintained.

Mr Clarko: It is not two and a half times the original amount, is it?

Mrs BEGGS: No, it is not. However, the member will remember when I introduced the
Gaming Commission legislation a couple of years ago that it was decided, with the support
of the Opposition, that the community should not have to pay for the costs of inspecting or
issuing approvals for clubs, hotels and sporting bodies to run gamning nights and those sorts
of things. The same principle applies to the casino. While the member may argue about the
profits derived by the Government from the casino, it is important to state categorically that
the Government does not consider the Consolidated Revenue Fund is the source from which
the casino should be funded. That is why the licence fee has been increased.

I am sorry, but I missed the first part of the member's speech because I was not in the
Parliament. H~e asked how the calculations were made. The completion date of the
extension was 20 February 1990 and the licence fee at that time, with indexation, was
$546 480. Fifty-eight days over 365 amounts to $546 480. The other 307 days were
calculated on the $1.4 million. If we deduct $409 000, which was a retrospective payment
which would reduce those amounts, it comes to $854 5 12. 17. With those comments, I thank
the member for Mannion and the member for Avon for their support of this legislation.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Committee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

RESERVES AND LAND REVESTMENT BILL

First Reading

Bill read a first time, on motion by Mrs Beggs (Minister for Planning).
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Second Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the second reading.

MRS BEGGS (Whitford - Minister for Planning) [3.42 pm].: I move

That the Bill be now read a second time.

[Leave granted for the following text to be incorporated.]

mis eml is similar in intent to many others which have been brought before the 1-ouse to
obtain Parliament's approval to vary class A reserves, to remove trusts over freehold reserve
land and to close certain pedestrian accessways and rights-of-way. Apart from the final
clause dealing with the closures of pedestrian accessways and rights-of-way, the majority of
clauses in the Bil deal with A class reserves.

Class A reserve 24063 is set apart for the purpose of recitation and is vested in the Melville
City Council. It lies within the electoral district of Melville and the South Metropolitan
Region. The Water Authority of Western Australia has a sewage pumping station located on
the reserve and is seeking separate reservation to protect it. The City of Melville has no
objection to the proposal and clause 5 seeks Parliament's approval for the excision from the
reserve.

Class C unvested water and pipe track reserve 9041 is no longer required and was recently
cancelled with the intention of including the land within surrounding class A reserves 13404
and 15633. Reserve 15633 is set apart for national park and is part of the Leeuwin-
Naturaliste National Park. It is vested in the National Parks and Nature Conservation
Authority and lies within the Shire of Busselton. It is in the electoral district of Vasse and
the South West Region. Inclusion of the remainder of the former reserve 9041 in class A
reserve 13404 will be dealt with in a future reserves Bill, when certain issues have been
resolved. Clause 6 seeks approval to add the land to class A reserve 15633.

The Busselton Shire Council is planning to rationalise the boundaries of a number of
contiguous reserves situated within Busselton. The two reserves involved are the -

(1) Class A tennis court reserve 28535 comprising 9 717 square metres, which is
vested in the Busselcon Shire Council with power to lease.

(2) Class A tennis and/or squash reserve 28536 comprising 888 square metres,
and which is also vested in the Busselton Shire Council with power to lease.

The reserves lie within the electoral district of Vasse and the South West Region.
Cancellation of class A reserve 28536 is necessary to achieve amalgamation together with a
redescription of class A reserve 28535. Clause 7 seeks approval for these changes.

Members will be aware that Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pry Ltd has recently awarded a
tender to a joint venture of Clough Engineering and Press Offshore for fabrication of
accommodation and utilities modules for the Goodwyn A production platform. The modules
will be built in the Industrial Lands Development Authority's offshore construction yard at
Jervoise Bay, and will be installed on the platform in mid-1992. The project is expected to
provide peak employment of about 600 in 1991, with an average employment of about 500
during the 20-month construction period. The project requires that there be adequate parking
for workers - this can not necessarily be accommodated in the existing industrial area.
Therefore, a site has been identified imnmediately adjoining the offshore construction yard
within portion of class A recreation and camping reserve 24309, which is vested in the City
of Cockbumn with power to lease. The reserve lies within the electoral district of Peel and the
South Metropolitan Region. Following discussions with representatives of the City of
Cockbumn, and the members for Cockburn and Peel, it was agreed that the proposed car park
should not be excised from reserve 24309, but rather that specific approval be sought from
Parliament to council's leasing a particular portion of the reserve for vehicle parking related
to activities within the Jervoise Bay industrial area, as required from time to time in respect
of large resource contracts.

The common law relating to recreation reserves would not normally allow reserve 24309 to
be used for vehicle parking not associated with recreational activities. It is, therefore,
necessary to make clear statutory provision for industry-related parking on the reserve.
Development of the car park will also be subject to approval by the Environmental Protection
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Authority, as the reserve is affected by the recommendations of the System 6 report. Clause
8 will ensure that the city retain control of the entire reserve, while enabling council to lease
a portion for construction of a car park. The car park would also be available to members of
the public using the reserve for recreation, during any period of use by industry workers.
Leases would be subject to disallowance by Parliament to ensure the car park was used only
on a justified needs basis. This approach will prevent industry from creeping southward into
recreational land while affording flexibility in the provision of car parking for occasional
major projects which may be won by Western Australian industry and which are of major
benefit to the community.

The Mundarig Shire Council is seeking, on behalf of the Darlington Retirement
Accommodation Association Inc, to establish a site for an aged persons' home on portion of
class A reserve 18731 in Pine Terrace, Darlington, The area required is 3 083 square metres.
Class A reserve 18731 has a purpose of recreation and is vested in the shire. It lies within the
electoral district of Darling Range and the East Metropolitan Region. The shire totally
supports the proposal and parliamentary approval is required to excise the required area from
class A reserve [873 1. Clause 9 seeks such approval.
As part of System 3 Red Book recommendations, the Department of Conservation and Land
Management has acquired land now identified as Esperance location 2049 with the intention
of having the land included within class A reserve 22795. The reserve has a purpose of
national park and is more commonly known as the Cape Le Grande National Park. The
reserve is also vested in the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority and lies
within the Shire of Esperance, the electoral district of Roe and the Agricultural Region.
Clause 10 seeks approval to include the land in class A reserve 22795.
In the 1986 Reserves and Land Revestment Bill (No 2), Windell location 84 was excised
from reserve No 30082. This reserve has a purpose of national park - Dales Gorge, is vested
in the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority and is more commonly known as
the Hamerstey Range National Park. The reserve is located within the Shire of Ashburton,
the electoral district of Pilbara and the Mining and Pastoral Region. Windell location 84 was
excised and subsequently released to provide a tourist facility site. The developers of
Windell location 84 now wish to use additional land within the national park to alow the
development to proceed to best effect, and have the full support of the Western Australian
Tourism Commission.

The northern boundaries of the national park are to be rationalised to match the aligrnent of
the Port Hedland-Wittenoom Road, with certain areas to be excised from the park while
others are to be included from the adjacent pastoral lease. Surrender of the land to be
included in the park is currently being finialised. The additional land sought by the
proprietors of Windeil location 84 is one of the areas to be excised as part of this exercise
and the Department of Conservation and Land Management has agreed to excision
proceeding in advance of overall rational isation. Clause I I seeks Parliament's approval for
the excision.

Class A reserve 18698 at Jilalcin Lake is set aside for the purpose of national park but is not
vested. It lies within the Shire of Kuhn, the electoral district of Roe and the Agricultural
Region. The Department of Conservation and Land Management has requested the change
of purpose of this reserve to conservation of flora and fauna with vesting in the National
Parks anid Nature Conservation Authority. The area is of value to conservation and is not
suitable for a national park. Clause 12 seeks Parliament's approval to endorse the change in
purpose and reference to section 7(2) of the Conservation and Land Management Act will
satisfy legal requirements to ensure the reserve comes under the provisions of that Act.
Throughout the Bill, similar references have been made where necessary.

Class A reserve 20769 is set aside for parldands and lies within the electoral district of
Merredin and the Agricultural Region. The reserve is vested in the Shire of Kondinin.
Adjoining the reserve is an A class reserve 20768 which has a purpose of parklands and is
also vested in the Shire of Kondinin. Increasing grain harvests within the district require the
enlargement of existing rail facilities within the town. Portions of class A reserve 20769 and
class C reserve 20767 are required for this proposal. It has been agreed that the remaining
portion of class A reserve 20769 and class C reserve 20767 be amalgamated with the
adjoining class A reserve 20768. The amalgamated reserve would have a purpose of
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parkclands and recreation and be vested in the shire. However, the A classification for the
reserve would not be required and the shire has agreed to a C classification. Clause 13 seeks
to cancel the A classification of reserves 207658 and 20769.

The Kondinmn Shire Council has a requirement to establish a cemetery to serve the towns of
Hyden and Kaigarin. Land affected by the proposal comprises portion of class A
conservation of flora and fauna reserve 21253 - the Lake Counter nature reserve - and the
controlling body, the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority, has no objection to
the excision. The reserves all lie within the electoral district of Merredin. arid the
Agricultural Region. Clause 14 seeks approval to excise the land from the class A reserve so
that the area can be appropriately reserved under the Land Act.

Section 17 of reserves Act No 67 of 1988 contained an error in the area which should have
been excised from class A reserve 8731 at Lake Monger. The reserve is held as a Crown
grant in crust by the City of Perth and lies within the electoral district of Clendalough and the
North Metropolitan Region. The section concerned land being included within the adjoining
speech and hearing centre reserve 34689, and a related access road. It provided for the
excision of 8 549 square metres from reserve 873 1. However, this should have read 7 012
square metres, the difference of 1 537 square metres being the area of the access road.
Corrective legislation is required to validate the existing section and this clause 15 seeks
Parliament's approval for such action.

Class A reserve 8428, which has a purpose of national park and is more commrnony known as
the Leeuwin-Naturaliste National Park, lies within the Shire of Busselton, the electoral
district of Vasse and the South West Region. Section 47(2)(B) of reserves Act No 6 of 1984
authorised the inclusion of Sussex Location 4750 within reserve 8428. However, at that time
the land was still held in private ownership, but has since been acquired for inclusion in the
national park. As a result, corrective legislation is necessary to finalise its inclusion. There
is also a need to include Sussex Location 4863 within the national park. This land has been
acquired by the Department of Conservation and Land Management and adjoins location
4750. Clause 16 seeks to achieve the purpose of the section in the L984 Act in relation to
location 4750 and to authorise the addition of location 4863.
Class A reserve 9633 is set apart for the purpose of recreation and is vested in the Mandurah
City Council. The reserve lies within the electoral district of Mandurah and the South West
Region. A multirmillion dollar cultural centre is planned for development on part of the
reserve. Stage I - a senior citizens' centre - has already been completed. There is concern
that some of the activities envisaged will overstep legal constraints applicable to usage and
leasing of recreation reserves created under the Land Act. The most expedient way of
overcoming these problems is to declassify reserve 9633 from A class to C class so that the
land can be dealt with under less restrictive circumstances as a C class cultural centre
reserve. The portion of the present recreation reserve not required for cultural centre
development can then be included in the adjoining C class recreation reserve 14004. The
declassification would also allow the excision of a minor portion of the reserve which is
required to accommodate construction of council office extensions being undertaken on the
adjoining administration and civic centre reserve 28472. An area of 16 square metres is
involved and council will relinquish an equal area in exchange, for inclusion in reserve 9633.
Parliament's approval is, therefore, required to declassify reserve 9633 from A class to
C class and clause 17 accordingly seeks that approval.

Over the past few years there have been a number of road and reserve boundary
modifications at the entrance to Peel Inlet, Mandurah, which have affected C class reserve
25588 and A class reserve 2123 1. Both reserves have a purpose of recreation, are vested in
the City of Mandurab and lie within the electoral district of Murray and the South West
Region. As a result. of these modifications, class A reserve 21231 requires redeclaration to
now show its true boundaries and area. Clause 18 therefore seeks Parliament's approval to
amend the area of the reserve accordingly.

Class C reserve 33967 is set apart for the purpose of recreation and is vested in the City of
Stirling with power to lease for periods up to 21 years. It lies within the electoral district of
Maylands and the East Metropolitan Region. The reserve is virtually surrounded by class A
parland and recreation reserve 33966, which is also vested in the City of Stirling with power
to lease. The two reserves are located within the Maylands Peninsula and comprise land
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purchased from the Commonwealth in 1963 for recreation purposes. Reserve 33967 was
subsequently set aside far the Swan River Drive alignment, but is no longer required for this
purpose. To assist the City of Stirling in arranging the construction of a golf course, the
amalgamation of the two reserves is required. In addition, the cancellation of reserve 33967
is also required to prevent any administrative difficulties arising when issuing a lease for the
golf course. Clause 19 seeks Parliament's approval for these changes.

Class A reserve 7537 - John Forrest National Park - is set apart for the purpose of national
park and native game and vested in the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority.
The reserve lies within the Shires of Mundaring and Swan, the electoral district of Swan
Hills and the East Metropolitan Region. The Department of Conservation and Land
Management considers the purpose of native game to be misleading and inappropriate, and
requires deletion of the term. In addition, it is also required to amalgamate the adjoining
class A national park reserve 8164 with John Forrest National Park reserve 7537 in
accordance with System 6 Red Book recommendations. Clause 20 seeks Parliament's
approval for these changes.

Class A Pinnaroo Valley Cemetery reserve 25746, which is held in fee simple in trust by the
trustees of the Pinnaroo Valley Memorial Park Cemetery, is located in the electoral district of
Whitford and the North Metropolitan Region. The Water Authority of Western Australia has
requested protection over proposed water supply and sewerage pipelines which pass through
the reserve. The trustees have no objection to the excision and have already executed a
surrender document transferring the relevant portions of freehold trust land to the Crown. As
an additional requirement, clause 21 seeks Parliament's approval to excise the required land
from the reserve.

Class A reserve 8431 is set apart for protection and preservation of caves and flora and for a
health and pleasure resort. A small part is vested in the Augusta- Margaret River Shire
Council and the balance, although presently unvesred, is ultimately proposed for reservation
as national park. The reserve lies within the electoral district of Warren and the South West
Region. The shire council requires that portion of the reserve which has achieved
international significance in recent years as a surfing venue. The increasing demand for use
of the area has necessitated an upgrading of existing facilities. As a result council has
prepared the Suffers' Point improvement plan which aims to improve the environmental
aspects of the area. parking facilities, road access and a viewing area for spectators watching
surfing events. The Department of Conservation and Land Management and the
Environmental Protection Authority support the proposed excision and vesting in council,
with development in accordance with the improvement plan. To allow the upgrading of
existing facilities and ongoing maintenance of the area, Parliament's approval is required to
excise the required land from A class reserve SD843 1. Clause 22 seeks such approval.

Class A reserve 1704 lies within the Shire of Wagin. the electoral district of Wagin and the
Agricultural Region, and is set apart for the purpose of recreation. Although the reserve Is
unvested under the Land Act, it is controlled by the Wag in Shire Council as a board
appointed pursuant to the Parks and Reserves Act 1895. The land is no longer required for
recreational use and council considers it is ideally suited for light industrial purposes. Before
any action can proceed towards making the land available for light industrial purposes. the
reserve needs to be cancelled. Clause 23 seeks Parliament's approval for such cancellation.

The Department of Conservation and Land Management has arranged the purchase of two
sections of freehold land for inclusion into class A reserve 9838, the Wannamal Lake nature
reserve. Class A reserve 9838 is set aside for the purpose of conservation of flora and fauna
and is vested in the National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority, It lies within the
Shire of (lingin, the electoral district of Moore and the Agricultural Region. In most cases it
would simply be required to add the land to the reserve but in this instance it has been
necessary to describe the entire reserve because it was not previously defined by survey plan.
Clause 24 seeks Parliament's approval to redescribe the reserve.

Class A reserve 39962 is set apart for the purpose of conservation of flora, fauna and passive
recreation, vested in the Stirling City Council, and is more commonly known as Star Swamp,
The reserve lies within the electoral district of Marmion and the North Metropolitan Region.
The landowners adjoining class A reserve 39962 have applied for a small portion of it to be
included within their properties. The excision from the reserve will regu~larise the existing
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long term use of the land for rear access and is supported by the City of Stirling. Clause 25
seeks Parliament's approval for the excision from the reserve so that the required area can be
sold to the adjoining owners.
Class A reserve 9617 is set aside for conservation of flora and fauna and is vested in the
National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The reserve is located north west of
Toolibin cownsite in the Shire of Wickepin, the electoral district of Merredin and the
Agricultural Region. The Department of Conservation and Land Management has arranged
the acquisition of freehold land adjoining class A reserve 9617. Survey plans have been
prepared to redefine this reserve and two nearby class A reserves, 24556 and 14398. It is
proposed that Williams Locations 15686 and 15687 be excised from reserve 9617 and
included in reserve 24556 - to be dealt with under clause 28 - while the land recently
acquired by CALM will be included in reserve 9617. Parliament's approval is therefore
required to redefine the reserve in the maniner indicated.

Class A reserve 14398 is set aside for protection of flora and fauna and is vested in the
National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The reserve is located north west of
Toolibin townsite in the Shire of Wickepin, the electoral district of Merredin and the
Agricultural Region. The Department of Conservation and Land Management has arranged
acquisition of freehold land adjoining class A reserve 14398. Survey plans have been
prepared to redefine this reserve by including the land recently acquired by CALM. CALM
has also requested that the purpose of the reserve be changed to conservation of flora and
fauna. Parliament's approval is therefore required to redefine the reserve and to change its
purpose.

Class A reserve 24556 is set aside for the protection of flora and fauna and vested in the
National Parks and Nature Conservation Authority. The reserve is located north west of
Toolibin townsite in the Shire of Wickepin. the electoral district of Merredin and the
Agricultural Region. The Department of Conservation and Land Management has arranged
the acquisition of freehold land adjoining class A reserve 24556. As noted in relation to
clause 26, it is proposed that the reserve be increased by Williams Locations 15686 and
15687, excised from reserve 9617, and by the land recently acquired by CALM. CALM also
requested that the purpose of the reserve be changed to conservation of flora and fauna.
Parliament's approval is therefore required to redefine the reserve and to change its purpose.

Class A reserve 23572 is set apart for the purpose of recreation and lies within the electoral
district of Vasse and the South West Region. It is vested in the Busselton Shire Council.
The reserve is situated on the foreshore of Geographe Bay about 16 kilometres west of
Busselton and is one of five being studied by the coastal management committee of the State
Planning Commnission. Vesting of the reserve in the shire council is for 12-month periods in
perpetuity until the study is completed. In mapping the reserve a large discrepancy has
occurred between the official area and the newly calculated area. The discrepancy is the
result of natural erosion and of the improved methods of mapping. Owing to the size of the
discrepancy, Parliament's approval is required to amend the area of the reserve. Clause 29
seeks such approval.

The State Government has endorsed the future direction and initiatives being taken by the
West Australian Football Commnission to restructure football in Western Australia.
Implementation of part of the strategy involves granting the Football Commission more
secure tenure over Subiaco Oval and its immediate environs. Subiaco Oval, its surrounds
and the adjoining Kitchener Park Bowling Club all form part of class A recreational reserve
9337, which is vested in the Subiaco City Council with power to lease without a need for the
Minister for Lands to approve any leasing arrangements. The reserve lies within the City of
Subiaco, the electoral district of Nedlands and the North Metropolitan Region. Land
comprising the bowling club is leased to the club by the city council and similarly the oval
and grounds are leased to the West Australian National Football League Inc and the Subiaco
Football Club. Following discussions with the City of Subiaco and the Football Commuission
it has been agreed that the area comprising Subiaco Oval and environs should be separately
reserved and vested in the city with power to lease for periods of up to 99 years. The council
would then give a lease for this term to the commnission and the commission in turn to sublet
to the Subiaco Football Club.

The portion of reserve 9337 to be separately reserved, of which portion is to be leased to the
A760O-4
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commission, has been surveyed as Swan Location 11285. The balance of the reserve has
been reidentified as Swan Location 11286 and will continue to form part of reserve 9337
with the Subiaco Council retaining control of the area under its existing vesting.
Excision of location 11285 from class A reserve 9337 is necessary to enable the land to be
re-reserved and vested in the city, and Parliament must approve the proposal. It is also
deemed prudent in this case for Parliament to extinguish the current leasing arrangements
between the council, the West Australian National Football League and the Subiaco Football
Club in order to facilitate an orderly change of tenure. Proclamation of clause 30 pends
completion of all necessary documentation between the City of Subiaco and the West
Australian Football Commission to enable simultaneous excision from class A reserve 9337
and subsequent creation of the new reserve and issue of a new lease for 99 years to ihe West
Australian Football Commission.

Class C reserves 34923 and 36643 are set aside for the purpose of isolated children's hostel
site and are held in fee simple in trust for isolated children's hostel and hostel site
respectively by the Isolated Children's Hostel Incorporated. Adjoining these two reserves is
reserve 37793. which is set aside for the same purpose. but is not vested. The reserves all lie
within the City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder. the electoral district of Kailgoorlie and the Mining and
Pastoral Region. The Isolated Children's Hostel Inc is prepared to purchase all three
reserves at market valuation free of trust so that it can on-sell the land and improvements to
the Kalgoorlie College of TAFE. The college is presently occupying the buildings for
student residential purposes. Clause 31 accordingly seeks approval to lift the trust over these
two reserves so as to allow the sale to proceed.

The Perth congregation of Jehovah's Witnesses Incorporated holds a Crown grant in trust
over reserve 22107. The reserve lies within the Shire of Kellerberrin. the electoral district of
Merredin and the Agricultural Region. Owing to declining numbers, the Jehovah's
Witnesses wish to sell the land and improvements to an adjoining owner. There is no
objection to the land being sold and the Jehovah's Witnesses have agreed to purchase the lot
for $2 000 free of trust. Clause 32 seeks Parliament's consent in removing the trust so as to
allow sale of the lot to proceed.

The latter part of this Bill seeks approval to the closure and revestment of I5 pedestrian
accessways and six rights of way situated in various locations. These accessways, and rights
of way, as described on the table to the clause, were created from private freehold
subdivisions under section 20A of the Town Planning and Development Act and, as a
condition of subdivision, are vested in Her Majesty. The passage of time has indicated that
in these instances the accessways are no longer required or are causing problems through
misuse, vandalism. intrusion into family privacy, and antisocial behaviour.

In all cases the closure applications have been submitted by the relevant local government
authority after adequate publicity and provision of time for submission of objections. The
need for this legislative measure arises from the lack of existing legislation to close these
types of accessways. While amendments to existing legislation are being prepared to
establish permanent powers to deal with these accessways. this revestment clause, clause 33.
is intended as a short term solution to provide the legislative authority necessary to resolve
these particular cases where closure is considered to be an immuediate requirement. Existing
machinery established under part VIIA of the Land Act will be used to enable disposal of the
land to adjoining landowners, with reasonable time being allowed for payment for the land.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Clarko.

LOTTERIES COMIMISSION BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 21 June.

MR CLARKO (Marmnion) [3.45 pmJ: This Bill is a major piece of legislation in relation to
benevolent and charitable matters. It replaces the Lotteries Control Act of 1954, which Act
has been in existence for a long time, and the more recent Lorto Act 1981. This legislation
will provide a new framework for the operations of the Lotteries Commission and the most
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significant element I see in it is the new formula that will control the distribution of funds
from lotteries and lotto. The proposed new arrangement would result in 60 per cent of the
total gross funds of the Lotteries Commission going to prizes; [6 per cent to the hospital fund
account; two per cent to the sports lotteries account; two per cent to the arts lotteries account;
five per cent will be grants by the Lotteries Commission to eligible benevolent and charitable
organisations; eight per cent, [ am informed, will go to ticket commissions; five per cent, it is
estimated, will be required for expenses of the commnission; and, approximately two per cent
will be the balance or residue. The balance will, in fact, be three per cent, not two per cent
because, I understand, that is approximately what it will be with the addition of its
investments, which will be about one per cent.

This legislation makes it clear and easy for an outside observer to quickly assess what is the
distribution arr angement. In dollar terms it means the Lotteries Commission will have in the
order of $25 million to $30 million to distribute to charitable or benevolent organisations. Of
course, the big winner in this arrangement will be the hospital fund account which, if my
estimate is correct on the anticipation of a $300 million gross tumnover this financial year,
wil receive about $50 million, which is a substantial amount.

A significant change has been made to the Soccer Football Pools which have been handled
by the Lotteries Commission under a licence from the Gaining Commission. That will now
end and the result will be a much better arrangement. Fifty per cent of the money collected
on Soccer Football Pools will go to prizes, about 14 per cent will go to administration and
about 36 per cent to the hospital fund account. If I were the Minister in charge of this
legislation I would like to see an element introduced which would allow some of these funds
to go to benevolent and charitable organisations like the general one which goes to lotteries
and lotto. I ask the Minister to consider that the Soccer Football Pools be like the other
forms of gaming in this regard and that some element be made available for charitable and
benevolent matters.

I am not a soccer man and when I watched the soccer recently on television I thought the
Camneroon soccer team looked like the Cameroon rugby union team, especially when they
tackled their opponents.

Mrs Beggs; I thought they were fantastic.

Mr CLARKO: Does the Minister think they looked more like rugby union players than
soccer players?

Mrs Beggs: I am disappointed they did not beat the pains.

Mr CLARKO: My dear old mother, who was borin in England, would have been barracking
for the English.

Mrs Watkins: Ireland did well also.

Mr CLARKO: My great-grandfather would have Liked that if he had been alive.

Mrs Beggs: If he were alive he would be pretty old.

Mr CLARKO: He would be extremely old.

Under the new arrangement there will be a greater range of prizes and a reduction in the time
for which prizes will be held. This Bill proposes to reduce from seven years to one year the
length of time that the commission must hold unclaimed prizes. The Opposition would have
liked a compromise of two years, but I have been told by the secretary of the Lotteries
Commission that about 97 per cent of prizes are claimed within three months. I would not
like to think that any friend of the Minister's, or any friend of mine, would, for example,
arrive back from England one year and one day after he had won a lottery prize and not be
able to claim it, because that would result in a lot of tears being shed. But after considering
the statistics that were provided to me, and after looking at the situation in other States and
the information that I have been given from overseas, I support that reduction in time, with
the proviso that at some future time I may seek a change to a two year time limit.

This Bill provides that moneys held as unclaimed prizes be returned to the prize pool as
additional or increased prizes. The Bill also prohibits the operation of commercial lottery or
Lanao syndicates that charge fees for services. The Opposition agrees with those changes.
The Bill proposes also to increase from four to six the number of commissioners. I note that
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the Lotteries Commission estimates it will turn over $300 million this year, and it probably
turned over $260 million last year, so that increase in the number of commissioners can
probably be justified. However, I find it intriguing that in no other Bill that I have read have
I seen the members of a commission comprising one member who is an expert in finance,
another member who is an expert in management, and another member who is an expert in
computer operations. in marketing, or in representing the community. I find it unusual that
the expertise of the commissioners of the Lotteries Commission is able to be divided into six
areas. I am tempted to ask why a lawyer was not included, because clearly many legal
matters will arise. What will happen if the commnission wants to discuss computer
operations, but the person who is expert in that area is away with influenza? Wil the
discussion be held up until he returns? I do not know of any other group or commission
which has a specific number of people, each representing a particular area of expertise.
Mrs Beggs: The Rottnest Island Authority legislation designates that there be a mix of
people with certain areas of expertise.
Mr CLARKO: Has the Minister been tainted by Rottnest?

Mrts Beggs: Not at all, but you should know that the Auditor General's report recommended
that there be a mix of people with expertise on the commission.
Mr CLARKO: I suggest that 99 per cent of similar bodies in Western Australia are not
structured in this way, so I look forward to seeing how this will work.
Unlike the previous legislation, this Bill contains specific provisions governing how the
income of the Lotteries Commission is to be treated. Specific legislative arrangements are to
be put in place in respect of the handling of investment income. The Opposition welcomes
that proposal. However, the Lotteries Commission is handling very large sums of money.
and the Opposition believes it is desirable that policy investment guidelines be established
which are made public so that the community will know that the investment formula of the
commission is appropriate to the commission's operations and will be to the benefit of the
people of Western Australia. I am sure that the commission has established its own
guidelines in respect of the investment of income, and that the commission will not invest
that income by putting it on the TAB.
The BUi clarifies the commission's relationship with the Minister. Last year, during my
discussions with a senior member of the commnission, t raised certain matters in respect of the
Minister's powers. While the Minister does have quite a lot of power in respect of certain
parts of the operations of this Bill, the Opposition is pleased that the Minister has been
prepared to agree to our proposal that the Minister's powers be reduced in respect of some of
the operations of the Bill.
Mrs Beggs: I was more than happy to accept that because that is my view about what the
Minister's responsibility should be in this area.
Mr CLARKO: There are stUi many areas where the Minister can disapprove, but I note that
in some cases the Minister will have to give the reasons for disapproval in writing. I do not
like the Government's favourite word "accountability" - I like it only slightly less than the
word "corruption' - but this is a form of accountability which the community will welcome.
A matter which has been raised with me for some time, and certainly for much longer than I
have been the spokesman for this area, which has been since last October, is that some
people in the community are quite concerned at the degree of advertising of gambling
activities. Many people within the community are totally opposed to gambling, and they
have said to me that the Lotteries Commission and the racing industry occupy too much
advertising space on television and radio. I was pleased to hear the secretary of the Lotteries
Commission tell me that theme is already an unwritten code in respect of advertising, that the
commission is not prepared to go too far down the track of promoting lotteries and Lotto, and
that it seeks to be relatively cautious in respect of its not encouraging young people to
gamble.
The Opposition will move amendments during the Committee stage in respect of two aspects
of this Bill. First, the Bill defines the organisations which will be eligible to receive funding
from the Lotteries Commission as non-Government, non-profit bodies. The Opposition
believes that the State Emergency Service and the sea rescue organisations should also be
eligible for funding.
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Mrs Beggs: Do you mean the volunteer sea rescue groups?
Mr CLARKO: Yes. There is one such group at Whitford and another at Mandurab.

Mrs Beggs: That is a very good idea.

Mr CLARKO: My colleague, the member for Mandurah, will address that matter during the
Committee stage. We will seek to widen the definition of eligible organisations to include
those types of organisations.

Mrs Beggs: We can discuss that in Committee but it will be a bit difficult to define them as
charitable or benevolent organisations, will it not?

Mr CLARKO: We appreciate the difficulty, but we believe those two organisations are in
need of funding. They are voluntary organisauions, and they need our support, so that is why
we will press that point.

The Opposition is opposed to clause 22(4) as it relates to clause 22(2) and 22(3), and
especially as it relates to clause 22(2)(c) and (d) which allocate funding for sports and arts on
a standard formula basis of two per cent. Clause 22(4) provides that the Minister may amend
those percentages by regulation. That concerns the Opposition as a Minister with less
morality than Mrs Beggs might decide to change those percentages. A Minister could
increase the percentage of funding to the hospital fund account and reduce the arts and spants
lotteries accounts, plus the five per cent which is distributed by the Lotteries Commnission to
benevolent and charitable organisations. For example, a Government may be tight on funds
as a result of something peculiar like WA Inc and the Minister would he able to increase
funding to the hospital fund account from 16 per cent to 18 per cent and reduce funding for
the sports and arts lotteries account to one per cent each. This would dramatically change the
amount the Government receives for its hospital fund account and would in effect relieve the
Government from spending that amount of money out of consolidated revenue. The
Government by regulation could cut back on arts and sports funding which is generated
through the Lotteries Commission. The Government may have an appropriate argument for
that sort of change but it should come to the Parliament to implement such a change. During
the Committee stage the Opposition proposes to delete clause 22(4) so that any change in the
level of fuinding is a legislative process rather than regulatory.

I commend many parts of this Bill as highly desirable. The Bill was introduced some 36
years ago and modifications are needed to clarify the eligibility provisions for people who
are interested in applying for Lotteries Commission funding. The Minister distributed a
booklet last year which was of tremendous help to members of the public who wanted to
acquaint themselves with the process of obtaining funds. The Lotteries Commission and its
equivalents all over Australia are designed to assist charitable organisations. Lotteries are a
way of allowing people who like a gamble to have their little fling and at the same time
support worthy causes in the community. It is my reservation that the Lotteries Commission
funds which are allocated to the hospital fund account are a way for the Government to ease
its hospital fuinding burden in the CRF. However, Lotteries Commuission funding for sports,
arts and general benevolent charitable organisations are beneficial to the community. Many
people in the community buy lottery tickets for Mothers' Day and I urge the Government not
to bow to pressure to do away with the conventional lottery ticket as it has a social aspect and
is not simply gambling. I realise it takes longer and longer to sell books of lottery tickets and
that it is a burden on the Lotteries Commission, but I urge the Minister to maintain this side
of gambling.

The sale of lotto games has grown tremendously and more and more people are spending
money on lotto. People in workplaces are spending significant sums on lotto, and I hope
they do that within their means. I have been told that the tremendous growth in the turnover
of the Lotteries Commission is due to the fact that the poorer people become, the more
inclined they are to play lotto. It would be a pity if that were the reason for the increase in
lotto sales. It is important to realise how much the income of the Lotteries Commission has
increased. Its estimated income for this coming financial year is $300 million and for last
year it was $260 million. Two years ago the income of the Lotteries Commission increased
by $50 million. Since I have held the shadow portfolio of Racing and Gaming I have
listened to people in the racing industry talk about the Burswood Casino and how it has taken
money away from the races. However, the Lotteries Commission has also taken a lot of
money away from the racing industry.
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Mrs Beggs: The member for Manniori is right.
Mr CLARKO: This legislation will be the basis of a new arrangement for the structure of the
Lotteries Commission and it will be an improvement on the current legislation. To that
degree, and with the qualifications I have expressed, the Opposition supports the legislation.
MR TRENORDEN (Avon) [4.05 pm]: I am relieved chat the legislation before the House
is an improvement on what the Government proposed last year, because that Bill contained a
lot of errors. The National Party has taken a great deal of interest in this legislation as no
organisation of Government kindles such a warm feeling in rural areas as does the Lotteries
Commission, which delivers a magnificent service. The National Party has spoken to a large
number of people about this legislation. I appreciate the Minister's response in allowing
members of the Lotteries Commission to speak regularly with the National Party. It has been
an excellent exercise but it has not allayed all our concerns. The Lotteries Commission does
fantastic work in delivering facilities to rural communities which would not otherwise be
funded from any other source. Concern has been expressed at the continuation of this
funding. They are only concerns - I do not have anything concrete - but when I put our
concerns on record I hope that the Minister will comment on them.
The National Party has two concerns which are functional rather than legislative. Funding
goes from the Lotteries Commission to organisations like the South West Development
Authority for recreational buildings in the south west. This has happened on two occasions
and I have raised the question with members of the Lotteries Commission. My concern does
not lie with the fact that money is going into the community but in the manner in which it is
being delivered. Buildings are now multi-functional; they can be used as meeting places,
rooms for visiting medical practitioners, as well as for recreational activities like badminton.
Unfortunately this has crossed the line between sport and community activities and has
caused some pain to people in local government. Local government has been concerned
about who should be delivering those sorts of resources. Sports resources funding had
always come from the Department for Sport and Recreation until it dried up last year. I have
been told that sports funding had been under review for some time but local government is
concerned that some communities have been able to receive funding for community
buildings - not just sporting buildings - and chat funding has come through without a lot of
contact with sporting organisations.

Mrs Beggs: Are you saying that there is some conflict or duplication?

Mr TRENORDEN: The funding is arriving through a different channel. Two or three years
ago funding for community buildings in rural towns would have come through a grant from
the Department for Sport and Recreation to local government. Normally the funding would
have been shared equally between local government, the community and the department.
That system has stopped because an aspect of that funding is under review. Some money has
come from the Lotteries Commission through channels such as the South West Development
Authority, which is causing some concern. It has happened on only two occasions of which I
am aware, but it has caused some telephone calls to National Party members, and in
particular to me.

Another area of concern is that some groups may not quite fall within the definition and
guidelines of the Lotteries Commission. I will give one example that I know of. In Northam
we have a group called the Avon Valley Arts Society which presents to a community of
about 50 000 people arts activities across the board - music, pottery, painting, theatre, and so
on. That society's applications for arts funding through the normal processes have been
rejected but in past years - not in recent years but about five years ago - it was able to get
small amounts of money from the Lotteries Commission for things like kilns, typewriters and
that type of plant and equipment. The society is concerned that this Bill will preclude it from
doing that again. I am assured by the Minister's office that the situation which will exist
after this Bill is passed will be the same as that which exists now - that is, the Lotteries
Commission will be able to make those decisions - but I am concerned that that policy may
not be as prevalent as it was in the past. I emphasise that point: There is concern about
whether the Lotteries Commission will make the same types of grants as it did in the past. It
is important that small groups like the Avon Valley Arts Society have access to money.
When the society's representatives came to me they said that if this access to money dries up
there is nowhere else to go, and we all know that is the truth. The Lotteries Commission has
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such a well respected position in the community that I am sure the Minister - and, indeed,
everyone in this House - would not like that attitude to change.

Mrs Beggs: I can respond to that now. I would not like to see that happen, either. The
definition in the Act is 'charitable and benevolent organisation", and I think that is a fairly
broad definition. The Lotteries Commission gives seeding funds to various playgroups for
the purchase of equipment and so on. I would not like to see that changed either, because
without that money many groups would not get off the ground.
Mr TRENORDEN: Precisely. I am bringing these concerns to the Minister because they
have been expressed to me. I am not sure whether they have been expressed to her.

Mrs Beggs: No, they have not been.

Mr TRENORDEN: I want to put them on the record.

The member for Marmion has mentioned this next point, so I will not repeat what he has
said. However, we did show some interest in the percentages that passed through. They are
acceptable. We would argue about the two per cent for sport and recreation, but we do not
have any arguments with the Bill, and we see why the Lotteries Commission would want to
funnel that money to other organisations without any strings attached to it. In that context
we do not have any great problems with the Bill. We want to put on record, though, that we
are concerned that rural arts activities have a very poor record of being funded, unless one
talks about Bunbury or Geraldton. Let us forget about the political aspects. In my own
electorate and wider - throughout the wheatbelt, for instance - anyone involved in arts has a
real battle to get funding.
Mrs Beggs: That is a matter you should discuss with the Minister for The Arts, Hon Kay
Hallahan, because [ think she would want to make sure those areas were not deprived.

Mr TRENORDEN: I assure the Minister that I will be speaking to the Minister for The Arts.
and I have already spoken to her. Rural people also buy lottery tickets and the money flows
through the system, so if those people are constantly rejected when they apply for funds it
causes some ill-feeling.

The National Party supports the changes proposed to the board. It is obvious that an
organisation with such a substantial turnover in funds requires expertise, and we have no
argument with that. As well, we have no argument, now, about the handling of investment
income. We are pleased to see the way the Bill has developed; so, apart from the concerns I
have placed on the record, the National Party supports the Bill.
MR NICHOLLS (Mandurah) [4.15 pm]: I wish to outline one of the areas with which I
have some concern and I hope I can gain agreement from the Minister for Racing and
Gaining and the Government during this debate and the subsequent Committee debate to do
something about it.

This subject has already been covered by the member for Marmion but I would like to state
clearly the reason there is an argument for emergency groups, particularly water rescue
groups, the State Emergency Service, and smaller groups which provide an essential service
to our comnmunity at large, which I understand are restricted under the guidelines and the
current legislation from gaining any funding whatsoever from the Lotteries Commission. I
would like to outline a situation that exists in my electorate of Mandurah, because it
highlights the situation that applies to the whole State. A group in Mandurah has worked for
the last 10 years to purchase a new boat. That group does not want a new boat because its
members wish to build up their own egos or esteem but because they wish to provide a better
service and, in their eyes, make sure they are giving the best service possible to the boating
fraternity in the area.

Mrs Beggs: Is that a sea rescue group?

Mr NICHOLLS: Yes, it is an emergency water rescue group in Mandurah. That group has
got together enough funds to purchase a keviar Shark Cat from Queensland, which I believe
is the only State which currently has the expertise to put those boats together. The group
decided to purchase the boat because it found the cost of the boat was increasing daily, or at
least monthly, as inflation kept adding to the bill. In my view that group has made a
magnificent effort in raising the funds, but I question the logic set down in legislation which
means that group cannot apply for funding for essential equipment.
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I do not suggest that the Lotteies Cdmmission should fund the total cost of boats up to
$100 000 or anything like that; however, there is a case for proportional funding and it
should be up to the Lotteries Commission to accept or reject that. No doubt the commission
has the ability to consider individual cases on their merits and to provide guidelines.
However, in the case of organisations such as the group I have mentioned, which needed to
raise $ 100 000 or thereabouts for a boat, that sort of load on the community is not only very
heavy but also in many cases it is impossible to canry, particularly in places around the
coastline which are smaller than Mandurah. When a group has purchased a boat it has to fit
it out, and with the equipment that now goes into boats, particularly boats purchased for
rescue activities, there is a need to make sure that the equipment not only is as
technologically advanced as possible but also is as suitable as possible so that the boat and its
crew can do their work properly and can ensure the safety not only of the crew but also of the
public.
That group in Mandurab has now purchased the boat but has a bill of $5 000 outstanding for
freight to get it to Western Australia. The group is trying to raise money for that. They had
to build a trailer, which they did through the efforts of volunteers; that cost another $1 000
which is still outstanding. My view of the function of the Lotteries Commission is that it is
an avenue to make funds available to worthwhile community groups for the betterment of the
community. [ can see very few other areas which not only benefit the community but also
contribute actively on a daily basis. I ask the Minister to give serious consideration to
supporting our amendment so that these groups can have access to funding which, in real
terms, should be available to them already.
Mrs Beggs: A-re you going to move an amendment?
Mr NICHOLLS: Yes. I would appreciate the support of the Government when the
amendment is moved so that the group in Mandurah, and other groups in Western Australia,
can receive some assistance from the Lotteries Commission without delay so that the
legislation does not have to be reintroduced and debated again. As the Minister and every
member of the House would be aw 'are, these groups are trying their best, and fewer funds are
available in the community to support such groups. We need to find an avenue to provide
support and assistance so that the effort of these groups is not in vain and so that they do not
genuinely feel they are not appreciated. I offer the Minister a copy of the amendment.
MRS BEG GS (Whitford - Minister for Racing and Gaming) [4.21 pm]: Obviously, all the
matters that have been raised will be addressed during the Committee stage. So as not to
hold up the House. I simply thank members for their support and indicate that I will deal with
the issues raised when we are in Committee.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.
Committee

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr Donovan) in the Chair; Mrs Beggs (Minister for
Racing and Gaming) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I to 6 put and passed.
Clause 7: Directions by the Minister -

Mr CLARKO: Subclause (1) states -

...The Minister may give directions in writing to the Commission with respect to its
functions and powers, either generally or with respect to a particular matter, and the
Commission shall give effect to any such direction.

Subclause (2) states -

Notwithstanding subsection (1), the Minister shall not give directions to the
Commission with respect to the distribution of moneys under sections 22 and 24.

1 suspect that following representations by me. and possibly by other members, the
Government was prepared to make this alteration to the original Bill. I commend the
Government for making that change.
Clause put and passed.
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Clause 8 put and passed.
Clause 9: Staff -
Mr CLARKO:- Subclause (4) will make the Public Service Act superior to the Lotteries
Commuission Act when this Bill is assented to. My suspicion is that only one member of the
Senior Executive Service is involved with the Lotteries Commission; that is Mr Sargant.
While it may be appropriate for Mr Sargant to be covered by this clause as a member of the
Senior Executive Service, I understand that key people are appointed for a set period, When
I was the Minister for Education in 1982, the Director General of Education was appointed
for the first time for a set period of five years. Prior to that the position was open and the
appointee could stay on until retir-ement. I take it that this provision has been included for
reasons such as that.

I wonder whether it is desirable to have the Secretary of the Lotteries Commission as a
member of the Public Service. I raise that query because I believe it would be better if that
officer came entirely within the provisions of the Act this Bill will establish. The members
of the Lotteries Commission would be able to arrive at appropriate arrangements in terms of
service, salaries, allowances and such issues rather than being tied to the Public Service
Board. Is Mr Sargarit the only member of the Senior Executive Service in the commission?
And was he appointed as, and will his successor be, part of the Public Service? Is it a
deliberate part of Government policy that executive officers should be subject to the Public
Service Act and that this Act should prevail over the Lotteries Commission Act, as it will?

Mrs BEGGS: The member for Marrnion is querying the terms of employment for the
members of the commission. My notes do not explain that in any significant way, but it is
true to say that to attract good people the board will require the terms and conditions
available to members of the Senior Executive Service, particularly in relation to the job in
question. As the member for Marmion said, the role of the Lotteries Commission is an
extremely important one in the community. I would imagine that the reason for this
provision is to provide the same conditions as with all other people working on five-year
contracts in the Senior Executive Service, and to have the same conditions apply throughout
their periods of employment.

Mr Clarko: I wonder whether the Minister wants the appointee to come under the Public
Service Act as a chief executive officer because it is part of Government policy, or whether it
is just something that happened.

Mrs BEGGS: I cannot answer that. The person who is appointed as an employee of the
commission would come under the conditions prevailing under the Public Service Act.

Mr Clarko: The problem is that any inconsistency between the Lotteries Commission Act
and the Public Service Act would result in the Public Service Act prevailing. That weakens
the Lotteries Commission Act. It would be better to have the Act covering exactly what is
required rather than tying it to the broad provisions of the Public Service Act. The Bill
should be targeted to the position.

Mrs BEGGS: That person would come within the Senior Executive Service provisions.

Mr Clarko: The senior executive officer position does not apply to the Lotteries
Commission, so the position should not be tied to the Public Service Act. I find it
incongruous that that should be the case, because any inconsistencies would weaken the
Lotteries Commission Act.

Mrs BEGGS: I cannot advise whether there is any reason other than to make it a condition
of employment for the person appointed to that position. It is quite attractive to some people
to be members of the Senior Executive Service because it gives that person some
permnanence.

Mr CLARKO: I raised that point because at the moment there is a problem in regard to ihe
retired chairman of the Totalisator Agency Board, but I will not go into it now. I understand
that the Minister is in the midst of having a Public Service inquiry into that person's actions.
I have called for an inquiry by the Ombudsman.

Mrs Beggs: The Ombudsman says it is not appropriate.

Mr CLARKO: I am looking for a situation which is other than Caesar to Caesar. I support
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any inquiry other than that from within the Public Service; that is, with a public servant
looking into the actions of another public servant. If an inquiry is conducted into the Police
Force by the police, people in the community will not be satisfied if it is a Caesar to Caesar
arrangement. If at some time in the future there is a need for an inquiry into the actions of
the administrative head of the Lotteries Commission, it would not be appropriate to have that
inquiry conducted by the Public Service Commission. If that person did niot come under the
Public Service Act as an employee of the Lotteries Commission he could be given the same
conditions and salary as those contained in that Act. Otherwise, if something went wrong
and certain steps were required to be taken by way of an inquiry the Minister would have the
Public Service Commission examine it and when that does occur, as is the case with the
Jarman inquiry, it is a theoretical weakness.
Mrs BEGGS: I shall be happy to discuss that matter with the member for Marmion. Mfter
that discussion, if I think there is any reason that part of the clause should be deleted, it can
be done when the Bill1 is in the upper House.

Clause put and passed
Clauses 10 In 14 put and passed.
Clause 15: Payment of prizes -

Mr CLARKO: In effect this clause gives the Lotteries Commission the ability to opt out of
any problem that might arise between two people when one of those people might have
improperly acquired the ticket from the other person. The ticket may be presented by one
person and the Lotteries Commission, being satisfied that he is the person the money should
be paid to, may pay the prize money to him when in fact it should have been paid to the other
person. This clause provides a situation that absolves the Lotteries Commission from any
responsibility in this matter. I appreciate it is a difficult problem for the Lotteries
Commission to work out who owns the ticket.

It is a pity the Leader of the Opposition is not in the Chamber because he and I have a bet
every time Subiaco plays Claremont and the bet is a lottery ticket. I have been collecting
tickets from him for years.
Several members interjected.

Mr CLARKO: We had a little bit of bad luck last Saturday due to the umpire and the
weather.

However, there must be hundreds of people who take bets on the football or on a variety of
things and they write on the back of the ticket accordingly. There would be millions of
tickets with "Tiger's win" written on it. In our society if such a ticket won the prize money
would be shared between the two people taking the bet. Anyone could present a ticket with
"Tiger's win" on it and be paid out if it was a winning ticket. We have an elaborate scheme
by which the Lotteries Commission can do a Pontius Pilot and say. 'If that happens, don't
blame us." While I appreciate the problems of the Lotteries Commission in trying to
undertake a 100 per cent verification of people presenting tickets, it must thoroughly vet
these people and I believe it has such a process in place. I urge the Minister to give that
consideration.

Mrs BEGGS: The member for Marmion has rightfully pointed out how difficult it is for the
commission to satisfy itself that the person who is actually holding a winning ticket is the
right person, especially if there is no identification on the ticket, particularly if it is a lotto
ticket. For that reason it is very important that this clause remains in the Bill.

It is true that the Lotteries Commission goes to great pains to ensure the person to whom it
pays the prize money is the person who bought the ticket or validated the numbers on the
lotto coupon. I am sure that is not always the case because people do lose lotro tickets which
are picked up by other people who claim the prize. Uniless a person is a registered player it
would be impossible for the commission to determine that the person presenting the ticket
was really the person who purchased the lotto coupon. This clause does set out the
commission's responsibilities and it also details the commission's obligations and conditions
under which payment of prizes should be made when the ticket or coupon has been lost or
destroyed. Recently someone wrote to me and said he had lost a winning lotto coupon and
the commission went to great trouble to ascertain whether it could legitimately pay that prize.
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The commission approached the agency from which it was said the coupon had been
purchased. Unfortunately the inquiries it made did not marry with the comments made by
the person trying to claim the prize, The Lotteries Commission is not in a position in
circumstances of this kind to pay the prize money and from rime to time people will be
dissatisfied with its decision. Generally, the system works very well and I am sure the
commission will continue to act with the highest integrity in regard to these matters.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 16: Unclaimed prizes -

Mr CLARKO: I did mention in the second reading debate that the Opposition was in two
minds as to whether it should move an amendment to make the period in which prizes can be
claimed two years instead of one year. The Opposition came down on the side of one year
with some reluctance. The main reason for its decision was the result of very good
information I received from Mr Sargean; in a letter dated 23 November 1989 which was
when the Bill was first introduced. The information he gave in his letter was that after one
year with instant lottery tickets 97 per cent of the prize moneys had been claimed; with super
66, 91 per cent of the prize moneys had been claimned; with lotto, 96 per cent of the prize
moneys had been claimed; and, with lottery tickets - charity tickets - 97 per cent of the prize
moneys had been claimed. If one were to take the one year and extrapolate it out to seven
years, which is the existing situation, one would find in the four examples I have given that
six years later the prize moneys claimed for instant lottery tickers remained at 97 per cent, for
super 66 it remained at 91 per cent, for lana it remained at 96 per cent and lottery tickets had
increased by one per cent to 98 per cent. It was for that reason the Opposition agreed to the
time period which has been put forward.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 17 and I8 put and passed.
Clause 19: Interpretation -

Mr NICHOLLS: As I intimated during the general debate, it is my intention to raise an issue
vital to emergency groups. In so doing I am conscious of the fact that we do not wish to alter
current legislation so that all Government instrumentalities have access to funding from the
Lotteries Commission. Therefore I have drafted an amendment for which I would like the
Minister's support and which will facilitate emergency services groups made up of
volunteers having access to funding. I appreciate the fact there may be a need for discussion
on this matter. I put to the Minister that I am more than willing to try to ensure that we do
not create more headaches than we solve. Therefore, I hope that she will not only support
this amendment but also help it to happen.

Mrs BEGGS: I have no objection to the amendment, but am not sure that it is necessary. I
refer the member to the definition of 'eligible organization". I think that includes the
volunteer groups and local bushfire and sea rescue groups. I will not accept the amendment
now but I give the member a commitment to find out whether those bodies are covered under
the clause and, if they ar not, I will accept an amendment in the other place.

Mr NICHOLLS: The guidelines issued by the Lotteries Commission outline on page 5 the
organisations ineligible for Lotteries Commission assistance; midway down the list it
includes emergency services except for St John Ambulance Association and the Royal Flying
Doctor Service of Australia, which are eligible for grants for capital equipment. I understood
that because of the way in which the legislation was framed these emergency groups were
ineligible as they were seen to be attached to a Government utility or to be at least under a
Minister of the Government.

Mrs Beggs: Certainly the State emergency services the member spoke of would not be -seen
as being attached to Government as they are voluntary organisations.

Mr NICHOLLS: In that case they get funding, I think initially of $2 000, which increases for
rescues, the work they do and their other capacities. I think that the Mandurah sea rescue
group gets $6 000 a year for runniing costs from the Government. I can only assume that
attachment means that they are seen as a group. It is important this amendment is put
forward.

Mrs Beggs: I think the member is quoting from the old definition.
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Mr NICHOLLS: This is the latest book that we have received. My understanding from
speaking to the Chairman of the Lotteries Commission is that the emergency services are not
seen as falling within the parameters of eligibility for grants from the Lotteries Commission.
If the Minister is willing to accept an amendment and to ensure that emergency services have
that facility to gain funding for essential equipment, I am happy.

Mrs Beggs: I am happy for them to be eligible to apply, but I cannot say whether they wil
get the money.

Mr NICHOLLS: We are not saying that it should be mandatory. If the Minister is prepared
to say that she will assist in ensuring that the legislation reflects an ability for them to apply
for funding for essential capital equipment, I am happy. I suggest that that is the way to go.
If it gets to the Council I will ensure that my colleagues are aware of the Minister's thoughts.

Mr TRENORDEN: The National Party supports the settlement arrived at by the Minister
and the member for Mandurab. I appreciate that we are doing research and are talking to the
Minister, but we need to look at emergency services as a whole. My interest was raised
immediately I read the amendment because we are tailking about organisations such as
voluntary fire brigade groups and emergency groups on highways. The activity is different
but the category is the same. We are interested to know what sort of result the Minister got
from the briefing. I ask the Minister to look not just at the issues raised but also at the fact
that other people provide community services.

Mrs BEGGS: I have been advised that the new definition contained in this legislation will
enable those organisations to be eligible; that is definite.

Mr NICHOLLS: Is there no doubt that they will be able to apply now?

Mrs BEGGS: No. [ will check that matter before the Bill reaches the upper House. I am
happy to advise upper House members of my party about what I have agreed to and the fact
that that amendment would be acceptable.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 20 put and passed.
Clause 2 1: Temporary investment of moneys -

Mr CLARKO: The Minister will recall that during the second reading debate I called for the
publication of a statement by the Lotteries Commission on its investment guidelines. Will
she respond to that call?

Mrs BEGGS: Is this regarding the temporary investment of money?

Mr Clarko: Any investment of money. I am interested in investments overall, both
temporary and otherwise.

Mrs BEGGS: The Bill provides for moneys to be temporarily invested by the commission in
accordance with jaws relating to investment in trust funds or any other investment approved
by the Treasurer. I think the member for Marmion is asking that the commission stipulate
publicly guidelines as to how it invests those moneys. I am not sure that that is necessary.
The commission would be operating within the law relating to investment in trust funds, and
any other investment would have to be approved by the Treasurer. I have no objection to the
commission's stating its guidelines or principles regarding investnent of funds, but I think
the public is protected significantly as it can invest only in trust funds authorised by law; any
other class or kind of investment must be approved by the Treasurer.

Mr CLARKO: I presume that money will be invested on a temporary basis until the funds
are allocated.
Mrs Beggs: Yes.

Mr CLARKO: However, the Lotteries Commission has a turnover of many tens of millions
of dollars. I have been told that each year the commission distributes $25 million to
$30 million. One would like to think that the investments made by the State Superannuation
Board are very secure investments, but a few years ago the SSB invested a huge amount of
money in the Anchorage project at North Fremantle. That investment has niot yet come to
fruition. It is possible that, were the Chairman of the State Superannuation Board to become
the Chairman of the Lotteries Commission, similar unfruitful investments may be made. I
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take it that the State Superannuation Board had to get approval from the Treasurer for its
investment in the Anchorage project, but it made an investment which, with the benefit of
hindsight, was a complete boo-boo. The Lotteries Commission may have invested in the
Pyramid Building Society in Victoria, which went into liquidation yesterday, because it may
have regarded that as a pretty secure organisation. Building societies are not very secure in
the United States, and they are obviously not very secure in Victoria either. The Government
has expressed its intention of being accountable, and here is an opportunity for the Lotteries
Commission to be accountable by making public its investment guidelines so that members
of the community will know whether those guidelines are appropriate.
Mrs BEGGS: The investments of the Lotteries Commission are made on a short term basis,
and they are all bank guaranteed. Is the member asking for the investment guidelines to be
included in the Act?
Mir Clarko: No; just for a statement of investment policy or practice.

Mrs BEGGS: I am sure there will be no problem with that and that the commission will be
happy to publish its investment guidelines.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 22: Distribution of lotteries and lott moneys -

Mr CLARKO: I move -

Page 17, lines I to 9 -To delete subclause (4).
The Opposition does not want to be varied by regulation the amounts of money to be paid
during a year under clause 22 subclauses (2) and (3) and the basis on which the amounts of
money are to be paid during a year as determined. If the Government of the day wishes that
it be varied, it should be varied by the passage of amendments through the Parliament. The
Minister would know that it is quite easy to play ducks and drakes with regulations.
Mrs BEGGS: I accept the amendment.

Amendment put and passed.

Clause, as amended, put and passed.

Clauses 23 to 27 put and passed.
Clause 28: Rules -
Mr CLARKO: Clause 28(l)(c)(ii) provides that the commission may make rules relating to
the publication of the names and addresses of all or any of the winners of prizes. Last year I
raised this matter with the Lotteries Commission because a concern had been expressed to
me about the fact that people were required to give theft full name and address for the instant
lottery but could ask for their name and address to be withheld from publication for other
lotteries. I am pleased to see that it will now be possible to request anonymity for the instant
lottery, and I commend the commission for that decision.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 29 to .34 put and passed.

Schedule I -

Mr CLARKO: Clause 1(2) states -

A member, unless the member sooner resigns, is removed from office or the
member's office otherwise becomes vacant under clause 2, shall continue in office
until a successor comes into office, notwithstanding that the term for which the
member was appointed may have expired.

That is interesting. My understanding is that there is a maximum age at which a person must
resign from office.
Mrs Beggs: There is an upper age limit, but there are exceptions to that.

Mir CLARKO: The usual situation when a person resigns or is removed from office is that
the office then becomes vacant. The situation could arise under this Bill where the
Government could deliberately refrain from appointing another person to office, and the
existing incumbent of the office could remain in office. Is the Minister aware that this
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situation is different from the situation which usually applies, and is there a specific reason
for this?
Mrs BEGGS: To be honest, I was not aware that it was different from the situation which
usually applies. It does seem a bit unusual to say that a person shall continue in office until a
successor comes into office, notwithstanding that the term for which the person was
appointed may have expired. I presume the reason is that it happens quite frequently on a
board or committee that a person's term of office expires on 30 June, but it may be
impossible to appoint another person to coincide with that, so that person will remain in
office to prevent any loss of voting rights as a consequence of that office becoming vacant.

Mr Clarko: I understood that when such a person reached the end of his time he would go,
and there would be a vacancy until he was replaced. I thought that was normal practice.
Mrs BEGGS: I think that is the practice. Perhaps it is done this way in this Bill to overcome
the fact that, because there are only six members on the commission, if there was some hold-
up in the appointment of a replacement it would make it very difficult to appoint people for a
period of three years: and it may be that the period would be extended by a month to allow
the administrative arrangements to be made for the appointment of a replacement. As the
member for Mantnion knows, the appointment must go to Cabinet and then to Executive
Council, and maybe that has caused some problems in the past.
Mr Clarko: My only question is: Is this different from what normally applies? I understood
that when somebody finished his term, he went, and there was a vacancy until a replacement
was appointed.

Mrs BEGGS: I am not sure whether it is different from what normally applies, and I will be
happy to confirm that with the member later. It is not a major issue but I can check it and see
why it reads differently from some other legislation I have seen.

Mr CLARKO: I thank the Minister.

I refer now to item 6 of schedule I on page 24 of the Bill, headed "Liability of members etc'.
This item says that no mailer what has been done by the commission, if it has been done in
good faith it is all right. I fid that incredible. Many people have said. "I thought it was a
good thing at the time", and that has led to all sorts of crises in the world.

Mrs Beggs: But it does say "for the purposes of this Act".

Mr CLARKO: I believe this schedule has been prepared by a person. with respect to the
chairman, almost as though he was doing it to overly protect himself. I am not aware of that
being a common provision in schedules in legislation for bodies like this. Is the Minister
convinced that if a gross mistake is made but is done in good faith it is all right for the
Lotteries Commission?
Mrs BEGGS: Yes, I have to say quite categorically that I support this item concerning
liability of members. The Lotteries Commission makes determinations about who should or
should not receive grants of money in good faith, and it would be very difficult if this item
were not in the Bill, because very often people are not given the amounts of money they ask
for, or are refused assistance, either because it is considered that they have already received
enough or for some other reason. It would be very difficult for members of the commission
to act in good faith if there was a possibility that any organisation and/or individual could
have claim to a liability or a demand. I think the member for Marmion would understand
that what the provision actually says is that if the matter or thing was done in good faith for
the purposes of the Act no liability would attach. If a member of the commission acted
outside the bounds of the Act, of course, one would have to take the necessary action, but I
cannot see any harm in that.
Mr Clarko: It is impossible to determine what good faith is - it is indefinable.

Mrs BEGGS: I do not agree with that because these people have to distribute huge amounts
of money to a wide range of groups throughout the State and it would leave them very
vulnerable if we were not to give them this protection. We would find that some people
would perhaps take action because they were unhappy with a decision the commission had
made. That would be the risk we ran if we were to take this provision out.

Schedule put and passed.

Schedule 2 put and passed.
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Schedule 3 -
Mr CLARKO: Item 6 of part 2 of schedule 3, which is headed "Section 48", virtually
provides an open cheque for the Minister of the day in regard to matters which are described
as "a major sporting event, a special occasion, or other exceptional circumstances". The
Minister may, in effect, do what he likes in setting up a lottery or something of the sort.
Despite the advocacy of the Minister a moment ago, I believe legislation rarely includes
things done in good faith - for a good reason; that is, it means nothing, or everything. I
believe one could drive a horse and carn through this provision. Presumably the Minister
could choose to do all sorts of things and perhaps even get around the Act which is so well
constructed otherwise. I just put that comment before the Committee, not necessarily
seeking an answer.

Schedule put and passed.
Title put and passed.
Bill reported, with an amendment.

UNCLAIMED MONEY BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 21 June.
MR MacKINNON (Jandakot - Leader of the Opposition) [5.08 pm]: This Bill comes to the
Parliament 10 years after the Law Reform Commission made recommendations as to what
should happen with this matter. One must wonder why, after 10 years, the Bill is introduced
into the Parliament on 21 June and within a couple of weeks the Government is rushing the
matter through the Parliament towards the end of this autumn sitting. One should ask why
this is so. A very good question which the Government should answer is: Given the fact that
the report is a good one and was made at the time when the chairman of commissioners was
the present Chief Justice, Mr Justice Malcolm, and given that the Bill almost totally reflects
the report of the Law Reform Commission at that time, why has it taken the Government
[0 years to act on that report?

Mr Pearce: It did not take us 10 years.

Mr MacKIINNON: Almost.

Mr Pearce: We have not been in Government for 10 years.

Mr MacKINNON: The report was released at the end of 1980 and the current Government
has been in office for some time - in fact, ths situation has prevailed for the totality of its
life. This problem probably stems from the incompetence of the Government to get around
to doing the job in the first place. However, the reason for the apparent indecent haste is
easy to see when one refers to the Treasury Department's annual report of 1987-88. On page
122 the unclaimed moneys fund item stales that as at 30 June 1988, $2 246 672 was extended
to the credit of that funid. It would come as no surprise to members that the recommendation
in the Law Reform Commission report - a good report - indicates that the funds should go to
the benefit of the Consolidated Revenue Fund. So the Government, in its tight financial
position, predominantly as a result of WA Inc losses, has looked around to see where it could
find money to help in this situation. It discovered $2.2 million in the unclaimed moneys
fund, and we see a matter that has lain dormant since 6 December 1980 rushed into the
Parliament to ensure that legislation is dealt with during this session so that the Government
can get its hands on, and use, these funds. This says a lot about this Government. This
Government did not give the priority in the past to the Law Reform Commission report that it
should have done. That particularly applies to a report which makes sense and whose
recommendations the Opposition supports. This situation says a lot about the Government's
tardiness and inadequacy. As my colleague, the member for Applecross, would be well
aware, recent audits refer to the shoddiness and the disgraceful approach shown by the
Government to its own administration. The Government has demonstrated its attitude with
this legislation; however, the Opposition will support the Bill.
The legislation in large part falls in line with the report on unclaimed money; that is, project
No 5 1 of the Law Reform Commission reported on 19 December 1980. 1 have two questions
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regarding that report which require answers Firstly, the report indicated thar the Government
should lift the threshold of unclaimed moneys from $ 10 to $ 100. We are now 10 years down
the track and it could be argued that the $100 is out of date. I would have thought that some
move should be in process to lift that threshold above the $100 and to ensure that some
automatic increase occurs each year in line with the CPI - say, an increase of $10 a year.
This would not add to the red tape and paperwork; this was an intention of the Bill as the
Minister indicated in the second reading speech. However, this would be a temporary
measure and would have less currency than it should have, unless an automatic increase mn
the figure is provided for in the Bill.

Mr Taylor: If my memory serves me correctly, clause 4 provides some flexibility to increase
that amount to more than $ 100.
Mr MacKINNON: I thank the Minister for that explanation. That covers the situation and I
withdraw my comments, because in this situation the matter is properly prescribed within the
legislation. In normal circumstances I am not happy about matters being prescribed by
regulation, but in this instance the regulatory approach is appropriate. I support that clause
and ask whether the Government has any plans to amend the $100 in view of the date on
which the report was issued.

Other matters requiring comment relate to the fact that the report makes recommendations
which the Government has accepted; however, it is time that we as a Parliament gave
consideration to these matters again. The report refers to treating unclaimed moneys in a
different manner in relation to Aborigines. In fact, the Law Reform Commission
recommended the retaining of situation as it was at that time. The Law Reform Commission
report stated in clause 7.6 on page 60 as follows -

Finally, with regard to the use of the money, the question arises whether money
which was originally owing to an Aborigine should for that reason be applied for
"Aboriginal purposes", or whether it should be paid to the Treasurer for use for public
purposes along with other unclaimed money. It might be argued that there is a trend,
both legally and socially, towards recognition of equal rights and responsibilities for
Aborigines and towards removal of legislation which treats them differently in any
way. The absorption of the Native Welfare Department into the Department for
Community Welfare could be regarded as one example of this process. Adopting this
argument, sections 35 and 36 of the Aboriginal Planning Affairs Authority Act 1972
could be regarded as discriminatory, paternalistic and anachronistic, and should be
removed.

Clause 7.7 states -

On the other hand, it could be argued that sections 35 and 36 of the Aboriginal
Planning Affairs Authority Act 1972. if properly enforced, could provide revenue and
thereby perform a desirable social service for Aborigines generally as an under-
privileged class of persons. If this view were adopted it could be argued that the
principle of sections 35 and 36 is sound, and that the provisions should be retained, at
least for unclaimed trust money.

The report then indicates that this issue is one with huge consequences regarding the funds,
and decides to retain the status quo. I would argue that it is time this issue was considered
again. It is time that we recognised that Aboriginal people should have equal rights and
responsibilities. Clearly, this Bill treats the Aboriginal people as being different. I am not
saying that we should take the funds involved away from the Aboriginal people, because a
commitment could be given by the Government to ensure that the funding level is maintained
out of CRE - I am referring to the principle. In this day and age the present situation serves
no purpose other than to highlight a hangover from another time. The Aboriginal people
have reached the stage where, in these circumstances in particular, they can be treated as
equals in every way. The Government should treat them exactly the same as it treats
everyone else in terms of budgetary allocations of unclaimed moneys. With those few
comments, the Opposition indicates its support for the legislation and would ask others to do
the same.

MR WIESE (Wagin) [5.19 pm]: The National Party, like the Liberal Party, is in accord
with the intention of this Bill. I intend to query several clauses during the Committee stage,
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and therefore I will confine my remarks during the second reading debate. [ wish to raise
two matters with the Minister. Firstly, I ask him to clarify why this Bill - as often occurs in
legislation coming before this House - includes matters which may be prescribed, 1, lie
everyone else, used to presume that these matters would be prescribed by regulations. It now
seems that some of these matters do not come forward in the form of regulations but in
different forms, which include by-laws or the exercising of discretionary power. I want to
make sure that when these matters are prescribed they are, in fact, regulations; and to make
sure that when changes are made to regulations those changes will be tabled in both Houses
of Parliament so Parliament knows what changes are made and when they are made.

Secondly, I want to refer to advertising which make the general public and persons who may
be affected by this Bill aware that moneys exist which will be treated as unclaimed moneys
and that if they are not claimed within a certain timre these moneys will finish up in the
Consolidated Revenue Fund. This information will be advertised in special editions of the
Government Gazette. I commend that approach rather than having it spread through a great
series of Gazettes which means that the matter is not open to the public in the way it should
be. This information will also be available as general public information by way of notices
in police stations, local authorities and Government offices.

Provision has been made for this information to be published or released in the ways I have
mentioned "or is otherwise made known by newspaper advertisement". It is important that
this information be available in newspaper advertisements. The use of the word "or" in
relation to newspaper advertisement disturbs me. The Government should seriously consider
publishing this information once a year by advertisements in newspapers circulating in the
community. By that I mean by way of advertisements in The West Australian. This happens
on occasions when various companies and bank accounts are about to be closed. General
advertisements in The West Australian bring these matters to the attention of the person
affected or they are brought to their attention by someone who knows the person affected.
This happens because a newspaper is read by a great many people.

It worries me that, no matter what efforts are made to make information available by way of
the Government Gaze tte and notices in public places such as local authorities and
Government offices, a majority of people in the community never go into police stations,
local authority offices or Government offices. If they do they would rarely look at the notice
boards and other types of advertising in those venues. Therefore, no matter what efforts the
Government makes and no matter how well the Government advertises in The Government
Gazette the general public may never become aware of that information. They may never be
aware that unclaimed moneys may belong to them, to members of their family or to friends.
It may be essential to make it compulsory to advertise these unclaimed moneys by way of
advertisements in newspapers circulating within the community.

MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie - Minister for Finance and Economic Development) [5.25 pm]:
I thank members for supporting this legislation and F will deal with some of the issues raised
in the debate today. The Leader of the Opposition expressed his concemn with the nature and
tuning of this issue. The Law Reform Commuission was asked to report on this issue in 1973;
it reported in 1980. The report has sat around since then and there has not been a quick
reaction to it, even though the commission took seven years to report.

All unclaimed moneys to 30 June 1986 were paid into the Consolidated Revenue Fund under
the now repealed Audit Act 1904. That was done on a regular basis. When the Financial
Administration and Audit Act was enacted on 1 July 1986 the old Audit Act was repealed
and no provision was included in the FAA Act to transfer the moneys to the CRF in
anticipation of the Unclaimed Moneys Act being amended. It is for that reason that the
moneys have accumulated in that account and there is no ability to transfer moneys from that
account into the Consolidated Revenue Fund where no further claim to those moneys exists.
That is the reason the money is in that fund.

The Leader of the Opposition also referred to the provision for the $100. That amount was
recomnmended by the Law Reform Commission back in 1980. The Government was of the
view that since the Law Reform Commission recommended that amount it should stick with
it. I realise in today's world it may be a small amount. As I pointed out to the Leader of the
Opposition, clause 4 provides the ability to increase that amount at any time should it be
considered necessary. I imagine that would need to be done.

The Leader of the Opposition also addressed the issue of the special treatment accorded to
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the Aboriginal people as a result of both (he report of the Law Reform Commission and this
legislation. The Government has accepted that recommendation;, however, I have the same
view as the Leader of the Opposition in that it is unusual to accord such special treatment in
this day and age. In order to bring about a change the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority
Act needs amending. At the same time, there is an ability within that Act and this legislation
to ensure that the transfer of funds take place should they be accumulated in that situation. It
is probably worthwhile having another look at that at some later stage; however, the
Government intends to stick with that recommendation.

The member for Wagin mentioned the issue of regulations. He was concerned that certain
matters which. are prescribed in the Act may not be done by way of regulation. Clause 23 of
the Bill states -

The Governor may make regulations prescribing all matters that are required or
permitted by this Act to be prescried...

That clause makes sure that any decisions or further changes to the Act will be carried out by
way of regulation rather than by any other means. It means that those regulations will come
before this House and also the Legislative Council.

As the member pointed out, the very beneficial change to the advertising process will be that
rather than these matters being advertised in regular editions of the Government Gazette,
only a small section of which relates to unclaimed moneys, one or more special editions of
the Government Gazente will be published. It is proposed in the legislation that for the first
time the Treasurer shall advertise the existence of those special editions of the Government
Gazerte. A rough estimate of the cost is between $8 000 and $ 10 000 if the advertisement is
published only in The West Australian. In these circumstances it is considered appropriate to
concenrae on The West Australian, although a number of other newspapers are circulated
throughout the State. However, in a legal sense it is generally accepted that an advertisement
in The West Australian is an appropriate way of getting a message to the people in Western
Australia. It is a very positive aspect of the Bill before the House. With those few words I
thank Opposition members for their support of the legislation and I ask the House to support
the Bill.

Question put and passed.

Bil read a second time.

[Questions without notice taken.)
Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Dr Alexander) in the Chair; Mr Taylor (Minister for Finance
and Economic Development) in charge of the Bill.

Ciauses I to 5 put and passed.

Clause 6: Unclaimed money -

Mr TAYLOR: I move -
Page 5. line 22 - To insert after "money" the following -

* other than money to which subsection (3) applies or prescribed retained
money,

Page 6, line 2 - To insert after "deposited with" the following -

or lent to
The amendments in relation to clauses 6 and 7 have been suggested by the Law Reform
Commnission to make the Bill easier to read.

Amendments pul and passed.

Clause, as amended, put and passed.

Clause 7: Persons taken, or deemed, to be holders of unclaimed money -

Mr TAYLOR: I move -
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Page 6. line 28 - To insert after "deposit with" the following -

or loan to

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 8: Treasurer to be notified of unclaimed money, or its payment -

Mr TAYLOR: Irnove -
Page 9, line 17 - To delete '30 June' and substitute the following -

31 July

The amendment moves the requirement from the end of the financial year as a reporting
deadline. The change is nor imperative to the success of the Bill; it merely will streamldine
procedures.

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 9 and 10 put and passed.
Clause 11: Treasurer to advertise -

Mr WIESE: Perhaps (he Minister can shed some light on the requirement for advertising. It
is almost essential to place advertisements in newspapers so that the public can be informed.
Basically, it is the intention of the Governent to inform the general public, so perhaps the
word "and" should be substituted for 'or" at the end of subclause. (4)(a) I do not intend to
move an amendment; I seek clarification about whether the Govemnment has any idea how
much material or how many pieces of information will be advertised. Would it be feasible to
place a full page advertisement in The West Australian once a year? Use of the word "and"
would require advertisements to be placed in the Government Gazette, and in all police
stations and Government offices, as well as all newspapers. The general public do not enter
those places frequently and will not be aware of the infornation. I appreciate the efforts of
the Governiment, but if it were feasible to place the information in newspapers the general
public would be better informed.

Mr TAYLOR: I understand what the member is saying. I think it would be expensive to put
the entire list of unclaimed moneys in the newspaper. At the moment, those unclaimed
moneys are advertised in the Government Gazette which comes out at that time, However,
most people do not read the Government Gazette. Not only will these moneys be advertised
in a special Government Gazette, but also that issue of the Government Gazette will be
advertised in The West Australian. That will cost a few thousand dollars a year. It has not
been done before. That cost will be borne by the Consolidated Revenue Fund.

Mr Macinnon: You will advertise in The West Australian unclaimed moneys which will be
published in the Government GaZette?

Mr TAYLOR: Yes. Let us say that Government GaZette comes out at the end of October.
We would advertise in The West Australian leading up to the publishing of that special
edition that unclaimed moneys will be advertised in that special Government Gazette which
will be available from police stations, local government offices and Governmnent departments
and that anybody who has money owing to them should consult the gazette. Rather than the
cost of the gazette coming from the unclaimed moneys, it will come from the Consolidated
Revenue Fund. This action has been suggested by the Law Reform Commission.

Mr Macinnon: I am happy with that as long as you give an assurance that the
advertisement is well placed. No-one reads the classifieds. As long as it is reasonably well
placed on the ight hand side of the newspaper, we will support it.

Mr TAYLOR: Does the member think we would put it in the Reader's Mart or somewhere
like that? The Treasury Department has suggested the advertisement will cost in the vicinity
of $8 000 to $10 000 a year, so it will be a sizeable advertisement rather than a small
classified in The West Australian or the Sunday Times.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 12 to 15 put and passed.
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Clause 16: Interest on payments made -

Mr WIESE: What axe "ordinary savings accounts" referred to in subclause (3)? Is there not
a better way of defining what the Governent is refer-ring to than by referring to ordinary
savings accounts? Many typs of accounts are now available.

Mr TAYLOR: I suppose it is difficult to properly define an "ordinary savings account". The
clause provides that, other than in limited circumstances outlined in subclauses (2) and (3),
interest will not be payable on unclaimed moneys once paid to the Treasurer. The Law
Reform Commission recommended that, where money was or should have been earning
interest at the rime it was paid to the Treasurer money is subsequently claimed, interest
should be paid by the Treasurer at the rates applying 10 ordiniary savings accounts in the
Rural and Industries Bank. This recommendation was not accepted on the grounds that,
firstly, the fact that moneys meet the criteria of the Bill indicate that the owner has
effectively abandoned or forgotten the money; secondly, the Treasury will incur costs of
advertising and administering the money; and, thirdly, the Bill will preserve the owners'
right to the money in perpetuity. Those subclauses recognise the Treasurer's power under
clause 13(2) to agree to accept the money subject to special requirements and could include
an agreement to pay interest and provide the necessary authority. Ft is hard to say what other
basis one would use to say what interest rates should apply. I do not have any suggestion
other than ordinary savings accounts.
Mr Wiese: My worry is that interest rates for savings accounts are usually four per cent or
five per cent, but normal interest rates run at 12 per cent to 15 per cent. It seems a little
unfair on those people.
Mr TAYLOR: F thirnk it is a bit unfair in that sense but this Bill is a benefit to the people
involved in those circumstances; they would not otherwise have the opportunity to pick up
the money. I do not have a better idea of how to come to grips with what the interest rates
should be.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 17 and I8 put and passed.

Clause 19: Exemption -

Mr WIESE: [ refer to subclause (2) which allows for regulations to exempt any person from
any requirement of the Bill. That seems to be going far beyond what I believe regulations
should be allowed to do. This Parliament is about dealing with Bills. This subclause allows
a regulation to completely overr ide provisions in the Bill.

Mr TAYLOR: I understand that point; it is quite valid. If this Bill becomes law, it will
apply to a whole range of activities in Western Australia. I am not aware of the
circumstances under which an exemption may be required: I cannot even envisage one. This
clause is included to allow the Government to rake necessary actions to overcome problems
associated with the legislation. Even though exemptions can be granted by way of
regulation, that regulation will have to end up in this House and in the Legislative Council
and be debated. Therefore, the Parliament has the final say about any exemptions granted.
Clause put and passed.

Clauses 20 and 21 put and passed.

Clause 22: Offences -
Mr WIESE: Subclause (1) refers to a director, manager, secretary or other officer being held
negligent for the failure of somebody within an organisation to carry out their duties. In
many ways I do not have a problem with that, even though I have difficulty in accepting it.
Subclause (3) refers to the affairs of a body of persons managed by its members as a joint
group. Does this apply to an incorporated body and would it overrule the protection afforded
by incorporation? These are not the sont of organisations to which I believe the Bill is
referring. How will that subclause be used and to whom will it be applied?

Mr TAYLOR: There seems little leeway in the penalties to be imposed on people
committing an offence under the provisions of this clause, and I am concerned about the
penalties of $2 000, $2 500. or imprisontment for six months, or both. I do not know about
the issue of incorporation. The note I have states that subelause (3) covers the application of
the previous subclauses where the holder is a partnership, association or the like.
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Mr Macinnon: The definition of "holder" as set out in clause 7 of the Bill makes the
situation clear. The person referred to in clause 22(l)(b) must be a designated officer of the
corporation, and the provisions would not apply to a typist sitting at the front of the office.
Nevertheless, this point should be clarified.

Mr TAYLOR: Apparently the penalties set out axe maximum penalties and the courts have
discretion in the setting of penalties. I am quite happy to try to sort out this matter, and to
arrange for the Minister in another place to clarify the position.

Mr WIESE: I shall be pleased if the Minister will clarify this point. The whole purpose of
the incorporation of many organtisations is to protect individuals from legal obligations. I ask
the Minister to ensure that this Bill will not overrule the virtues of incorporation of an
association, and to provide further information when the Bill is debated in the upper House.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 23: Regulations -

Mr WIESE: This is another all-encompassing clause, which I am concerned about. It will
allow the Governor to make regulations prescribing all matters that are required or permitted
by this Act to be prescribed. The wards that I am most concerned about are 'or are necessary
or convenient to be prescribed". That is a terrifically wide catch-all phrase that will allow
anything to be done in relation to this Sill. It seems to go far beyond that which is necessary.
I arm concerned that such a wide-ranging clause should be allowed giving the Governor the
power to make regulations in that way

Mr TAYLOR: The clause states that the Governor may make regulations that are required or
permitted by the Act; that is a restraint on the power granted to make regulations. It states
also that those regulations must give effect to the purposes of the Act. That is a constraint on
the regulations that may be made. In relation to this issue, which was also raised by the
member in the second reading debate, it is not possible for changes to be made other than by
amending the Act, which means the legislation must come before the Parliament, or by
changing the regulations. Of course, those regulations must also come before both Houses of
Parliament for approval. That is a fairly sound way of dealing with any of these changes. It
also frees up the legislative system. One has only to look at the amount of legislation on the
Notice Paper of this Chamber and add to that the legislation before all the other Houses of
Parliament in this country, to understand that Australians are somewhat overwhelmed with
legislative provisions. The day must come for making these changes by regulation; this
process will allow the Parliament to examine any proposed changes, but it will not be
necessary to bring the same Act before the Parliament time and time again. The regulation
making powers under this clause are quite proper and acceptable.

Mr WIESE: I do not wish to labour the point, and I have no difficulty with the first part of
the clause, which contains a general provision contained in most Bills. I am concerned about
the words "or are necessary or convenient to be prescribed". Is the Minister willing to delete
those words, which I believe go far beyond the usual provisions in legislation?

Mr TAYLOR: I do not know whether it goes beyond what is normally the case. I am happy
to examine this matter; if the provision is extraordinary or unusual, it can be given further
consideration.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 24 and 25 put and passed.

Title put and passed.

Bill reported, with amendments.

SENIORS (WATER SERVICE CHARGES REBATES) BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 20 June.

MR LEWIS (Applecross) [8.00 pm]: The Opposition supports this legislation with the
proviso that it sees a need for two amendments to make it non-discriminatory and more
equitable for all. As we heard during the Minister's second reading speech, the purpose of
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the legislation is to provide a rebate of up to 25 per cent of the actual rate component on
sewer, drainage and water charges to people who are the holders of a Seniors' Card.
It is true that this legislation will provide relief to seniors, particularly with the forever
escalating Government statutory charges levied against a property base continuing to rise as
the consumer price index rises. This is because of the normal valuations through the Valuer
General. Obviously, this legislation is politically motivated to create a perception amongst
seniors in the community that this Government has a certain amount of compassion for the
position in which they find themselves, particularly because of the situation the economy is
in and the way that is impacting on most people in the community on fixed incomes.

It is interesting that the Bill provides that the Bunbury and Busselton water boards, and
sewerage works administered by 20 other local authorities, will receive the same rebate; in
other words, the rebate will be Statewide. The rebate will be absorbed by the internal
revenue of the Water Authority other than where outside authorities grant those rebates. In
those cases they will claim those rebates through the Water Authority, which will be
compensated by Treasury for the amount paid. It is worth noting that the Water Authority
has had a discipline imposed upon it under which it must be self supporting and operate
within its financial resources: in other words, in future it will not receive Government grants
for ongoing management. On that basis alone, it seems to me that the whole structure of the
Water Authority rating system, particularly where rebates are given, is such that other
subscribers or customers of the Water Authority and other servicing agencies will be paying
the real cost of this rebate; in other words, it is giving relief to people holding Seniors' Cards
but as no grant will come from the Government it will be passed on to other consumers. I
suppose that is the only way in which the scheme can operate, but one might think that if the
Government is giving handouts they should come from the wider community and not from
customers of the Water Authority of Western Australia.

It should be understood that because of the economic downturn many people are on the
poverty line and find it extremely difficult to make ends meet. By giving a relief of 25
per cent of the base rate to seniors the Government is spreading the cost of that rebate across
the board, which must impact on a considerable section of the community, perhaps on those
in the lower socioeconomic groups who are suffering at the moment and who will be bearing
the burden of this rebate given to seniors.

I note that the legislation expressly excludes pensioners already receiving deferral of rates
through the Pensioner (Rates Rebates and Deferments) Act of 1966. 1 have no problem with
that, except to the extent that it is a little difficult to rationalise why those pensioners should
not also be beneficiaries of the rebate, notwithstanding the fact they have the ability to defer
their rates to another time because on their demise, or when their property is sold, a charge
against that property will ensure that outstanding rates are reimbursed to the Government.
That is an anomaly in the system. The Government could have given that matter further
thought. I can understand this "on the surface' reason for not including those other
pensioners.

It is interesting and important to emphasise - and during the Committee stage of the debate I
will ask the Minister to re-emphasise - that the provisions of this Bill unequivocally make
this rebate available to retirees and seniors living in retirement villages under leasehold and
other various management arrangements. We know that a bevy of arrangements exist for
people living in retirement villages. In some cases companies actually own the property and
the occupant has the privilege of tenancy of a unit during their stay in the village. I would
like the Minister to emphasise clearly that people living in all forms of retirement village will
benefit from this rebate. I say this deliberately as I can recall two or three years ago writing
to the Attorney General about the levying of land tax on retirement villages because people
in a leasehold situation, notwithstanding it was their only place of residence, were not
granted exemption from land tax. Subsequently a minor amendment passed through the
Parliament which gave these people those ights, and it is only fair and reasonable that those
rights should also be recognised and conferred within this legislation. I think the legislation
does that.

Another area of the Bill which concerns me is the offences section. An elderly person could,
by virtue of being on an extended holiday, or through infirmity, or just as a result of plain
forgetfulness, find himself having to shift his place of residence. My elderly parents rely
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quite heavily on me and my brothers for assistance. With all the laws and regulations
associated with taxation and everything else, one has to be pretty well on the mark to know
what is going on. Many retired people find themselves intimidated by laws which say, "If
you forget to do something you can be fined $1000.,, We on this side of the Parliament are
not prepared to accept that. Anyone can forget something. The operative pant of the
legislation should relate to someone who sets out wilfully to deceive or attempt not to notify
the authorities that he has moved his place of residence, or his circumstances have changed;
no one would object to that. The way this legislation is framed means that if someone fails
to notify the authorities, he is liable to a fine of $1000. That is not acceptable; it is draconian
and intimidating to our elderly citizens.
The Bill stares that 25 per cent of the rate will be rebated and the rebate will be pegged to a
maximum amount which will be struck by subordinate legislation or otherwise by regulation.
The Minister should advise the Parliament what the intended threshold or maximum amount
of rebate is. It is no good coming here with legislation to say, "We will give a 25 per cent
rebate, but later, when we get around to framing some more legislation, we might tell you the
maximum amount of rebate you can have." It is incumbent upon the Minister, and certainly
upon the Government, to tell seniors just what are the ground rules and how much they can
expect back. Quite frankly, we on this side of the House do not accept that. If the
Government intends to rebate water rates, sewerage rates and drainage rates by 25 per cent,
that 25 per cent should be right across the board. One must bear in mind that it is a rebate to
people holding Seniors' Cards.

As we all know, many seniors have lived in their homes for anything up to 40 or 50 years.
When they first moved into those homes they were probably modest dwellings, but with the
passing of time and the increase in property values, senior citizens find themselves still living
in modest dwellings, but as far as valuation goes - which automatically sets the amount of
money they will pay via water rates - their properties have become quite valuable. Although
these people may be asset rich, they axe cash poor. Can any member say to me that just
because a pensioner lives in a 30, 40, or 50 year old home which may be valued at $200 000
or $250 000 in what is now a reasonably highly valued suburb, he has any more disposable
income than someone living in some other area?

The intent of the Government to peg this legislation at an undisclosed ceiling is dishonest
because the Government is not being fair and square; it is not telling the Parliament or the
public what the maximum rebate will be. The Government discriminates against those
seniors who happen to live in more valuable properties.

I am not being aggressive; I am saying that I can see no rationale for the Government's
legislation pegging a maximum. In the last two or three years I have noticed the Government
is trying more and more to legislate by subordinate legislation. It brings Bills into this
Parliament which spell out the basic ground rules, but the real nitty gritty of the legislation
goes further down the line in subordinate regulations which lie on the Table for 14 days. No
one looks at these regulations very closely, and all these nasties slip through. The time has
come when the Governmient must stop legislating by subordinate legislation. If the
Government brings in a Bill saying there will be a 25 per cent rebate, let us have that 25
per cent right across the board for all seniors. Why should one section of seniors get a 25
per cent rebate and another section only 10 per cent?

One must understand that those seniors living in the higher valued properties pay more rates
and taxes anyway by virtue of the value of their properties, but they do not necessarily have
any more income. The legislation as it stands, with the clause as to the threshold and
maximum rebate by regulation, is discriminatory in the extreme.

During the Committee stage of this debate I shall move certain amendments to endeavour to
include in the Bill the suggestions I have put to the House. The Minister would be wise to
look at what I have said and accept on the basis of equity that we should remove the
intimidating provisions under penalties. We should look at removing the discrimination
against a person not being able to get a 25 per cent rebate on his rates just because he
happens to live in a property which is of a higher value than someone else's. I commend
those proposed amendments to the House and support the Bill.

MR NIENSAROS (Floreat) [8.19 pm]: [ wish to make a few brief comments, because by
courtesy of the Minister I was instrumental in framing some of the provisions of the Bill.
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Before getting on to thuis I commend a seemingly minor provision and congratulate the
Minister if it was his idea that clause 2 is for once different from the other 99 per cent of
Bills. This means that it will not come into operation subject to proclamation but it will
come into operation on the date it receives Royal assent. I have expressed the view on
several occasions that that is the way Hills should be drafted.

I was instrumental in planning some of the provisions in the Hill. About nine months ago I
led a delegation to the Minister representing one of the retirement villages in my electorate,
the Ocean Gardens. At that rime I brought to the Minister's attention the possible plight of
the inhabitants of that retirement village, which is a rather exclusive place; the cottages are
fairly expensive. However, some members may not know that water rates are not based on
the price of the property but on the gross rental value. These cottages were assessed
according to their gross rental value as if they were outside the village. That was a very
inequitable valuation because the agreement which bound the inhabitants of that village did
not allow them to rent the cottages except for a short period of time if they were travelling.
and even that applied only to people who were over the age of 60. Therefore, rental was
restricted and yet the gross rental value assessment made them pay very high water rates.

The Minister was courteous in receiving this delegation to its and my satisfaction. The
leader of the delegation was the by now deceased Fred Johnston. After we saw the Minister
he took into consideration what method could be applied to help those people. The
25 per cent rebate - which was the policy of the Government and also the policy of the
Liberal Party which announced it somewhat earlier - could not automatically have applied to
them immnediately because they were not direct owners of the properties. The properties
were not strata tidled but were part of an association with which the inhabitants had leasehold
agreements. As a result of this discussion and of the Minister's facilitating me to meet three
senior officers of the Water Authority of Western Australia, it was considered that the
definition of ownership should include the inhabitants of retirement villages. This would be
a good solution because they would be eligible for the 25 per cent discount which would
reduce the water rates in some way. My understanding is that the drafting of this Bill
achieves that, which was the assured intention. Nevertheless, I did not have the opportunity
to check it; the relevant provision states that a person is deemed to own land if -

that person is entitled to possession of the land for the time being as a beneficiary or a
life tenant under a distribution under the terms of a . .. deed of arrangement to vary
any such distribution.

That is fairly cumbersome and complicated drafting and I am not in a position offhand to
guarantee that it covers the situation; however, I suspect it does cover it. I am sure that if it
would not cover it, because of the intention the Minister would remedy the situation.

Mr Bridge: At the Committee stage I will take some advice on whether that is consistent
with the member's interpretation. Otherwise I will look at changing it.

Mr MENSAROS: Another provision I would like to mention deals with the definition of
charges. Clause 3 states that charges are -

in relation to the provision of water supply, sewerage, or drainage . .. except that it
does not include a charge assessed by reference to the quantity of water or wastewater
concerned.

That definition, if I interpret it correctly, automatically places country consumers in a
disadvantaged position. In the metropolitan area the basic charge for water is a uniform
charge and includes an allowance for X kilolitres of water which people can use. The
prescribed charge in relation to water supply, sewerage, or drainage does nothing to the
charge assessed by reference to the quantity of water concerned and it automatically means,
to my mind, that in the city people will get a discount for water charges but not for excess
water. It includes the allowance which might from year to year change. In the country no
allowances are included in water charges because a quota is charged, which is generally
known as rates. That is included in the definition. Therefore, every litre of water a country
consumer uses must be paid for. That will not be the subject of the 25 per cent rebate as this
clause excludes it because the difference in the charging system in country and city places
country people in a disadvantageous position, particularly seniors, who already pay
comparatively more for water than people in the metropolitan area..
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I come finally to the complaint that the member for Applecross made in connection with
clause 6 which demands notification by a person if certain things happen. I personally do not
have any complaint against it because if no notification is given how can the Water Authority
know that the situation has changed and a person may not be eligible for the reasons
enumerated in section 6 (1 )(a)-(e)? It would be difficult to accept an amendment which
stated that only wilful omission of notification should be a crimina offence because the law
would not accept it - ignorance of the law cannot be used as an excuse.
I fully agree with the member for Applecross that elderly people are not quite so alert,
although this also can be the case with young people. We have an' enormous number of
regulations to adhere to, and it is no wonder that we may inadvertently neglect them at times.
The Bill states that eligible senior citizens shall be registered. An acceptable solution would
be for the Water Authority to issue a certificate of registration. This would not be overly
expensive and it could place on the back of that certificate the requirements of the Bill; this
should be done in large letters and in lay terms. That would overcome the situation in which
people forget these matters and in which people may technically be committing an offence
and be subjected to a penalty. It would be embarrassing for any Government or Minister to
prosecute such a person if it were obvious that it was a simple oversight. I appreciate that the
Minister stuck to his commitment regarding retirement villages and the problems have been
overcome to my satisfaction.
MR BRIDGE (Kimberley - Minister for Water Resources) [8.32 pmn]: I thank the
Opposition for its support. This measure was brought to the Parliament without a great deal
of debate, although discussions have occurred regarding particular areas of concern within
the metropolitan area. This applied particularly to the area referred to by the member for
Floreat. The discussions and ultimate agreement followed a delegation led by the member
for Floreat which met with me and a decision was made to respond positively to that
approach. The legislation before the House is consistent with the general concemns discussed
on that occasion, and is also consistent with the commitment given by the Government prior
to the last election.
A few issues were raised during the course of the second reading debate by the members for
Applecross and Floreat. The member for Applecross- referred to his proposed amendments. I
have no difficulty in accepting the amendment relating to one clause of the Bill. I intended
to indicate my willingness to agree to that amendment during the Comm-ittee stage, although
another avenue may now be taken. The second issue canvassed by the member for
Applecross is a little more difficult to agree with, although the member for Floreat suggested
an alternative approach which we could consider. This is a regulation that will ultimately
come into operation, but that does not mean that it will be pegged. The Minister can use
discretionary powers if the figures fluctuate.
Mr Lewis: You are pegging it; you have not told the Parliament.
Mr BRIDGE: Not really. Thbis does not mean that next year the figures will be the same.
Mr Lewis: You have not told the Parliament at what level you will be pegging it; that is an
insult to the Parliament.
M BRIDGE: A difficulty exists with this issue. I can understand the member's concern, but
I ant not sure how we can change the legislation to accommodate that request. I understand
the member's point of view, and this point needs to be acknowledged; however, the matter of
amending the legislation to deal with this point is a difficult one. Maybe we can develop this
a little more during the Committee stage or perhaps an avenue will be offered after taking
further advice. The member for Applecross was prepared to consider that approach rather
than make a firmn decision at this stage. As it stands at the moment, I have some difficulty in
agreeing with that proposition.
Generally speaking, the Opposition has supported this legislation and the Government
appreciates that support. I am sure that the senior citizens of this State will appreciate the
measure which the Government intends to put in place to assist that sector of our society.
I am not sure whether you are aware, Mr Speaker, but radio station 6PR is calling for my
services at 8.50 pm to perform at a major talent contest involving many elderly people.
The SPEAKER: It is not my normal practice to interject; however, I am not aware of anyone
in Western Australia who does not know that fact and is not looking forward to it.
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Mr BRIDGE: Because of that, and because of the informiation of which the House is aware, I
commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.

Bill read a second rime.
Committee

The Chairman of Committees (Dr Alexander) in the Chair; Mr Bridge (Minister for Water
Resources) in charge of the Bill.
Clauses I to 3 put and passed.

Clause 4: What constitutes ownership -

Mr LEWIS: The Minister should clarify what, indeed, constitutes ownership. I refer
particularly to subclause (l)(c) which states, "that person has, under a contract of sale, agreed
to purchase . .. not withstanding that the interest has not yet passed to him". I am nior sure
what it means. Does it mean that a person can have a contract of sale for 10 years and never
own the property, but be a beneficiary of the rebate? Subclause (2) refers to a spouse of a
person holding a Seniors' Card and states that a full rebate would be paid to that property on
the basis of the person who holds a Seniors' Card. Ilam a little confused about the meaning
of this clause.
Mr BRIDGE: My advice is that this clause states, "that person has, under a contract of
sale" - which means if a person applies for a home from Homeswest he would be eligible for
a rebate - "agreed to purchase an interest in the land by reason of which, if the interest has
passed to him, he would be taken to own the land for the purposes of this Act". That is what
it means.
Mr Lewis: What does it really mean? Does it mean that if a person has a contract of sale - it
might run for four years - he is a beneficiary of a rebate up to the rime of settlement; that is,
until he actually owns the property?
Mr BRIDGE: That is my understanding.
Mr Lewis. What is that clause trying to achieve?

Mr BRIDGE: I thought I had made the point that the person could be buying a property from
Homeswest or have had the property willed to him - that is the definition of the clause and I
do not know how I can explain it further.
Mr MENSAROS: I suppose the explanation is that some 40 years ago a common way of
acquiring a property was through a contract of sale. It meant that a young couple went into a
property, as they do today, and they did not own it until they paid the last instalment.
Therefore, the property was actually owned by whoever sold it and extended the credit.
Today that is seldom the case, but Homeswest still uses that method. People today obtain a
mortgage from the bank or budlding society and they immediately become the owners. In the
case of a contract of sale The property may not be fully paid for by the time the person
becomes a senior citizen, but he pays the water rates because he is considered to be the
owner. Legally it overcomes The situation - these people are not owners, but they are hirers
under a contract of sale. It is similar to a hire purchase agreement where the motor vehicle
user is nor the owner until he pays the last instalment yet he pays the licensing fee.
Therefore, they are entitled to a rebate.
Mr LEWIS: I thank the member for Floreat for his explanation. Perhaps he is more au fair
with what used to happen than with what happens today.
I refer to subclause (2) and ask the Minister, for the record, to advise whether a Seniors' Card
holder living with his spouse who is not a holder of a card is entitled to a full 25 per cent
rebate, and not only limited to his share of the rebate in accordance with the equity he has in
the property.
Mr BRIDGE: That is correct.

Clause put and passed.
Progress

Progress reported and leave given to sit again, on motion by Mr Bridge (Minister for Water
Resources).
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ACTS AMENDMENT (PETROLEUM) BILL 1989

Cognate Debate

On motion by Mr Canr (Minister for Mines), resolved -

That leave be granted for the Bill to be debated concurrently with the Petroleum
(Registration Fees) Amendment Bill 1989 and the Petroleum (Submerged Lands)
Registration Fees Amendment Bill 1989.

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 2 November 1989.
MR COURT (Nedlands) [8.50 pm]: It is some eight months since these Bills were first
introduced. It seems a rather strange way to run a legislative program that legislation I
regarded as reasonably important sat on the Notice Paper for eight months before we got
around to debating it. I have many criticisms of the way in which this Government runs the
Parliament. When legislation is introduced it should go through all channels. I know that
sometimes at the end of a session legislation cannot be finted in or the Government wants it
held over, but F think the Government wanted this legislation through. I know that last year
that would have involved sitting until Christmas, but that should have been done to help this
industry.

At the time this legislation was introduced the Minister allowed a briefing by his
departmental officers on it. These three Bills are reasonably complicated because petroleum
exploration and production occurs under a number of different Acts which involve a number
of different definitions of things such as "on shore', "submerged lands", "territory seas",
"Commonwealth offshore" etc. It takes a while to become familiar with the different forms
of legislation. I thank the Minister and the departmental officers for spending that time with
me on the legislation.

Since then a number of articles have been written on this legislation enabling us to gain a
better understanding of it. I think the Minister has said he has more briefing notes on the
subject which I would be interested to see, if they axe available.

Mr Carr: I have clause by clause Committee notes that I should have offered the member for
Nedlands. a long time ago.

Mr COURT: If they are made available, they will certainly be of assistance.

First, petroleum industry exploration and production is becoming an important player in this
State's economy. I was probably at primary school when oil was first discovered at Exmouth
at Rough Range. In fact, I think I still have a jar of the oil at home. It created much
excitement and many people thought it was the beginning of another Texas. However, it was
a long time before the industry was able to make more commercial discoveries. We have
since seen Barrow Island and Dongara gas field, but the most exciting development has been
the discovery and development of the North West Shelf field.
Since that timre a number of developments have occurred. In the past few years it has been
pleasing to see action taking place and large reserves being proven. I have a map outlining
all those discoveries. The department continually upgrades the statistics relating to these
matters and what is happening in this industry is exciting. The Minister would know that in
our recently released energy paper we highl-ighted the fact that we see the Pilbara becoming a
major industrial area because that is where energy is in the form of gas and oil.

It would be a foolish Government that did not take advantage of this wonderful resource to
encourage a number of industries. As this industry grows in importance it is also important
that the legislation controlling it keeps up with the times. It is interesting, for example, that
when original legislation was developed the technique required for deviation drilling did niot
exist. We have had a number of briefings from companies on this technique and when I was
in the United States with the petrochemical tour organised by the Government I spoke to uil
company representatives in Houston who brought me up to date on the different drilling
techniques now available.

It is staggering what is being done nowadays. Drilling is no longer straight up and down but
all over the place, so legislation must be in place which takes account of that fact. The
legislation we are debating tonight contains a most important amendment related to
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introduction of the retention lease, the release of interpretive data, the deviation driling that I
have just mentioned from one licence or access authority area into another licensed area, the
sharing of production where a pooi straddles a licence or State boundary, the blocks for a
location to conform to pooi shape and size and the extension of the scope of access and
special prospecting authorities.

There are other amendments to both the onshore and offshore State petroleum Acts, the
Petroleum Pipelines Act and to the administrative and financial fees and penalties covered in
two other Bills. Basically, the Government is trying to bring the onshore and offshore State
Acts into line with the provisions of the Commonwealth's offshore legislation. That has
always been the Government's intention, but over time the Acts have got out of kilter and
amendments are required to bring them back into line.

Along with the large upsurge in both exploration and production activity in this State we
need legislation which not only controls what is taking place but also encourages this type of
activity.

I will discuss some of the amendments later. I will not go into all the detail set out in the
Minister's second reading speech. One of the main amendments provides for explorers to
retain tenure over present non-commercial discoveries through retention leases; that is, if
they discover a large gas field - and I suppose Gorgon would be an example - and it is not
commercially viable to bring it on stream at the time a retention lease will allow the
company to hang on to that field for a period during which it hopefully becomes a
commercial proposition. In respect of the deep offshore discoveries, it will be some time
before they become commercially viable, although judging from the comments that have
been made by other countries around the world, gas seems to be the preferred energy source
for environmental reasons. I would not be at all surprised if there is an upsurge in both the
demand for and price of gas which will make some of these discoveries of gas reserves
comnmercially viable propositions.

The Bill proposes a 15 year assessment period in respect of retention leases. That will
provide exploration companies with some security of tenure over their petroleum discoveries.
Previously companies had to apply for a production licence, but the provision of a retention
lease will mean that procedure will no longer have to be followed. Many of the proposed
amendments are designed to assist exploration. The Bill makes provision for reciprocal
arrangements between the States in respect of exploration. The BWl provides also for the
release of interpretive information after five years. Such information was previously not
available for release at any time but was virtually locked up forever. I believe that will be a
boon to the exploration industry.

The discussions we have had with the industry indicate that the industry supports these
amendments. We have spoken with both the State and national representatives of APEA,
which supports this concept. Another significant amendment, which I do not believe is
included in the Federal legislation unless there has been a change in the last eight months, is
the ability to produce petroleum through a wellhead outside a production Licence area. This
is a much needed change to the legislation. To give a hypothetical example, if a company
has a production licence for an area which is environmentally sensitive - a coral reef, for
example, which is not far offshore but which contains large oil deposits - it will now be
possible, because of technological advances made in drilling deviated wells, for production
to take place through an installation situated outside the production licence area and thus to
avoid any damage to the area.

Another major amendment concerns the size of a location, which under the current
legislation is generally set at nine blocks. This Bill allows the declaration of a location over
any block or as many blocks as is necessary to cover the discovery. This will provide
increased flexibility for exploration and production licences. The Bill also proposes various
amendments to the pipeline licensing procedures. There is a need to bring some peripheral
facilities under the definition of pipeline. This is quite a confusing area because pipelines are
covered by different Acts. The Bill will also bring pipelines in the internal waters area of the
State under the provisions of either the Western Australian Petroleum (Submerged Lands)
Act or the Petroleum Pipelines Act.
The Bill proposes to streamline the registration procedures for legal documents and the fees
payable on registration, in addition to improving the administrative processes for the making
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of regulations and for the service of directions which control petroleum exploration and
development operations. l do not intend to debate the detail of the amendments because, to
be quite frank, it has taken me some time to go through all the amendments and their
relationship to the various relevant Commonwealth and State Acts. I have had to take the
word of the industry representatives and Government officials that the proposed changes are
correct. I am capable of understanding financial matters, and of finding out where all the
money has gone, and I have enjoyed doing that with WA Inc, but to understand this
legislation requires an understanding of the various Acts.

I take this opportunity to make some general comments about the petroleum industry, and in
particular in relation to the debate we have been having in recent weeks about the future
power requirements of this State. The H-arman report recommended in favour of the gas
option for our immediate power generation needs. That report made it clear that there are
large reserves of gas in the Pilbara which will be capable of supplying the energy needs of
the south of the State. The only problem will be to get that power down to the south of the
State. The Minister has, no doubt, been talking to the companies which have discovered the
reserves of gas in the Pilbara, and I am sure they are very keen to sell their gas, and hopefully
some of them are considering the establishment of a second LNG plant and other industries.

It is important that the Minister realise that the reality of the situation is that even with a
normal growth in our demand for power, the Harman report has said there will be just
enough gas from the Pilbara to supply 600 megawatts of power for a new combined cycle
gas fired power station. The problem is that will not provide for the future. According to the
Harman scenario, all that gas will be used up by the year 2000, assuming that there are no
further discoveries of gas in the Perth basin. The Minister should look seriously at the
recommendations of the Harman inquiry because if we are to adopt the gas option, we should
decide how we will build and fund a second pipeline. The year 2000 is only nine years
away, and that time will pass very quickly, and we will then be faced with the situation
where we have made no plans for another pipeline to provide the gas that we will require in
the south of the State. I hope the Government will not be sucked in by a simplistic solution
to the problem. The Opposition's energy policy recom-mends both the gas and the coal
options for the south of the State. We believe that because of the oil and gas reserves that
have been found in the north of the State, the next major phase of industrial development
should take place in the north. The Opposition would like to have the opportunity of being in
Government to tr to implement some of the schemes that it has been promoting, and
hopefully one day we will get that opportunity, if democracy works a little.

It is quite exciting to think about what could be done there, but many obstacles exist. Only
tonight the Deputy Leader of the Opposition and I attended the "Open Mind" radio program
at the University of Western Australia, which I must say was very well done. It was a two-
hour live seminar with a panel discussion followed by questions on the mining industry.
Following that meeting, in infonnal talks with one of the members of the Trades and Labor
Council, I said, "We will have to come to grips with the problem if we ate to develop the
Pilbara. We seem to be having a problem in getting acceptable levels of local content in the
cons truction of these projects." I watched Woodside when it did the Rankin platform and the
domestic gas, and then the LNG plant. Gradually the percentage of local content has
decreased to the point where, when the Goodwyn contracts were let, we were battling to get
even a small amount of that work.

If we are to develop the petroleum resources in that area we must find out how to attract
investors there, because it is seen as a high cost area. They talk about construction costs of
30 per cent above those in the metropolitan area. I do not necessarily agree with that, but if
we want the projects we must make up our minds about what level of local content we will
accept. Is it more important to have the project operating and providing income for the
country as a whole, which in turn benefits many people; or do we miss, out on the project
because the construction phase proves to be the obstacle? We must have an open midnd and
we must very truthfully explain, particularly to the work force, why we lose contracts and
why we cannot pick up more of the work on projects such as the Goodwyn tenders which
were let recently.

The next area [ will mention is the failed petrochemical project. The Government intended
to base that project in the south of the State, and one of the concerns was that there was a
limit to the size of that plant because it requires ethane, which is stripped off the gas, and
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there was a limit to how much ethane was available to that plant. That factor was controlling
the size of that plant. I would be interested to know if the Government is still trying to
promote a petrochemical plant at Kwinana, and I ask the Minister for Mines whether that is
the case.

Mr Carr: I am not aware of any current discussions relating to a petrochemical plant.

Mr COURT: I asked that question because the H-arman inquiry recommended a gas fired
power station, which would possibly be built to the north of Perth. With the petrochemical
plant, the gas would have to go down to Kwinana to have the ethane stripped off, and if the
power plant was north of Perth the gas would have to be piped up again to where the plant
was. Therefore, if the Government is talking about a petrochemical plant it restricts the
location of the large base load combined cycle gas station to which Harman referred.
However, from memory 1 do not believe there was any reference in the Harrnan report to
what would happen if a petrochemical industry was established in the south of the State.
These are some of the important planning decisions this Government should be spelling out
publicly. If the Governent does not want a petrochemical plant here, it should say so.
because currently a liquidator is trying to flog off the intellectual property associated with the
petrochemical plant and the Premiuer has said that whoever buys it will not automatically get
the approvals that were previously in place. I put it to the Minister that the liquidator will
have a lot of trouble selling off the so-called intellectual property of that petrochemical plant
especially. for example, if the Government made a decision in the meantime to put a gas
fired power station in a location that did not fit in with the plans for a petrochemical plant.
They are some of what I call the haphazard planning decisions that the Government has been
involved in.

The final comment I will make in relation to the petroleum industry is that to date, touch
wood, it has had a very good record environmentally. There is an advertisement in the back
of a Department of Mines' publication headed "23 years of vigilance have kept our beaches
clean", and I hope we axe able to continue that record. I have visited most of the production
operatio ns in the north and I am amazed at the extent to which they have gone with their
environmental standards, particularly on the islands. The work done by people like H-arry
Butler over the years is an absolute credit to them. I could not believe the detail into which
they go, and the approvals they obtain, both in-house and from the Government, when they
are putting these projects together. It is important for the industry as a whole that when they
are carrying out their exploration and production activities they continue to meet these high
standards. No doubt the odd accident will occur, as is the case, but if they start with the right
attitude they will be able to maintain a very good record.

With, those comm.ents, I indicate that the Opposition supports these three pieces of
legislation. I will repeat what I said at the beginning of my remarks: I believe that the
petroleum industry will be the most exciting industry that this State has, particularly with the
decline in the Bass Strait oilfields. The export income earned from the projects in this State
will become a very significant factor in Australia's economy, let alone Western Australia's
economy. Recently a group of us went to Indonesia and in Jakarta we spent a brief time with
some officials from Shell because we wanted to get their perspective on what was happening
in the Timor Sea. It was very interesting to listen to their explanation of how Shell goes
about its exploration and production activities under Indonesian law, which in many ways is
different from our own. Shell's was a particularly interesting case because historically Shell
had a very strong involvement with its Dutch connections in that region and when Sukamno
came to power Shell was not kicked out but it left the country and then came back under the
new rules that had been established.

It is important that we understand what is happening with our next door neighbours, because
they have quite a history in the oil industry and we know that the Timor Gap area and how to
handle it is in many ways still controversial. A map of Western Australia readily reveals all
the exploration that is occurring. Besides the very large resources that are now being proven
off the Pilbara, much activity is occurring off the north of the Kimberley. An opportunity
does exist there, although I am not too sure how we can take advantage of it. Darwin is now
becoming more and more a service centre for the offshore exploration occurring there; on the
other hand, there is a great deal of potential for a place like Broome to expand its activities in
servicing these areas. We know that some companies are operating from the north of the
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Kinmberley and are using the old Air Force base - the one that denied Brian Edwards
permission to land when he came back in his Tiger Moth.

So much activity is taking place that it is important we work out the best way to service it.
Very few people realise what a huge business is involved with servicing exploration and
production activities. If members of this House have not visited Karratha recently, they
should do so to see how even the small service companies have expanded quite dramatically.
Some of the ships in the Talisman-type fields have a great deal of equipment on board and
require supplies and equipment taken to them with the servicing of moorings and the like;
this is very good business. The Government can ensure that the companies servicing this
industry are given assistance; for example, the Government could provide land so that these
companies can build service facilities as required. I know that one company, Mermaid
Marine, which works out of Karratha, started off as a very small business and has continued
to expand; however, it had difficulty in obtaining suitable land. I believe that the matter has
been resolved and that waterfront land has been provided.

Mrs Buchanan: Yes.

Mr COURT: Ilam glad the member for Ashburton is here because I was referring to the huge
business involved with exploration and offshore production. The Government should be
doing everything it can to encourage small companies which are prepared to invest in
budlding wharf facilities, as well as assisting the large companies. There has been a tendency
for small businesses to be neglected in this area. We should never underestimate what this
does to the economy of areas such as Karraxha and Port H-edland. Port Hedland is crying out
for diversification away from iron ore mining and should not be overlooked as a centre for
service activity. The industry as a whole is one of the most exciting that we have in this
State. The Bills before the House tonight, which were introduced eight months ago, are
designed to genuinely assist the industry by encouraging exploration activity and to take
advantage of the new technology which has been developed. The legislation involves the
situation in which production and exploration occurs outside those areas from which the
operator has approval.

I wish the industry all the best. It is a high risk industry and huge funds are involved. Very
few people fully appreciate the extent of the investment made by the North West Shelf
partners in putting the project onstream. This was highlighted to me when meeting with the
Chevron people in San Francisco two years ago in which they said that their investment in
the North West Shelf project was the largest single commitment by the company outside of
the United States - and the company is huge by international standards. It was a high risk
investment and the project is now operating and starting to earn export income. That is all
very well but one must consider that things can go wrong and the market may crash and the
price may fall more than it did when we committed to the project. We all must have a proper
appreciation of what good that investment is doing for all of us in this State.

MR H-OUSE (Stirling) [9.25 pmJ: The three Bills under discussion have been on the
Notice Paper since November last year. My understanding is that they have general industry,
Governent and union support. They have been on the Notice Paper for so long that the
Leader of the National Party, who normally handles these matters, forgot that he should be
here to debate them. The amendments proposed by these Bills have been designed to
enhance the administration of petroleum activity. A number of provisions will provide
further encouragement for exploration and development activity in our gas fields. It is
interesting that we should be debating these Bills after the release of the H-annan report,
which identified gas as the major energy source for Western Australia. I am sure that
following the debate we had last week all of us will realise just how important these
decisions will be for Western Australia. Ir is extremely important that the decisions we make
about energy supplies are the right ones. As has been previously mentioned, we run a fairly
fine line between consumption and availability in this State: indeed, at timnes our
consumption runs very close to the mark of availability. So it becomes critical that we
encourage and provide incentives to people to make funther energy discoveries. When
people find these resources, we should give encouragement and incentives to get those
resources onstreamn for the benefit of all Western Australians.

It goes without saying that unless business activity is provided with proper energy resources
we cannot develop and expand other businesses which depend on energy for production; and
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such businesses contribute greatly to the export income of this State. The basic purpose of
these three Bills is to recognise the various improvements made over recent years to
petroleum mining and to apply the Commonwealth legislation to Western Australia. The
Mfinister indicated in his second reading speech that because of the 1979 offshore
constitutional settlement between the Commonwealth and the States there is now the need to
maintain some sort of commonality in petroleum legislation between the Commonwealth and
the State. I presume that the Minister will make some comment about that in his reply to this
debate. It is important that we understand just where the State and Commonwealth
legislation links together; if, indeed, the legislation does overlap. Also, perhaps the Minister
will explain just what problems may be associated with offshore gas fields in Western
Australia. This legislation offers a very positive aspect to the future of energy resources, and
for that reason the National Party and the Opposition are happy to support the legislation.
No great problems are perceived with the legislation, although some aspects do require a
little more detailed debate. I note that one of the Bills contains 240-odd clauses, some of
which are far beyond my comprehension. To be fair, I presume that the Minister will explain
the problems involved with those clauses. I understand that the Minister will have the ability
to retain tenure over the present non-commercial discoveries by way of retaining the leases.
Also, registration procedures for legal documents will improve the industry's ability to settle
such matters quickly. The improvement of the administration process for making regulations
and the service of directions which control petroleum exploration and development is the
crux of that clause. It is important that this type of legislation is updated from time to time to
meet industry needs. That has been done. It is apparent that industry welcomes these
changes and the National Party is happy to support this legislation.
Mr Court: Are you sure it does not cover unlimited drilling on farm properties?
Mr HOUSE: I am sure it does not.
Mr Cart: There could be a couple of clauses you have not read thoroughly.
Mr HOUSE: That could be right. I assure the Minister that my benevolent attitude would
disappear very quickly if I discovered that he could come through my gate onto my farm.
However, should he find anything I would be the first to negotiate with him about any profits
that may be generated.
Mr Court: You shouldn't have put that on the record.
Mr HOUSE: I am prepared to put on the record that I believe the time has come in Western
Australia to separate exploration from mining in a much more distinct way than is done now.
It is necessary to establish what resources are available and then to make a decision about
whether they are mined. That is a very important difference in principle from that which
exists at the moment. Under the current legislation a land owner enters into negotiation to
explore and the courts have always interpreted that right to explore as a right to mine. No
court has ruled against that. I would be prepared to support legislation which separated
exploration from mining and which allowed exploration to take place. Following
exploration, the nature of the resources would be established and a more informed decision
could be made about whether those resources were mined. Much of the heat would be taken
out of the mining debate from the land owners' point of view if they knew that the existence
of the resource must be established first. The National Party is happy to support this
legislation.
MR CARR (Geraldton - Minister for Mines) [9.33 pm]: I thank the members who have
spoken in support of the legislation. As has been indicated, the Bills have been before the
House for a long time. I apologise for that; it is regrettable but that is the reality of the
situation. It is pleasing that we are at last able to debate them and I hope to move them
through this House and the other place so that they can be implemented.
The member for Nedlands gave the House a comprehensive summary of the main points of
the legislation. He accurately reflected on the importance of the amendments to be made.
He also properly reflected on the importance of the industry. Let there be no doubt that this
is a particularly important part of the Western Australian economy. The signs are that it will
be a much more important part in the future. With the number of discoveries made in recent
times, particularly in the North West Shelf area, a prospect exists that within the next decade
the North West Shelf will surpass Bass Strait as the major oil producing area of Australia.
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Oil production from Bass Strait is declining and considerable concern exists about the extent
of Australia's self-sufficiency in oil supplies. In that context, the North West Shelf is
extremely important and it is appropriate to implement legislative amendments designed to
assist with the development of the petroleum industry in Western Australia.
The general thrust of the amendments is to make it easier and more flexible for exploration to
be undertaken and for development to occur. The member for Nedlands also made some
general comments which did not relate directly to the Bill but to the development of the
petroleum industry in the State. That development is important. He outlined a general
industrial development philosophy which focuses on the Pilbara. I have no objection to that.
I heartily concur with his views about the industrial development potential of the Pilbara,
albeit I may have more reservations than he has about the difficulty in bringing it to fruition
because of the costs involved. Nevertheless, I agree with his comments about the potential
and desirability for the Government to do all it can to maximise development opportunities in
that area.

I note the comments relating to the Harman report. A number of the points were made in a
previous debate in this House. I note the reservations of a number of people about the focus
on gas for the next power station. A number of matters must be considered beyond and in
addition to those which have already been outlined by Dr Hiannan. The Government will be
considering those aspects as the time to make the decision about the next power station
approaches.

I was interested to hear the comments about the location of the power station in relation to a
potential petrochemical plant. I am pleased to take those comments on board and give
fuirther consideration to them during discussion with my ministerial colleagues. The member
for Nedlands also properly referred to the environmental record of the petroleum industry.
He referred to the fact that spillages have not occurred and that the beaches have been well
and truly protected from damage by an environmental hazard. The environmental
performance of the petroleum industry extends beyond the avoidance of spillages at sea; the
onshore performance of the petroleum industry is also remarkable. For example, when
comparing past practices relating to old seismic lines where scars have been cut across the
countryside which are still evident, it is clear that, with modem seismic practices, the
industry has come a long way in terms of its concern for the environment. These days,
seismic lines are regularly cut without breaking the soil's surface or disturbing the root
structure of the foliage. Consequently very quick regeneration takes place. The comments
relating to the environmental record of the petroleum industry are appropriate. I endorse the
comments made about the risks and the huge investment involved in the industry. It is a
stunning industry by almost any standards and those of us who are privileged to be in the
Parliament of Western Australia and who have the opportunity to be involved with this
industry, one way or another, should be very pleased.

The deputy leader of the National Party asked whether areas exist within the Bill where I
expect problems to surface. In all honesty, I do not expect any major problems to arise. I
accept that with such large and comprehensive Bills covering something Like 250 clauses, it
would be reasonable to expect some difficulties to arise. However, I do not anticipate any
major problems with the legislation before the House. No major conflict has arisen between
the Comnmonwealth and the State legislation. The Government is legislating to avoid the
possibility of conflict arising, rather than legislating to correct major conflicts which may
come to the fore. All in all, the package is a reasonable and comprehensive one. It has been
well canvassed and I am assured that strong support for it comes from within the industry.

It is also probably an appropriate time to refer to the petroleumn division of the Department of
Mines. This department generally has a very good reputation in the mining and development
industries, and the mining division has as high a reputation as any other section of the
Department of Mines. The department has some very good people with comprehensive
experience in the petroleum industry. They are working very positively on behalf of this
industry in Western Australia. This will not be the last legislation dealing with petroleum to
come before the Parliament. The CGovernment has made a commitment to further amend the
provisions relating to drilling reservations, which amendments will enable smaller operators
in the petroleum industry to undertake exploratory drilling on a smaller scale than they have
scope for at present. The Government considered including those amendments in this
legislation, but decided there was enough to deal with in one Bill, and that it would be
appropriate to include the present amendments in the Act before further amending it.
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Mr Court: When will the new amendments be introduced?

Mr CARR: We hope that they will be introduced in the second half of this year. Some work
has been done already, but it could not be advanced too far because of the comprehensive
nature of the amendments before the Chair. We hope the further amendments will be
through the Parliament before the end of this year. I thank members for their support of the
legislation.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second tine.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Dr Alexander) in the Chair: Mr Canr (Minister for Mines) in
charge of the Bill.

Clauses I to 19 put and passed.
Clause 20: Section 29 repealed and section 29 substituted -

Mr COURT: The penalties for an offence committed under the provisions of the proposed
section are similar to those that will be imposed under the amendments in clause 35. Is
imprisonment appropriate in these circumstances? It is a pretty harsh penalty, and it is not
the type of offence that people commit every day of the week. I note that the Federal
legislation also includes imprisonment as a penalty, and I query why it is included in this
Bill.
Mr CARR: It is an interesting question. The note I have indicates that this amendment will
align the level of penalty with chat in the petroleum submerged lands legislation. I do not
know why imnprisonmrent is considered appropriate for offences of this nature. I will seek
further advice on this issue.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 21 to 31 put and passed.
Clause 3 : Sections 46 and 47 repealed and sections 46 and 47 substituted and
transitional -

Mr COURT: This clause represents an important part of the process. It will establish the
method for declaring locations to cover a discovery. I would be interested to hear the
Minister's briefing notes on this matter. T understand that a person must nominate all the
blocks covering a pool or pools and provided he has recovered petroleum from that pool -
whether from one of the blocks nominated or from outside the permit area - if the Minister
considers the person has an entitlement to nominate and has failed to do so he can be given
three months' notice to do so. If no action is taken the Minister can nominate the block.
Mr CARR: My briefing notes cover four pages and I do not think it is appropriate to read
them all at this stage. I will make these notes available to the member at the conclusion of
the debate, and if he has any queries he can raise them with me directly.
Clause put and passed.

Clause 33 put and passed.
Clause 34: Part Ill amended -
Mr COURT: This clause inserts the provisions which will establish the right to obtain a
retention lease rather than a production licence. I ask the Minister, for example, whether the
Gorgon field is currently held by a production licence?
Mr Cart: I doubt it. There is certainly no production there. I am not sure of the current
status of that lease. I note that the member referred to it earlier as an example where a
retention lease would be applicable, and it certainly seems a logical example.
Mr COURT: The Gorgon field seems to pop up every now and again. At the opening of the
Saladin project former Prem-ier Dowding mentioned it; and at Karratha recently the current
Deputy Premier spoke as though it were about to get off the ground. However, the company
said that it hoped the project would be off the ground within 15 years. How is the field
currently held? I understand this new concept, which I think is a good one. If the
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Government has found a location and it is not commercial, there should be a convenient way
for the Government to hold it. I ask the Minister to provide in correspondence an
explanation about how such a field is currently held and what is involved in its transfer to a
retention lease; what conditions are attached to a retention lease, and will a certain amount of
work have to be carried out on that lease?

Mr CARR: I do not have all that information with me but I am happy to provide it. I am not
aware of the current circumstances of the Gorgon leases but I will provide that information in
correspondence.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses .35 to 89 put and passed.

Clause 90: Section 112 amended -

Mr COURT: Previously the interpretative data could not be released under the onshore
legislation. This clause brings the provisions of this Bill into line with the provisions of the
Commonwealth legislation. I presume that the release of information is a touchy subject for
the industry, particularly for those people who have done a lot of work in a particular area,
but on the other hand this amendment will help a lot of people in the industry. Provided the
Minister does not have four pages of information, can he give an explanation of the industry
concerns and why the industry is now prepared to accept this?

Mr CARR: I do have about four pages of information, but they concern mainly how this
section will operate. It is true that a company which has incurred a large amount of
expenditure in collecting information is to some extent inclined to want to keep that
information to itself, but that particular view is by and large overruled by a philosophy that
exists quite widely in the mining and petroleum industry that an area which is not being
worked at a particular time should be made available for somebody else to work, and that
information which has been accumulated should be banked and made available for other
potential users to examine and to draw conclusions from and maybe to then explore that area.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 91 to 10O put and passed.
Clause 101: Section 127A inserted -

Mr COURT: This legislation provides that where there are two or more proprietors of a title,
one proprietor must be nominated as the addressee for the service of notices. Under the
Commonwealth legislation that is optional rather than obligatory. Why is it not optional
under this legislation?

Mr CARR: I do not know, but I will obtain an answer to that question.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 102 to 250 put and passed.

Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

PETROLEUM (REGISTRATION FEES) AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Order of the Day read for the resumption of debate from 2 November.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Dr Alexander) in the Chair; Mr Canr (Minister for Mines) in
charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short Title -
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Mr COURT: A number of the points I raised in relation to penalties and so on apply also to
this Bill and the next, the Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Registration Fees Amendment Bill,
but I shall not bother to go through the different clauses. There may be a need to speak
briefly on the third reading tomorrow.

Mr Carr: I shall try to obtain answers tomorrow for at least some of the points you have
raised tonight.
Clause put and pased.
Clauses 2 to 6 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

PETROLEUM (SUBMERGED LANDS) REG ISTRATION FEES AMENDMENT
B ILL

Second Reading
Order of the Day read for the resumption of debate from 2 November 1989.
Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Committee and Report
Bill passed tough Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION AND ASSISTANCE AMENDMENT BILL

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Dr Alexander) in the Chair; Mr Troy (Minister for
Productivity and Labour Relations) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I to 5 put and passed.
Clause 6: Section 4 amended -

Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 2, line 16 - To delete all wards after "by" with a view to inserting the
following -

(b) by inserting after the word "liability" the following words -

excluding those amounts prescribed pursuant to section 176(c)

The amendment seeks to oppose the partial insurance provisions under the Act, and as this
relates to a number of the Opposition's amendments I am directing this question at the outset
to save some repetition. Concerns have been expressed by the insurance industry about
partial insurance under the Workers' Compensation and Insurance Act. The premium rating
needs to be determined and there must be full reporting so that areas of injury or accident do
not go through the system without being reported. One of the principles of workers'
compensation insurance is that it should be all-encompassing or all-embracing and to allow a
section of the Act not to be covered is a way of reducing the reporting on the Act which will
mean that the figures obtained will not be accurate. It would therefore be possible to get
false data. As that reporting and data base form the basis on which decisions are made we
must do everything we possibly can to ensure that that data base is correct. The Opposition
is also concerned that the provision relating to partial insurance - although there is a
reporting mechanism to the Minister - could be used to avoid insurance. I am sure the
Government does not want that. The most important part of accountability is that of
reporting accident statistics. I would not like parts of this clause to be passed because the
whole principle of workers' compensation insurance is that it should be all-embracing and
we should know the true picture in the community. Whether we then make decisions to do
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otherwise is up to the decision-makers, but we should ensure that our data base is pure and its
integrity is assured.
Some sectors of the insurance industry have said that they would be totally opposed to any
form of partial insurance but a number have said that they would welcome it. Right from the
outset it is a matter of how those two views can be accommodated. The Opposition feels that
that could be done by allowing partial insurance to be included in the clauses relating to
regulations. For example, a two weeks excess could be allowed whereby an employer would
cover the cost of anything less than two weeks himself; if that were done under regulation
that could be decided by the Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission. The
private insurance industry and the Government insurer each have a representative on the
commission and if any form of partial insurance were to be considered by the commission
those parties would be aware of that and of the basis on which it would be considered. They
would have the opportunity to debate their points of view and if they were defeated they
would get another bite of the cherry as it would come to both Houses of Parliament by
regulation and it would be possible to disallow that regulation by a motion in the House. By
doing that, partial insurance would be identified, measured and accurately represented, which
is important when talking about the reporting of workers' compensation provisions. It would
mean that everybody is safeguarded and it still allows partial insurance, but it gives everyone
a much better safety mechanism than just via the Minister and would overcome the fears of
the insurance industry as a whole.
There are many forms of innovative insurance and certain packages could be put forward.
The insurance industry's strong view is that any excess would be by a buy-back clause. For
example, an employer might have five or six staff members with a two week excess on his
workers' compensation policy, but a sudden run of accidents might send him broke. It is not
my place to get into a detailed discussion on whether an excess is right, whether the burnout
provisions are right, or whether discounting is right. However, if we allow partial insurance
to be put through the Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission, and enough
safeguards are imposed by regulation to satisfy' those involved in the industry, it should be
considered.
The CHAIRMVAN: We need some clarification because what you have said does not fit in
with the amendment. The wording of the amendment does not make clear the intention. Do
you intend these words to appear as amendments to the original Act or as amendments to the
amendments which we are considering?
Mr KIERATH: It is my understanding that my amendment has to take the words out of the
Bill and amend the original Act. We have before us a Bill which amends the principal Act
and my amendments are amending those amendments to the original Act.
Mr TROY: I seek clarification on this latest list of amendments. I do not want to be
provocative; I want to get a clear perspective on this. Where the motion refers to various
clauses. pages and line numbers I will presume that the member for Riverton is referring to
the Bill before the House and not the original Bill otherwise it would refer to sections of an
Act rather than clauses to the Bill. That would assist me greatly in understanding the
changes put before us. For the purposes of clarification of that and subsequent clauses, I
appreciate the complications in this Bill and the difficulties people have with the issues. We
are in somewhat of a disadvantaged position due to the late notice of a number of
amendments; I received them only 15 minutes ago. The Government will try to give
consideration to the amendments put before it within that time frame. I appreciate that the
National Party made its amendments available to the Chamber much earlier to allow us to
give full consideration to them. We will endeavour to accommodate the Liberal Party's
amendments as much as possible, but in the event that that is not possible I would like the
member for Riverton to understand that I will be cautious. I am happy to have discussions
with him so we can finalise some of those issues. Perhaps ts could be done at the stage
between this place and the other. If that is understood, we can progress on these matters.
The CHAIRMAN: It appears that the member is attempting to insert a new subclause; is that
correct? I am not sure in that case whether it is necessary to delete words. The member is
attempting to insert a new subsection (2)(b) by inserting the words listed under (b).
Mr KIERATH: Clause 6 of the Bill seeks to amend section 4 of the Act by deleting the
words "the full amount of'. We are seeking to delete the Government's amendment and to
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restore the words 'the full amount of that liability'. The second part of my amendment seeks
to insert after the word 'liability' in the Act the words "excluding those amounts prescribed
pursuant to section 176(c)".
The CHAIRMAN: I am advised that the part reading "(b) by" is unnecessary in the
member's insertion. If he takes that out, it will sit more comfortably.
Mr KIERATH: The revised amendment given to the Chamber tonight was only a refinement
of the words in the original amendment. It excludes the amounts prescribed in section
176(c), and clarifies the wording and makes sure that it is not open to misunderstanding or
misinterpretation. That is important. As I explained previously, this is to ensure that any
change to partial insurance goes through the commission first, and I do not believe that the
Minister had any objection to that. It should then come to the Chamber by way of regulation
to give an aggrieved party the opportunity to disallow that clause if he could convince the
Parliament - in this Chamber or another place - to disallow the clause. The change to my
words are only a tidying up operation, because the original intent involved section 176.
Mr TRENORDEN: My position will not be as unfair as some of the things the member for
Riverton will be going through tonight. The National Party has some concerns about the full
reporting of the aspect of partial insurance. I thank the Minister for the opportunity for a
briefing at which we had discussions with his staff on this matter. Our concern involves full
reporting, and we want to ensure that the provisions do not have any reporting gaps. We
were more concerned before the briefing because we thought that the provision regarding
partial insurance would apply to the very small insurance policy and the small company.
However, we understand through the discussions that this will apply mostly to sizeable
organisations in which the insurance company has a greater interest in being involved in
partial insurance. Coming from the industry. I see no reason for the insurance industry not to
pick up and use these provisions with some dexterity in providing better contracts and deals.
We wish to ensure that all claims are fully reported and that the system has no gaps.
Mr TROY: r can give the undertaking sought by the member, as it is an appropriate request
which has been recognised by the Government. Elaborating our position regarding the
reporting mechanism, after a request involving the partial insurance provision is made and
the insurers have dealt with the employers' business, a report is submitted to me as the
responsible Minister and the conditions associated with that reporting would be covered by
the application at that stage. That will be an effective process.
Looking at the other principles involved with what we are trying to achieve with data, in 24
areas, it is clear that full information is necessary. I accept the member for Avon's reflection
on that; I have no argument with that. If we go beyond the individual process of reporting
and the patterns of reporting technique emerging, we are in a new area. It may be that
common requests will occur from That. The provision for regulations exist in the principal
Act, but I make it clear from the start that we will be requiring full reporting thtrough the
individual applications which must be approved in accordance with the conditions attached
thereto as a result of experience with this new area of partial insurance. It is evident that this
can be covered by regulatory processes on a range of these matters as this wa a commnon
feature in other areas. Therefore, the reporting provisions will be more than adequate in this
situation. I am not questioning the validity of the amendments proposed by the member for
Riverton, but I am not one to draft legislation on the run. I ask the member for Riverton to
understand the significance of that - it is a task and responsibility we must accept. We will
have to temper our intentions with some of these amendments bearing that in mind.

Mr KIERATH: Is the Minister prepared to accept the principle of allowing partial insurance
to go via the Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission and by regulation?
Mr Troy: When I receive an application to which I have referred I will send it to that
commission for advice.
Mr KIERATH: If the Minister accepts the principle that partial insurance goes through that
commission and then via regulation into both Houses of Parliament for possible disallowance
we are reaching some form of agreement.

Mr Troy: I do not think we will play around with subtleties such as that. I have indicated
tonight that I will take a cautious approach to this matter and I will be happy to look at it
further before the Bill is debated in the other place.
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Mr KIERATH: I am sure the Minister realises that amendments to the Workers'
Compensation and Assistance Act is a controversial topic. Many industry groups want to
have their say and even today I received replies from them - I had sent copies of the Bill to
them asking for their comments. I received a reply from the surveyors association which
advised that it is still considering the Bill. I acknowledge that the Minister is not prepared to
do something on the run, but I advise him that this Bill was introduced into this place on
8 May and less than two months later it is being debated in the Committee stage. It is a
controversial topic and many people want to have their say. The Opposition has consulted as
widely as is possible to obtain the points of view of the various groups.

One of the reasons the Opposition has made some late changes to its amendments is that it
has been racing against the clock because of the Minister's insistence on getting this Bill
through this Chamber this session. It would have suited the Opposition if the Bill had been
held over until the next session of Parliament. The Minister must remember that this
legislation has taken two years to reach this stage in spite of the work done by the
consultative council. If the Opposition is doing the same thing with the resources available
to it the Minister should acknowledge that it will take the Opposition time to do that.

Amendment put and negatived.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 7: Section 5 amended -

The CHI-IRMAN: As a general point of guidance for future amendments I advise that if
they are related and are subsequent one to the other, they can be taken en bloc. If members
wish to move them separately obviously that cani be done.
Mr KIERATH: In light of the nature of this Bill I will deal with the amendments one at a
time. When we have gained some confidence perhaps we can deal with them en bloc. I have
given an undertaking that I will not unnecessarily delay debate, but it is important I be given
a chance to place my points on the record so we can deal with other clauses expeditiously. I
have also given an undertaking that I will not retread debate. I move -

Page 2, line 25 - To insert before 'rehabilitation" the following -

vocational

It is very important to make this distinction. Perhaps it is a drafting error, but previous
legislation referred to rehabilitation providers. The Minister will agree that provoked strong
reaction from some members of the workers' compensation community and they are again
concerned about this. Inserting the word "vocational" would not weaken the Bill in any way.
It would help to clarify the situation in order that we know what we are talking about in
terms of vocational rehabilitation or medical rehabilitation. It is important that with medical
rehabilitation the decisions are made by someone with medical qualifications. The same
principle is equally important in terms of vocational rehabilitation. If the Minister is of the
opinion it is something we should not be concerned about he should bear in mind the
example in Victoria and in other States. One of the problems they experienced resulted from
a very general rehabilitation provider.

Ms TROY: I alert the Chamber to the fact that this question was discussed at some length
with the Australian Medical Association and consequent to that it was discussed with the
Parliamentary Counsel. The amendment is superfluous because if members examine clause
44 which covers section 156(1) of the Act it is clear that the rehabilitation provider is any
person the commission considers capable of satisfactorily providing vocational rehabilitation.
This amendment is not necessary for that reason.

Mr KIER.ATI-: I understand the Minister's comments regarding other parts of the Hill, but
we are dealing with definitions and any flaw in this clause will reflect throughout the Bill.
The AMA suggested further amendments which will be dealt with later, but the reference to
vocational rehabilitation is necessary in the definitions. I cannot understand why the
Minister will not agree to this amendment. If he agreed with my amendment to this clause, I
would be prepared to delete reference to it in other parts of the Bill because it would at least
be covered uinder the definitions.

Mir TROY: It is a question of the advice received by the member for Riverton from his
parliamentary draftsman versus the advice I have got from mine. There will be distinctions.
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The unfortunate situation here is that I have not had time, as a result of these amendments
arriving late, to go back and ask the parliamentary draftsman his view on this. I am talking
in generalities here.

Mr Kierath: They arrived some time ago.
Mr TROY: I know. We have had that opportunity with this amendment and I am getting
advice contrary to the advice the member for Riverton has received. I think I know what he
means because in subsequent dmendments he draws a distinction between "vocational" and
"1medical" rehabilitation.

Mr Kierath: Exactly.

Mr TROY: The commission considers "vocational rehabilitation" is adequately covered by
the definition provided.

Mr KIERATH: We will obviously not agree. Itris important we draw a distinction between
vocational rehabilitation and medical rehabilitation. The Minister may have advice to the
contrary, but it is a risk we cannot take. If one looks at other areas of Australia - and I tried
to allude to this matter generally without going into detail - their downfall, and the problem
that has caused the whole thing to blow out and the massive debts, was the definition of
".rehabilitation provider".

The Minister has acknowledged that the previous approach met with a degree of controversy
and that people are concerned about this. He has given certain reassurances and I hope he
will give me another in a moment that where I have moved that the word 'vocational" be
inserted it is his intention that that definition be "vocational rehabilitation". I am concerned
no definition exists for "medical rehabilitation" because the distinction is critical: it is
important and should be made. Again. I question the reluctance to make that definition one
of the most important parts of the Bill, as it flows through the rest of the Bill.

Amendment put and negatived.
Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 3. after line 5 - To insert the following definition -

*'"11medical rehabilitation' means that part of the rehabilitation process which
is concemned with the use of medical, physical and psychological therapeutic
measures in the management of persons disabled by injury or illness and
includes any treatment of a kind approved by the Minister by notice published
in the Ga-ette for the purpose of restoration of workers to the fullest capacity
for gainful employment of which they are capable."

I will not retread all my previous arguments. It is absolutely critical to establish a definition
of "medical rehabilitation". Although we lost the amendment relating to the word
'vocational" I think that amendment, along with this amendment, would have clarified the
Bill and ensured that in the case of rehabilitation providers lines were clearly definied.

Mr TROY: Significant discussions were had with the medical fraternity on this matter. Iff1
read the intent of the member for Riverton accurately, he is attempting to introduce a
definition of "medical rehabilitation" into the Bill apparently designed to draw a distinction
between medical and vocational rehabilitation. From discussion we have had with the
medical profession it seems that a minority of the profession believes there is a need for this.
A contrary view is that such a change could create an unnecessary and possibly unworkable
distinction between medical treatment and medical rehabilitation. We therefore believe it is
inappropriate.

I draw the attention of members opposite to the fact that schedule I of the principal Act
already provides for relevant types of medical and paramedical treatment and this is
supplemented by the definition of "approved treatment" in clause 7 of the Bill. These
provisions automatically allow for treatment of a rehabilitative form. Therefore, the
Government is persuaded, following those extensive discussions with the medical fraternity,
to accept the majority opinion emerging from that quarter regarding the Government's
position on this matter.

Mr TRENORDEN: I have not examined the words of this amendment, but point out that the
National Party holds high concern that this Bill could blow out and cause problems in the
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rehabilitation area. t think that is understood clearly. I am nor perturbed by what the AMA
or other people think about the definition, but I am perturbed about the man alongside the
Minister who must make the Bill work and keep the provisions tight. After this Bill passes
this Chamber I would be interested to discuss with the member for Riverton his reasons for
wishing to bring this amendment forward and to hear from the Minister's department an
opinion on whether it is necessary to keep the Bill tight.

Mr TROY: There is no question of the desire on the part of everyone to keep this Bill tight.
Our proud record in relation to workers' compensation in this State reflects the effective
management and oversight by the Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission
and the administrative people involved. They have served both employers and employees
well through their cautious management and approach. There are multiple inputs to this and
I can assure the member for Avon that we did not just walk along to the A.MA and take its
viewpoint. If he looks at the consequential amendments -

Mr Trenorden: And after all the talk last year.

Mr TROY: Yes. This matter has been proceeding for a long time. It is two years since a
Bill covering these elements was introduced into the Chamber to be left for a layover period
between two sessions. I think it was introduced originally in 1988. During discussions
between the autumn and spring sessions by the parties about the tabled Bill it was decided to
not proceed with it until further negotiations were carried out. Therefore, I can say that an
exhaustive approach has been taken to this Bill and it is not something brought in here
lightly. By the same token. I do not wish to raise the word "unanimity" after the debate in
this place last week, but the fact is we will not get unanimity in this area either. We have
gone substantially towards satisfying a large majority. I am happy about the delay which has
allowed that to occur.

Amendment put and negatived.

Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 3, lines 6 and 7 - To delete the lines and substitute the following -

".rehabilitation" in relation to workers who have suffered a disability
compensible under this Act, includes medical rehabilitation and vocational
rehabilitation.

It was part of a three-pronged attack to define medical rehabilitation and vocational
rehabilitation. The Bill goes on to provide that compensation for workers who have suffered
a disability compensible under this Bill includes medical and vocational rehabilitation. That
is an area which needs to be carefully watched. The Minister was praising the fine record of
workers' compensation in this State, That is not to say that it cannot be improved, because
good things can always be improved, but the key is to look at the elements of the Act which
have enabled the operation to be so tight. When one compares our Act with those of other
States, the provision of rehabilitation providers was one of the essential elements of the
original Bill in 1988. The Minister seems to have moved away from that. Although he
reassured certain people chat he was moving away from that principle, I would have thought
that these amendments would have clarified the position and put the matter beyond doubt.
We are relying on assurances from the Minister. I hope that when the Bill goes to the other
place, other parties will take that fact into account.

Mr TROY: I understand the intent was to delete the genteral definition of rehabilitation
which covers vocational and other forms of rehabilitation, and introduces a specific reference
to medical rehabilitation. Our advice is that it is inappropriate to do this because refering to
medical rehabilitation creates an unnecessary and possibly an unworkable distinction
between medical rehabilitation and medical treatment. The current provisions in the Act
allow for treatment of a rehabilitative kind. While I accept that the views of the member for
Riverton were put forward with good intent, I do not think they reflect the views of
operatives in the industry, including those who want to make sure the definition is kept right,
so I am not able to accept these recommendations.

Amendment put and negatived.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 8 put and passed.
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Clause 9: Sections 57A, 57B, 57C and 57D inserted -

Mr KJERATH: I move -

Page 4. line 4 - To delete the words "or to the effect of'.
A number of appeals are going through the system and they will go to the High Court,
perhaps on the wrong forms. How does inserting the words 'to the effect of' help the
worker? Any delays or appeals will be detrimental to the persons concerned. All it wil do is
add to the legal casts of workers' compensation, and I understood that one of the main
thrusts of this Bill was to try to reduce the high legal costs. If we delete the words "or to the
effect of' the clause will1 remain substantially the same, but it will provide that the
information must be on the form prescribed.
Mr TROY: This principle arises six or seven times in the proposed amendments. The phrase
"in or to the effect of the form prescribed" is a standard provision in a whole range of
legislation. There has been extensive experience with it in a number of areas, and it has not
caused any administrative difficulty. Most people use the preferred form, but people who
operate in certain remote regions of this State still have the ability to lodge the appropriate
document to be processed. That is very important in workers' compensation. While I
acknowledge the point made by the member opposite, there is no evidence of any difficulty
in this area and we do not propose to alter it at this time. I shall take the advice of the
Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission at any time it is necessary in this
a-rea.
Amendment put and negatived.

Mr KIERATH-: I move -

Page 4, line 33 - To delete the words "the Registrar,"
I understand that including the word "Registrar" will result in his workload becoming
heavier. Unless sufficient additional resources are provided, the increased workload could
cause a backlog and delays. Any delays would defeat the purpose of the legislation. If there
is some other reason at another stage for using the Registrar, we will be starting a paper war.
I do not think the Registrar is the right person to do this in the first place.
Mr TROY: I shall accept this, and I give notice that I shall accept the next amendment too.
Amendment put and passed.

Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 5. line 10 - To insert after "subsection (3)" the following -

(c)
Amendment put and passed.
Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 6, line 7 - To delete the words "or partially insured".
Amendment put and negatived.
Mr KJERATH: I move -

Page 6. line 15 - To delete the words "or to the effect of'.
Amendment put and negatived.
Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 6, lines 23 to 25 - To delete "(whether in contravention of section 160, in
accordance with permission under section 160(la) or (lb) or an exemption under
section 164, or otherwise)".

This is a tidying-up provision and will allow for partial insurance at a proper level.

Amendment put and negatived.
Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 6, line 29 - To delete " 17" and substitute the following -

'4
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The Opposition's concern is that two periods are provided in the legislation, one of 17 days
and one of 14 days. The Opposition believes that the insured parties, whether self-insured or
not, should all come under the samte obligations. We cannot see the reason for the
distinction.
Mr TROY: The Government is being consistent. The time frame for this exercise is 17
days. From the injured party's point of view the time frame is adequate. The member has
overlooked the fact that in these cases the employer acts as both an employer and an insurer.
Therefore, he receives the same time allowance as both entities combined; that is, three days,
plus 14 days. That is consistent. I am surprised at the Opposition's interpretation of the
provision.
Amendment put and negatived.

Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 7, lines 2 and 3 - To delete the words "the Registrar and"

The same reasons apply to this amnendment.
Mr Troy; The Government accepts the amendment.
Amendment put and passed.
Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 7, line 12 - To insert after the words "subsection (2)" the foUowing -

(c)
Amendment put and passed.

Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 8, line 20 - To delete " 14" and substitute the following -

30
The reasons for the amendment are simple. We had discussions with people in the insurance
industry who would like the time allowed to be extended; some people wanted six weeks.
We accept that the Bill provides for reporting and other procedures within the shortest
possible time. It would be valid to make the time 30 days in line with the basic four week
provision. That would be consistent. The provision would not detract from the requirements
of the Bill; no aspect of this area would be disadvantaged. If the amendment is not
acceptable to the Government, perhaps the Minister can explain why.

Mr TRENORDEN: In some areas of the legislation the National Party does not agree with
the Liberal Party. We believe that 14 days is adequate as long as an insurance company can
put in a "maybe". That is the question. An insurance company should have 14 days to
decide yes or no or maybe - and obviously a string will attach to the maybe. I am not sure
how long that would take. The National Party does not agree with the amendment.
Mr TROY: The member for Avon has identified the position of the Government; "maybe" is
the provision. The clarity of that will emerge with time, if any abuse of the system by the
operatives occurs - that is, an offence of the general principles of early attention to
rehabilitation. I am grateful for the support of the National Party. I do not support the
amendment.
Amendment put and negatived.

Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 8, line 26 - To delete " 14" and substitute the following -

30
Amendment put and negatived.

Clause, as amended, put and passed.

Clauses 1O to 13 put and passed.
Clausel14: Section 70 amended -

Mr KIERATH: I move -
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Page 13, line I I - To delete the words "or fitness for employment,'.

The words are contained in the original Act. Why it is necessary to delete those words?
What is the problem?

Mrt TROY: The intention was to draw a distinction between the medical panel, which will
confine itself to medical matters, and also to have the capacity for a new medical advisory
panel - as in section 72 of the Act. The medical advisory panel will make findings as to the
nature and extent of the worker's disability. Determinations on a worker's fitness for
employment will ultimately rest with the Workers' Compensation Board, which may refer
such matters as necessary to the medical panel for its recommendations. So, we are
accommodating here the two distinct areas of opinion. This is preferable to focusing only on
the medical panel for medical matters. The medical advisory panel also relates to the
broader area of the commission of workers' fitness for employment.

Amendment put and negatived.

Mr IERATH: I move -

Page 13, line 18 - To insert after the words 'medical condition of the worker" the
following -

and fitness for employment
This is a very positive dimension because it involves making somebody fit for employment.
The words should be added.
Mr TROY: I will not dwell on this amendment because the comment I made earlier
regarding another clause is further underlined here. We want to make a clear distinction
between the role of the medical panel and the role of the new medical advisory panel. It is
appropriate that the clause not be amended.

Amendment put and negatived.

Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 14, lines I to 24 - To delete the lines.

The chances are that this amendment will be lost as well, and that these lies will not be
deleted.

Mr TROY: The intention here was to remove from the Bill the power of the medical panel to
recommend that a worker undergo non-specialist treatment and merely leave the panel to
recommend only specialist treatment. That is not in accord with the intention of the Bill.
We feel it is inappropriate because it will remove the power of the panel to make
recommendations on vocational rehabilitation, which is one of the most vital and
fundamenta areas of the new legislation.

Amendment put and negatived.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 15 put and passed.

Clause 16: Part Ill, Division 5A inserted -

Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 17, ine 2 - To delete the words "a question" and substitute the following -

the matter of an unresolved difference of medical opinion

This amendment is self-explanatory. We are not talking about referring a worker's disability
claim to a medical advisory panel, as is the intention of the Bill. We believe the panel should
be involved with an unresolved difference of medical opinion. This is an important
distinction.

Mr TROY: It is appropriate that our opinion should be on the record. This Opposition
amendment is seeking to limit the references to the new medical advisory panel to cases
where there is a difference of medical opinion. That would restrict the scope of the new
panel to deal with cases of conflicting medical cases only. The intention of the Bil is to
establish a panel which can advise on the nature and extent of a worker's disability
regardless of the situation which gave rise to the question. As such, the member for
Riverton's proposal is unacceptable to the Government.
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Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 17 to 19 put and passed.

Clause 20: Section 75 repealed and a section substituted -

Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 19. lines 1 0 and 11 - To delete "(b) or" in both lines.

Mr TROY: That is acceptable to the Government as it follows the other adjustments made to
the registrar's provisions.

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 2 1: Section 95 amended -

Mr TRENORDEN: I move -

Page 19, lines 15 to 20 - To delete all words after 'amended" and substitute the
following -

(a) in subsection (1)(c)

(i) by deleting "experienced in trade union affairs" and substituting the
following -

"representative of employees"

Page 19, line 21 - To delete "(c)" and substitute the following -

(ii)
Page 19, after line 23 - To insert the following -

(b) by deleting subsection (3).

I seem to be repeating myself as I remember using those words in the first amendment to
another Bill at another time. Basically the argument is that we would like these words to
clarify' the agreement. The trade union movement represents some 30 per cent of all
employees and we do not wish to cement into the legislation circumstances which we may
object to in the future. There has been a fairly consistent decline in trade union
representation of employees over recent years and that will continue. We are keen to amend
this section of the Bill and I hope the Minister will accept the amendment.

Mr TROY: At least the member for Avon has been consistent with the National Parry's
position from last week to this week on the first amendment. However, he has been selective
in his proposal. For example, the National Party does not seek to delete the experience in
mhanagement affairs in industry or commerce as a qualification for those representing the
employers on the commission. I guess it has selected a focus for its attention.

The Government is not entirely happy with the legislation because it has amendments to
improve it. Under this proposal, a perceived inequality in representation would occur. We
have absolutely no request for the change from the major interest groups. I think that is an
important factor. Our position in regard to increased workers' and employers' representation
on this panel is a Government policy initiative and is, therefore, completely contrary to the
National Parry's proposal. Therefore, we cannot accept that proposal.

The next amendment does not include a corresponding change in qualifications in
employers' representation, as I mentioned before. This proposal is interesting in that it is
consequential upon the National Party's proposed amendments to delete the increase in
workers' and employers' representation on the commnission and to delete the requirement for
a workers' representative to be experienced in trade union affairs. That is not acceptable to
the Government nor to the major players, on the advice that we have been given. Therefore,
we are not able to accept that amendment.
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My interpretation of the next amendment is that it would delete subclause (3) and remove the
power of the Minister to request the names of suitable persons from the various peak
organisations when nominating members to the commission. That appears to be designed to
open up the representation on the commission and not necessarily have representatives from
the confederation and the Trades and Labor Council, etc. This has been a long-standing
arrangement and reflects the view that representation on Government bodies should be
provided to peak organisations, workers and employers. 'therefore, we are not able to accept
the National Party's amendments.

Amendments put and negatived.
Mr KIERATH: I oppose the clause. Section 95(l)(a) of the principal Act states that one
person shall be appointed by the Government on the recommendation of the Minister as a
member and chairman of the commission and referred to as a nominee member. My
proposed amendment was to delete the words, "and Chairman of the Commission". It would
allow the Minister to separate his and the chairman's appointments. It may be the case that
another person on the commission would be capable of being the chairman. Under the
current Act the person the Minister appoints must be the chairman. My proposed
amendment would allow for a choice. We were referring earlier to the composition of the
comnmission: the Opposition does not believe that an increase in the commission's
membership should be considered on tripartite principles. I ask the Minister whether there is
anything the commission has not been able to successfully deal with in its current format. It
is important when one wants to change something that he look at the record.

Mr Troy: Is there anything the chairnan has not been able to achieve?

Mr KIERATH: ff1 were the Minister I might want to appoint someone other than the person
I may appoint to the board. There would probably be other people on the commnission who
are capable of being the chairman and it should not necessarily be the person appointed by
the Minister. If there is to be an increase in the commission's composition it should be
reflected in improvements to the rehabilitation or medical side of this legislation. My
proposed amendment should be recorded; it reads as follows -

Page 19, lines 15 to 23 - To delete the clause and substitute the following -

21. Section 95 of the principal Act is amended in subsection (I1) -
(a) in paragraph (a) by deleting "and Chairman of the Commnission'; and (b) in

paragraph (c) -

(i) by deleting'"Y" and substituting the following -

6
(ii) by deleting "one shall be a person" in subparagraphs (i) and (ii) and in

each case substituting the fo~lowing -

2 shall be persons

and

(iii) by deleting subparagraph (v) and substituting the following
subparagraph -

(v) two shall be medical practitioners at least one of whom is
experienced and practising in the area of worker rehabilitation
and selected from a list of names submitted by the Western
Australian Branch of the Australian College of Rehabilitation
Medicine and the Western Australian Branch of the
Orthopaedic Association of Australia

Mr TRENORDEN: It is obvious the National Party has something in common with the
amendments foreshadowed by the Liberal Party, and the Minister should take note of them as
this Bill drifts from this Chamber to the other place.
Mr TROY: Most people in Western Australia are aware of the functions of this place and the
upper House and I would like to think the myriad amendments the Government has brought
forward represent the desires of people closely involved with the industry.

The Liberal Party's proposals are different from those of the National Party. I ask the
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Opposition parties to bear in mind the intention of those people who have been consulted
regarding this legislation. We are trying to facilitate the workers' compensation situation in
this Stare and we should not play around with the membership of a system which has worked
reasonably successfully for eight years. It is not yet at its optimum level of performance and
perhaps that is handicapped because of the process of cooperation.
I refer members to page 19, line 15 of the Bill and ask the Opposition why it wants to amend
this clause. I advise there has been no pressure from the major interest groups for the
chairman to be other than a senior public servant. This provision has worked well during the
eight years the commission has been in existence and members should be mindful] of that.

This is not the end to workers' compensation amendments and if members opposite would
like me to ask the partners involved in this exercise what their opinion is on the issue of
chairmanship, I would be happy to put it to subsequent reviews which are ongoing at the
moment. I have no evidence to suggest we should make these dramatic changes. I am
rejecting it and I am happy to ask the Tripartite Labour Consultative Council and the
Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission for their opinion, but I will not do
so berween the passage of this Bill in this place and its passage in another place.

The member for Riverton's proposed amendments to lines 16 to 2t. of page 19 of the Bill
would be consequential to the conversion of the existing paragraphs of this clause. There is
no pressure from the interest groups that the chairman be other than a public servant. The
existing provision has worked well for eight years and the Government is not prepared to
support that change now, but it will certainldy look at it in the future. The proposed change
from seven nominee members to six would indicate the Liberal Party is not accepting an
addition to employer, employee or union, but is proposing to delete those major players and
include an additional medical practitioner.

The parties are very clearly of the view that there is under- repre se ntation of employers and
unions in the present body, and the Government supports that view. Therefore, the change
proposed by the member for Riverton is clearly not acceptable. The Governmrent has made a
significant change with regard to medical practitioners; it has removed the restriction that the
medical practitioner must come from the Government sector, and has opened the field by
merely specifying that one member of the commission shall be a medical practitioner. That
is a substantial move. The Govemnment has not received a request for two medical
practitioners to be appointed to the commission from any of the main interest groups. The
Government's amendment in this area to allow for the medical practitioner to be from either
the Public Service or the private sector is a significant relaxation of the conditions that have
applied to date.

Mr KIERATH: It is a shame that the Minister will not accept this amendment. He said that
the amendments proposed by the Opposition had not been through the tripartite council and
for that reason they would not be accepted. Was the Government's proposal to increase the
employer and employee representation put through the tripartite council?

Mr Troy: Absolutely yes. It is a fundamental policy of the Government. It was not
necessarily accepted but it was put to the council. Although there was not unanimous
acceptance of it by the council, it is Government policy.

Mr KIERATH: In one case the Government has said that an amendment cannot be accepted
because it has not been run through the council, and in another case the Government has
proceeded with something to which the council did not agree.
There are not too many shortcomings in the composition of the commission. However, it
would like greater emphasis to be placed on the medical side, and this comment has been
made not just by the AMA. Provision is made for a Government insurer and a private
insurer, but under the existing provisions the medical practitioner must come from the
Government sector. The Government is proposing to increase the employer and employee
representation, and I query why it will not increase the representation from the medical
profession, and especially include a person practising in the area of worker rehabilitation. I
thought the Government might take on that proposal as a good suggestion.

Mr Troy: The main players in the area of workers' compensation are the employees and
employers. The others involved are just service providers.

Mr KIERATH: If an injury occurs, where do the workers go? They go to medical
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practitioners. I regard them as essential people in the process. The Minister should have an
open mind when considering expanding and improving the role of the service providers.
Mr Troy: Would you leave the prime players in the minority?
Mr KIERAT-: Why are there two insurance representatives? Does the Minister think the
role of insurers is greater than the role of medical practitioners?
Mr Troy: I do not think that question is as valid as is the role of the service providers.
whether insurers or doctors.
Mr KIERATH: The commission comprises representatives of employees and employers,
and two other essential elements; that is, representatives from the insurance and medical
fields. I am pleased that the Government has increased the representation from the insurance
field to two members, and I expected it to agree to increase the representation from the
medical profession in the same way. I want to place that on the record.
Mr Troy: I am glad that you have, because there are parties outside this place who will be
interested to know your opinion.
Mr KIiERATH: No doubt the Minister will make sure that those interested pantics receive a
copy of my comments. They were put forward without fear or favour.
Clause pul and passed.
Clauses 22 and 23 put and passed.
Clause 24: Section 100A inserted
Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 21, line 23 - To insert after 'affairs," the following -

medical practitioners experienced and practising in the area of worker
rehabilitation,

That amendment is self-explanatory and I will not labour the point.
Mr TROY: The proposal is unacceptable when it is considered that many functions of the
commission are entirely unconnected with medical matters. Clause 24 already provides
power for the commission to appoint persons with experience relevant to the kinds of matters
to be considered by the commnittee. This should include doctors, when appropriate. That is
the Government's opinion, which reflects the opinion of the major players on this aspect.
Mr TRENORDEN: The only clause in which I have a real interest is clause 44. 1 will not
argue some cases I have on the Notice Paper about legal practitioners. I have been beaten
about the head and ears by the Law Society on those issues and have conceded on them, so I
will not raise them.
Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and passed.

Clauses 25 to 31 put and passed.
Clause 32: Section 112 amended and transitional provisions -

Mr KIERATH: The Opposition opposes the clause, and would seek to insert the following
words -

32. Section 112 of the Principal Act is repealed and the following is
substituted -

'Workers Compensation Court
112(I)

The Workers Compensation Board established under the
repealed Act, is, under the name The Workers Compensation
Court, hereby continued in existence subject to this Act, and -

(a) is a Court of Record and shall have an official
seal

(b) is a Court within the meaning of the term
"Court" in the Evidence Act 1906, and the
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provisions thereof apply, with such
modifications as are necessary to the Board and
any member and officer of it; and

(c) is an inferior Court within the meaning of the
term "inferior Court" in the Vexatious
Proceedings Restriction Act 1930.

(2) The Court shall consist of two judges each sifting alone,
each appointment by the Governor on the
recommendations of the Minister.

(3) A person is not eligible for appointment to the office of
Judge unless he is a practitioner as defined by the Legal
Practitioners Act 1893 of not less than eight years'
practice and standing.

(4) Subject to this Act, the Judges are entitled to hold office
during good behaviour but the Governor may, upon the
address of both Houses of Parliament, remove a Judge
from his office.

(5) A Judge of the Court shall retire from his office upon
attaining the age of 70 years.

(6) Each Judge of the Court is in relation to his office as
Judge of the Court entitled to -

(a) the style and title of "His Honour"; and
(b) like salary, allowances and reimbursements,

leave of absence, pension rights, and rights
under the Superannuation and Family Benefits
Act 1938 to that which a District Court Judge,
other than the Chairman of Judges, is entitled in
relation to his office.

(7) Each Judge of the court shall before proceeding to
discharge the duties of his office, take before the
Governor an oath or affirmation of allegiance and an
oath or affirmation of office in accordance with the
forms set out in Schedule 6.

(8) The Registrar, at the direction of a Judge of the Court,
may exercise powers of a Judge in Chambers, but
things done in the performance of those duties are
subject to review by a Judge of the Court."

The Workers' Compensation Board, or the "second board" as it is known, is a controversial
area. I have a letter from the Law Society about this matter which states -

We also discussed the comments made by the Executive Director of the Workers'
Compensation and Assistance Commission about the amount of time that the First
and Second Boards have spent each day in court. As we pointed out to you, the time
actually spent in court by a judge often represents a fraction of his working day.
There is considerable time spent in writing judgments in Chambers matters and in
conducting directions hearings as well as the requirement for the Chairman of the
Workers' Compensation Board to oversee the administration of the board.

The following statistics which have been obtained from the official statistics
maintained by the Workers' Compensation Board may be of assistance in countering
the fairly broad and one-sided figures that are occasionally quoted by the Executive
Director of the Workers' Compensation and Assistance Commission ..

It then gives a series of figures. In essence the idea is to have two separate judges acting
with a group of people trying to expedite matters in that way. I have a lot of figures and
statistics to show how the system has worked extremely well in the District Court and other
places. If it is a problem here it should be used. At the moment we have a judge working
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well and some lay members who have a lot of time on their hands. Some have been unkind
enough to say they spend a lot of time at the golf course. I do not see that this part of the Bill
should be amended in an attempt to create work for them, but we should look at other areas.
The best example is how efficiently the District Court works. If we could adapt those
principles here we could make a positive improvement.
Mr TRENORDEN: I advise the Minister that representations from the Law Society changed
our point of view. It approached us on this matter, also, and we concur with what it said.
Mr TROY: An ongoing review of the workers' compensation scheme is taking place. We
will be looking at this area in the not too distant future. A range of options need to be
explored in this area and this is only one of them. I will not reject this proposal out of hand;
we will take it into account along with a range of options that will be examined. The process
that is to be followed in this area is one where we will seek comment from the parties
involved, and after that it will go through the Tripartite Consultative Council, which is a
mechanism which has been supported strongly by the Government since it has been in office.
The change of name of the board to a workers' compensation court has not been sought by
any of the major groups and does not appear to be necessary. We are concerned about
abolishing the tripartite character of the board and having judges sitting alone. That has been
examined by the tripartite council and was rejected as being potentially harmful to the
board's authority and perceived impartiality. The proposal to make the deputy chairman
permanent and to confirm on him the title of judge is contrary to Government policy at this
stage because we hope to see certain areas of reform and speeding up of cases, which
hopefully will not require an increase in this area. That will depend on the balance of work
between commissioners and judges. A number of other initiatives are being pursued to speed
up the processes but we will have to see what is the effect of those before we make a final
decision. I have indicated to the personnel involved the Government's position, and it will
be reviewed towards the end of this year. We take on notice the member for Riverton's
interest in this area on behalf of the Liberal and National Parties, and give an undertaking
that the matter will be examined downstream but not as part of this legislation.
Mr KJERATH: I am very pleased with the Minister's attitude and I want to pay him a
compliment for his change of heart.
Mr Troy: I am not sure what that will do to me!
Mr KIERATH: If a compliment is deserved, the Minister will certainly get it from me. This
clause requires further consideration because it was proposed that were this not accepted, we
look at the permanency of the second board, and were it not possible to dispense with the
members we at least try another system whereby we look at the number of judges who are
working and try to use the lay members to maximum effect. We could perhaps take that up
privately rather than in the Chamber.
Mr TRENORDEN: It is pleasing that the Minister has indicated that there are areas about
which negotiation will be possible downstream. We will be interested in the Minister's
signposting when those negotiations will occur because we raised several areas of interest
during the second reading debate and we do not want to wait for a year until they are
examined.
Mr Troy: It will be before December.
Clause put and passed.

Clause 33: Section 118 amended -

Mr KIERATI-: The Opposition opposes the clause.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 34: Section 129) amended -
Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 29, lines 9 to 18 - To delete all words after "practitioner" with a view to
substituting other words.

Amendment put and negatived.

Clause put and passed.
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Clause 35: Section 130 amended -

Mr IERATH: I move -

Page 29, line 22 - To delete the wards "or to the effect of'.

Mr TROY: We have debated this earlier, and the same arguments apply. The Government
does not accept the amendment.

Amendment put and negalived.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 36: Part VI, Division 2A inserted -

Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 3 1, lines 19 to 25 - To delete proposed section 1350.
Amendment put and negatived.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 37 to 43 put and passed.
Clause 44: Section 156A inserted -

Mr KJLERATH: I move -

Page 36, lines 13, 16 and 20 - To insert before "rehabilitation" wherever it occurs the
following -

vocational

Amendment put and negatived.

Mr TRENORDEN: I move -

Page 36, after line 28 -To insert the following -

(3) The Commnission shall revoke the approval of any rehabilitation provider
that, in its opinion, has wilfully caused a worker to undergo rehabilitation that
is in excess of what is reasonable and necessary to rehabilitate the worker.

This amendment is very clear. We have a concern about overservicing within the provisions
of the Workers' Compensation Act. We want it clearly understood that the commission has
the right to revoke the approval of any rehabilitation provider which does not do the right
thing. There is no magic here; it is very straightforward. We would like the Minister to
agree to this amendment.
Mr TROY: I can appreciate the concern of the member for Avon about this area. This point
was resubmitted to Parliamentary Counsel for confirmation. The advice is that it is
unnecessary to focus on one particular reason for revoking approval when the commission
has a general power at its disposal under this clause.

It is also confirmed by Parliamentary Counsel that subsection 156A(2) wil not restrict the
commission's general power to revoke approvals. The proposed amendment is therefore
unnecessary and inappropriate.

Amendment put and negatived.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 435: Section 157 repealed and a section substituted -

Mr KIERATH: I move -
Page 37, line 10.-

(a) To insert before "rehabilitation" the following -

vocational

(b) To delete the words "selected by the worker"
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Mr TROY: I think this is worthy of some clarification. Thbis initiative is contrary to the
general scheme of the Act, which allows workers the choice of service providers, and that
amendment is therefore inappropriate in that form.

The insertion of the word "vocational' is unnecessary as clause 44 - Section 156A(l) -
clearly defines rehabilitation providers as persons providing vocational rehabilitation.

Amendment put and negatived.

Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 37, lines 13, 16, 17 and 27 - To insert before "rehabilitation' the following -

vocational

If the Minister had been prepared to accept this amendment in the definitions it would not
have been necessary to put it through in all these other areas.

Mr TROY: I will not go over old ground. The Government's position holds.

Amendment put and negatived.

Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 38, line 1 - To insert before "rehabilitation' the following -

vocational

Amendment put and negatived.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 46 put and passed.
Clause 47: Section 160 amended -

Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 39, line 6 to page 40, line 24 - To delete the lines.

Mr TROY: The record needs to show clearly that this relates to partial insurance. Partial
insurance was a tripartite recommendation and is designed to allow for greater employee
involvement in workers' compensation with the possibility of reduced administration costs
and improved safety in centres. The Government's position in support of these amendments
is fundamental to the initiative we explained earlier in the Committee stage and during the
second reading.
Mr KIERATH: I was not going to speak, in the interests of speed and brevity, but if the
Minister will say those sonts of things I must place our comments on record. We earlier
talked about private insurance, and this is a classic case. In order to accommodate partial
insurance, quite extensive clauses are included in the Bill. One of the amendments I moved
at the outset was not to insert the words 'partial insurance' into the Bill but demand full
insurance and allow partial insurance to be by regulation, going through the commission. If
the Minister had taken that tack, this amendment would not have been necessary.

Amendment put and negatived.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 48 to 56 put and passed.
Clause 57: Section 176 amended -

Mr KJERATH; I move -

Page 47, line 20 - To delete '; and" and substitute the following -

and substitute the following -

"(c) prescribing -

(i) circumstances under which insurance for pant only of
the liability for which an employer is otherwise
required to be insured is allowable under this Act;

(ii) levels of partial insurance; and
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(iii) conditions to which the obtaining of any partial
insurance may be made subject;"; and

I believe this is the proper way to allow partial insurance in this Bill. Full insurance should
be provided for throughout the Bill but we are allowing it in this clause in relation to the
circumstances of section 176, under which conditions of partial insurance can occur. That is
very important, because these conditions are not mutually exclusive. I will not go into it in
any more derail, as we have retrodden the arguments all night. This is very simple and is a
more effective way of allowing partial insurance than has been proposed by the Minister. If
the Minister does not reconsider this proposal tonight, I hope he has a chance to look at it
closely before the Bill goes to another place, and that he take those comments on board.

Mr Troy: I am happy to do that.

Amendment put and negatived.

Mr KIERATH: I move -

Page 47, line 25 to page 48, line 13 - To delete the lines and substitute the following -

(b) by inserting after subsection (1) the following subsection -

"(1 a) The Governor, on the recomnmendation of the Commission,
may make regulations -

(a) fixing levels of reimbursement to workers of -

(i) fees paid to medical specialists and other medical
practitioners, as agreed with the Australian Medical
Association Western Australian Branch;

(ii) fees paid to dentists, as agreed by the Australian Dental
Association (W.A. Branch);

(iii) fees paid to physiotherapists, as agreed with the
Western Australian Branch of the Physiotherapists
Association;

(iv) fees paid to chiropractors, as agreed with the
Chiropractors Registration Board;

(v) fees paid to occupational therapists;

(vi) fees paid to clinical psychologists; and

(vii) fees paid to speech therapists,

for attendance on, and treatment of, workers suffering
disabilities that are compensible under this Act; and

(b) fixing scale of fees to be paid to approved vocational
rehabilitation co-ordinators and approved vocational
rehabilitation providers."

Mr TROY: This amendment proposes that the commission would have to obtain the
agreement of the relevant professional group before recommending any medical, dental,
physiotherapy or chiropractic fees to the Government. That is not what the operators in this
area are seeking, and certainly the Government cannot accept a scheme whereby those
professional bodies will have a veto provision on the fee that is established. The whole
scope of this clause is about rehabilitation, and about having some control in the interests of
both the people paying the levy and the recipients of those payments so that they are the
maximum beneficiaries, rather than the service providers in this area.
Mr KIERATH: The words I propose to insert actually say - "The Governor, on the
recomimendation" - that is very important - "of the Comimission, may make regulations (a)
fixing levels of reimbursement to workers of (1) fees paid to medical specialists and other
medical practitioners, as agreed with the Australian Medical Association.

Mr Troy: Exactly.

Mlr KIERATH: I do not think the Minister really understands that. Let us take an example
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of where a professional association wanted a fee increase and the Minister was not prepared
to pay for it. It must be agreed by them, so there must be a negotiated settlement. It means
that one party or the other cannot stand out on its own. If the Minister was not prepared to
pay the increased fees, the professional group would have to accept the old fees. That is a
very strong negotiating tool. I do not think the Minister understands the wording. It is very
careful and subtle, but it means that both parties must agree. On the other hand, the
commission might be trying to reduce the fees and, equally, I would expect those
professional associations to stand up and fight for their fees. The Minister says these
associations are respectable and represent the views of their members, but on the other hand
he does not want to take those views into account. This amendment forces him to negotiate;
he actually has to get a negotiated settlement. The worst case scenario is that a professional
group would want to double its fees. If the Minister does not agree the group cannot do so,
hut both parties must sit down and negotiate.

Mr WIESE: If it is not to be done in the way proposed by the member for Riverton, on what
basis will the fees be set? We are talking Of tripartite agreements, negotiations and so on -
that is what the whole Bill is about - but if this amendment is not passed, it would seem to
me that a unilateral decision will be made by the Governor or the commuissioner as to what
the level of the fees will be. The Minister should spell out to the Chamber just what the
mechanism will be. Will it be as it appears in this clause; that is. a unilateral decision by the
commission?
Mr KIERATH: I think the member for Wagin has made a very good point. My
understanding - and the Minister can correct me if I am wrong - is that in the past the
Insurance Council of Australia has been responsible for negotiating the fees, and that that
body no longer wants that responsibility.

Mr Troy: That is correct.
Mr KIERATh: One of the things that body did was to sit down with these groups to
negotiate and agree to fee increases. That is the key. Those parties had to reach a
compromise decision which was acceptable to all parties, particularly the insurers and those
people providing the services; so it is not a one-sided affair at all. What we have tried to do
is to consider that arrangement whereby fees were negotiated. Even the associations which
felt their fees should have been higher have accepted that the fees set by the Insurance
Council of Australia were realistic and acceptable under the circumstances. We have
examined that mechanism and merged it into this clause of the Bill, and not given the
commission or the Minister the right to dictate those fees at will. My proposed amendment
means agreement must be reached between the Minister and the professional associations.
They have respect in many other areas and I believe they are competent and professional
people who would not have difficulty in negotiating. They do not want control of the fee by
somebody else, and that is important because we have seen what has happened in some areas
of Medicare where there is a growing gulf because the medical practitioners' fees are not
realistically proportional to the services they provide.
Mr TROY: Just for the record, the member for Riverton is quite right - the Insurance
Council of Australia has been negotiating these fees. This initiative in the Bill brings that
responsibility closer to the parties primarily covering the costs and the beneficiaries of them
through the commission. The commission can use various advisory boards or negotiating
parties, but in the end it has carriage of any matter. That does not necessarily include the
Government. The Opposition has misinterpreted the provision. The people who pay
workers' compensation will be better represented by the commission.
Mr TRENORDEN: The Minister does not have a strong argument, and the amendment
needs close examination. The Government has not indicated that it is prepared to consider
the mailer. This is the first time during debate that we have hit a brick wall.
Mr Troy: I will look at it.
Mr WIESE: Would the Minister also indicate what discussion he has had with the various
professional bodies, and whether they are happy with the situation which will exist if the
amendment is passed; that is, the commission to dictate the fees?

Mr TROY: Discussion has taken place and, bearing in mind that the legislation was formed
over two years ago, it is not a matter on which we will receive unanimous opinion. The
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interests of the parties are reflected in the amendments but, as indicated to the member for
Avon, I will re-examine the situation between this place and the other place. I cannot
indicate that any change will occur but I am happy to consider the matter.

Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (24)
Dr Alexander Dr Gallop Mr Marlborough Mr P.J. Smith
Mrs Beggs Mr Graham Mr McGinty Mr Taylor
Mr Carr Mr Grill Mr Pearce Mrmhomas
Mf Catania Mrs Henderson Mr Read Mr Troy
Mr Cumuaighamn Mr Kohelke Mr Ripper Mr Wilson
Dr Edwards Mr Leahy Mr D.L. Smith MIrs Watkcins (Teller)

Noes (18)
Mr Ainsworth Mr Grayden Mr Miason Dr Turnbull
Mr Clailco Mr Kierath Mr Omodei Mr Wiese
Mr Court Mr Lewis Mr Shave Mr Bradshaw
Mr Cowan Mr McNee Mr Trenorden (Teller)
Mns Edwardes Mr Mensaros Mr Fred Tubby

Pairs
Mr Gordon Kill Mr Blaike
Dr Lawrence Mr Watt
Mr Bridge Mr Macminon
Mrs Buchanan Mr Strickland
Dr Watson Mr Nicholls

Clause thus passed.
Clause 58: Schedule I amended -

Mr TROY: I move -
Page 49, after line 7 - To insert the following subparagraph -

(iii) by deleting "20%" and substituting the following -

"30%";
Page 49, after line 16 - To insert the following subclause -

(2) Clause 17 of Schedule I of the principal Act ats amended by subsection
(1) applies to and in respect of liability and the extent of liability to
pay, and entitlement and the extent of entitlement to receive, benefits
for such expenses as are provided for in that clause incurred before,
on, or after the coming into operation of this section but nothing in
subsection (1) revives or increases the entitlement to such expenses
where a worker has received under that clause a sum equal to 20% of
the prescribed amount, or such further amount as the Board has
allowed under clause ISA of that Schedule, before the comning into
operation of this section.

The amendments provide a wider coverage of medical expenses. A significant cost increase
for medical expenses was not covered adequately by 20 per cent of the prescribed amount
and the amendment allows that amount to be lifted to 30 per cent. Ongoing consideration
will be made of indexation because the present provisions are inadequate. Agreement was
not reached between the parties but an arrangement was made which would apply in the
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interim to lift the amount from 20 per cent to 30 per cent of the prescribed amount. The
amendment gives comfort to people suffering considerable disadvantage.
Amendments put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 59 to 62 put and passed.
Title put and passed.
Bill reported, with amendments.

House adjourned at 12 .41 am (Wednesday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

TELEVISION TRANSLATOR TOWER - ROLEYSTONE LAND
Planning and Urban Development Department

551. Mr TUBBY to the Minister representing the Minister for Planning:

(1) H-as a final decision been made on the leasing arrangements for the erection of
a television translator tower on Department of Planning and Urban
Development land in Raleystone?

(2) If yes, what is to be the annual lease payment?

(3) If no, when will this matter be finalised?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

(1)-(2)
No.

(3) The Department of Planning and Urban Development is currently assessing a
recently received submission made by the agent acting on behalf of the
comm-ercial television stations.

LIQUIDAITON - PREFERENTIAL PAYMENTlS
Rothwells Ltd. Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd, Spedley Securities Ltd

734. Mr MacKJNNON to the Deputy Premier:

(1) What preferential payments in relation to the Rothwells, Petrochemical
Industries Company Limited and Spedley Securities liquidations have already
been repaid by the Government and its agencies (including the Rural and
Industries Bank of Western Australia) and how much were each of these?

(2) What outstanding claims are there for preferential payments by the liquidators
of Rothwells, PICL, and Spedley Securities against Government departments
or agencies (including the R & I Bank) and for how much?

(3) What payout is anticipated for unsecured creditors from the liquidations of
Rothwelis, PICL and Spedley Securities?

Mr TAYLOR replied:
(1) The only payments to the liquidators of Rothwells. PICL, and Spedley

Securities that has been made by the State and its agencies is a previously
disclosed payment of $2 520 000 by the R & I Bank in respect of Rothwells
paid in 1989.

(2) The only outstanding claim for a preferential payment by those liquidators
against the State and its agencies is a claim by the liquidators of PICL against
SCIIC for $5.071I million, which is disputed by SQIC. While no claim for a
preferential payment has been made, the liquidator of Rothwells is treating
securities given to the SGIC for $ 17.5 million as preferential securities.

(3) Reliable figures have not been given by the liquidators at this stage, although
there is a current expectation in the Rothwells liquidation that unsecured
creditors may receive 54-550 in the dolar.

TAFE - COLLIE
Muja Power Station Trainees - Union Dues Payment

783. Dr TURINBULL to the Minister assisting the Minister for Education with TAFE:

(1) Did the Technical and Further Education facility pay the union dues for long
term unemployed trainees of TAFE Collie to the Construction Mining and
Energy Workers Union when they were receiving on the job training at the
Muja power station?

(2) If not, which department did pay the union dues?

(3) Was any action taken to determine whether or not the trainees wanted to join
the union and is the Minister satisfied that the decision made by each of the
trainees to join the union was entirely voluntary?
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Mr TROY replied:
(1)-(2)

Payment of union dues on behalf of the students was made by TAFE, using
funding approved for this purpose by the Comnmonwealth Department of
Employment, Education and Training (DEET) under the Jobtrain program.

(3) The decision on joining the union was left to the individual student.

I was unaware of the above situation until the member brought the matter to
my attention. I believe the use of Commonwealth funding in this manner is
inappropriate. The primary objective of those involved in the scheme should
be to train and provide workplace experience for the long term unemployed.
Therefore, I have informed the Executive Director of TAFE to ensure that this
situation does not occur again. In addition. I have written to the Secretary of
the CMEU to request cooperation in the provision of training. I believe
unions have an obligation, niot only to current membership, but also to
prospective members and to assist in the provision of a skilled work force.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS - PROHIBITION AND IMPROVEMENT
NOTICES

824. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:

Will the Minister give details of prohibition and improvement notices issued
to various educational institutions since 7 July 1989 and which institutions?

Mr TROY replied:

The table below sets out details of improvement and prohibition notices
issued to educational institutions under the Occupational Health, Safety and
Welfare Act since 7 July 1989.
Period - 7 July 1989 - 15 June 1990

Number of Notices
Name of Institution Improvement Prohibition

Carine College of TAFE 3 2
Carson Street SchoolI
Craigie Senior High School 2 1
Cunderdin Agricultural College 7
Daulington Primary School 21
Karratha CollegeI
Kelmscont Senior High School 2
Ministry of Education II
Morawa Senior High School 3
Murdoch University 2
Pundulmurra CollegeI
St Hilda's Anglican School (Girls)I
University of Western Australia t 2
WA College of Advanced Education 2
Willetton Senior High School I

TOTAL 29 8

NOTE:

I. There have been a number of instances of notices issued to contractors
on worksites; at educational institutions. These are not included in the
list.

2. The Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare's
computer system does not yet automatically identify educational
institutions and there is a possibility some notices have been
overlooked when compiling the table above.
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SWAN BREWERY SITE - PURCHASE PRICE
Portable Toilets

833. Mr McNEE to the Premier:

(1) (a) What was the purchase price paid by the Government for the old Swan
Brewery;

(b) what is the present value of that purchase price allowing for inflation
and opportunity costs?

(2) (a) Was the Government involved in the establishment or maintenance
(e.g. provision of portable toilets etc) for the Aboriginal camp at the
brewery site;

(b) if yes to (2) (a) what was the extent and cost of this involvement?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) (a) $5 million.

(b) The net present value of the purchase price, allowing for inflation, is
$6.84 million. The additional value of opportunity cost is a subjective
judgment.

(2) (a) Yes.
(b) The service was provided for nine months for a total cost of $9 45 1.

WEEDS - HERDSMAN LAKE
Eradication - Osborn Ward Ratepayers Association Approach

863. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister representing the Minister for Planning:

(1) Has the Minister or his department received an approach from the Osborne
Ward Ratepayers' Association to eradicate the weeds on the shores of
Herdsman Lake at Floreat Waters?

(2) Will the Minister consider doing this eradication immediately by available
land-based mechanical equipment instead of waiting for special water craft to
attack the weeds in several months time?

Mrs BEOGGS replied:

This matter has been answered in reply to question 862.

COLLEGES - SOUTH WEST COLLEGE
Pre Apprenticeship Courses

865. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister assisting the Minister for Education with TAFE:
(I) How many pre-apprenticeship Courses are conducted at the South West

College?

(2) How many students are currently enrolled in each course?

(3) Since the commencement of pre-apprenticeship courses, has there been a
strong demand for such courses from students?

Mr TROY replied:

(0)-(2) Automotive Mechanics 12
Carpentry and Joinery 14
Electrical Fitting and Instaling 12
Fitting and Machining 14
Metal Fabrication/Welding 13

(3) The pre-apprenticeship system was established to facilitate the employment of
apprentices. The number of students in pre-apprenticeship courses must
correlate with the requirements of the work force for apprentices.
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PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES CO LTD - A. AND S.R. TINGAY
Payments

869. Mr KIERATH to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

(1) Would the Minister itemnise all amounts paid to A. and S.R. Tingay in relation
to their work for Petrochemical Industries Company Limited?

(2) Did A. and S.R. Tingay receive any severance pay or other compensation in
relation to termination of their contracts with PICL?

(3) If so, would the Treasurer give details of the dates and amounts paid?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

I have made arrangements for the liquidator of Petrochemical Industries Ltd
to be approached with a request to make this information available.

FORESTS - JARRAI4
Growth Rate Research. Preston River

872. Mr KIERATH to the Minister for the Envirornent:

(1) How many long term research plots on jarrab growth rates have been set up -

(a) north of the Preston River;

(b) south of the Preston River?

(2) Where are the plots referred to in (1) and how long have they been
established?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) (a) About 300 research trials and growth plots have been established in
Jarrah forest north of the Preston River.

(b) About 270 have been set up south of the Preston River.

(2) The plots are distributed evenly over the Jarrah forests of the northern and
central regions and Manjimup and Pemberton districts of the southern region.

The plots were established between 10 and 50 years ago, the majority less
than 20 years ago.

LAND - SOUTH JANDAKOT
Rural to Urban Re.-oning - Metropolitan Region Town Planning Scheme Amendment

888. Mr KJERATH to the Minister representing the Minister for Planning:
(1) Is the Minister currently considering a proposal to rezone a large area of land

from rural to urban in South Jandakot?

(2) Does the Minister consider that this proposal is a minor amendment to the
metropolitan scheme?

(3) If so, please explain why?

(4) Is the Minister concerned that urban development in this area could pollute
one of Perth's main underground water supplies?

(5) If not, why?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) Section 33A of the Metropolitan Region Town Planning Scheme Act provides
for the State Planning Commission to determine whether a proposed
amendment to the Metropolitan Region Scheme is a substantial or non-
substantial alteration to the scheme as a whole. In this instance, the
commission has determined that the proposed amendment is a non-substantial
alteration to the scheme.

(3) Refer to (2).
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(4) The Environmental Protection Authority, the Water Authority of WA and the
State Planning Commission are presently developing a drainage management
plan to ensure that pollution does not occur.

(5) Refer to (4).

METROPOLITAN REGION TOWN PLANNING SCHEME - ELLEN BROOK
landowners - Major Amendment Submission

889. Mr KIERATH to the Minister representing the Minister for Planning:

Referring to question 471 of 1990, will the Minister tell me who the
landowners are who are preparing a submission as a major amendment to the
metropolitan region scheme, in relation to a large area of land at Ellen Brook?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

I understand that the landowners are Mt Lawley ty Ltd, Sanwa Vines Pty
Ltd, Homeswest and Multiplex Constructions Pty Ltd.

TEACHERS - SALARIES AND CONDITIONS
Senior Assistants I A and Class 2 Schools

891. Mr CLARKO to the Minister for Education:

Regarding the most recent decision involving teachers' salaries and
conditions -

(a) is there an inequality between senior assistants IA (country) and
senior assistants in Class 2 schools;

(b) if yes, why;

(c) is it correct that approximately 28 senior assistants in country IA
primary schools will be pressured into applying for a transfer and
relocation due to what appears to be a major oversight of the
negotiating team in the current restructuring of the Miistry of
Education;

(d) is the likely effect of this restructuring that many such senior staff will
be pressured to leave country schools for positions in urban "super"
schools, thereby seriously weakening the quality of education in rural
and mining areas?

Dr GALLOP replied:

(a)-(b)
No. All teachers currently appointed as senior assistants will transfer to the
new saary structure as deputy principals if the school to which they are
currently appointed is entitled to such a position under the new agreed staffing
structure. The primary schools which currently have senior assistants that will
be entitled to new deputy principal positions are those class U schools
classified as having enrolmnents of between 200-300 students and those class
LA schools classified as having enrolments of over 700 students.

(c)-d)
No. The Memorandum of Agreement provides that, if a senior assistant
chooses not to transfer to a school entitled to a level 3 deputy principal
position, that teacher will be entitled to convert to level 3. point I on the new
salary structure, and retain that salary point as a personal classification while
continuing to perform his or her present duties as senior assistant at his or her
current school.

It is anticipated that many senior assistants in country IA primary schools will
stay at their present schools for several years before choosing to transfer or
promote to another school. It is also expected that the greater range of
promotional positions available to people in the broadbanded salary structure
will encourage more senior promotional and teaching staff to apply for, or
stay at, schools in rural and mining areas.
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STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE CORPORATION - AUDITOR GENERAL'S
REPORT

Steggall, Mr B.
900. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

(1) Is the Minister aware of the comments made regarding the State Government
Insurance Corporation in the 1990 report of the Auditor General and in the
report by Mr B. Steggall attached to the interim report of the Pike Select
Committee?

(2) Is the Minister also aware that Mr Steggall referred on pages 33 and 34 of his
report to the identification by the Auditor General of an increase in the share
capital of the corporation by $6 million which was approved by the directors
of the corporation on 15 August 1989 but brought to account as at 30 June
1989 and that Mr Steggall said of this issue that, "..to retrospectively
account for the issue of share capital is most unusual"?

(3) Is the Minister also aware that the Auditor General stated on p.28 of his report
that ". . . it is possible that in substance the solvency requirements were not
met"?

(4) Is the Minister aware that the Auditor General went on to recommend that,
'The State Government Insurance Commission Act be amended to provide a
means by which appropriate criteria for the establishment of prudential
solvency standards can be determined and implemented'?

(5) What was the corporation's solvency position as at 30 June 1989 (in the
absence of the retrospective share issue) compared with the limits contained
in the Commonwealth Insurance Act 1973 (with it being understood that the
corporation is not subject to the conditions of that Act)?

(6) What was the corporation's solvency position as measured in (5) above with
the inclusion of the retrospective share issue?

(7) When was it determined that a retrospective share issue would be made (prior
to the matter coming before the SGIC board for consideration)?

(8) Who determined that such a share issue would be necessary or desirable (prior
to the matter coming before the SGIC board)?

(9) Why was it decided that a retrospective share issue would be necessary or
desirable (given the unusual nature of the share issue)?

(10) Will the Government be introducing an amendment to the State Government
Insurance Commission Act along the lines of the recommendation of the
Auditor General?

(11) When will this amendment be introduced to the Parliament?

(12) On what basis will the prudential solvency standards be determined?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) Yes. I am aware of Mr Steggall's statement that it was unusual, but he does
not claim it was incorrect.

(3)-(4)
Yes.

(5) The annual report states a solvency margin of 20.6 per cent (refer to page 63
of the report). The corporation would have met the solvency requirements of
the Commonwealth Insurance Act irrespective of the stated retrospective issue
of shares.

(6)-(7)
Exactly the same as it would have been if the issue had not been made. The
issue of shares was made from the shareholders' funds reserves and after the
issue of the shares the new share capital also became part of the funds making
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up shareholders funds. A provision for dividend payable was created within
those accounts at balance date and notes 3 and 4 attaching to and forming part
of the financial statements indicated this position. The payment of the
dividend did not occur until later in the year to the insurance commuission. It
is not an unusual practice within the financial industry to distribute dividends
through the issue of share capital

(8) The board of the State Government Insurance Corporation.

(9) By issuing the shares this confirmed that the funds used from the
shareholders' reserves would be retained to the shareholders funds
permanently and not be used as an unrestricted dividend, thereby diluting
shareholders' funds.

(10) Yes.
(11) Agreement has been reached, within meetings of certain members of the State

Parliament, on the scope and basic content of amendments to the SOIC Act
1986. This is being expedited.

(12) Subject to any State Government amendment as required by the insurance
commissioner.

BP REFINERY (KWINANA) FlY LTD - OUTPUT CUTS
Untreated Sulphurous Gas Release

918. Mr McNEE to the Minister for the Environment:
With reference to the article 'BP refinery cuts output after strike" in The West
Australian of 14 June 1990 -

(a) what were the untreated sulphurous gases which were released;
(b) what were the atmospheric levels of these gases;

(c) what steps is the Environmental Protection Authority taking to -

(i) present a repetition of this incident;

(ii) ensure the gradual elimiination of the practice of discharging
such toxic wastes into the atmosphere?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(a) Traces of hydrogen sulphide and various mercaptans.

(b) Sulphur dioxide measured at Rockinghanm peaked at about 3Oug/m3 at about
8.00 pm; other gases were not measured but were at "very mild odour" levels.

(c)-(d)
The incident in question was the result of an unforeseen breakdown and posed
no threat to the environment other than a mild nuisance odour; nevertheless,
the EPA has impressed upon BP the need to avoid such incidents.

DRAINAGE DISTRICTS - GAZErrIED COUNTRY DRAINAGE DISTRICTS
925. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Water Resources:

(I) In relation to the Minister's answer to my question 647 of 1990, can the
Minister outline the gazetted country drainage districts?

(2) Can the Minister explain why the Minister's reply included only three
drainage districts?

(3) Can the Minister furnish the House with the revenue figures for each gazetted
drainage district for the following periods -

(a) 1985-86:,
(b) 1986-87;
(c) 1987-88;
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(d) 1988-89;
(e) 1989-90?

Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) The six country drainage districts are -

Albany
Busselton
Harvey
Roelands
Waroona
Serpentine/Mundijong

Each district takes the name of the administrative centre controlling the
operation of the surrounding drainage areas.

(2) The answers provided for question 647 referred to the composite figures for
the various drainage districts under the control of the Water Authority's
district officers at Albany, Bunbuiy and Mandurah.

(3) Estimated gross revenue in 000s.

District/Year 85-86 86-87 87-88 88-89 89-90
Albany 67.5 74.5 78.4 70.7 77.0
Busselton 276.8 319.9 341.5 295.1 320.9
Harvey 141.1 144.4 158.3 155.7 168.0
Roelands 89.7 91.7 103.9 105.2 113.9
Waroona 217.9 233.9 246.3 224.5 240.6
Serp/Mundijong 80.4 136.9 151.6 147.0 157.3
Note 1: The revenue details provided in reply to question 647 were the

gross revenues reduced by pensioner rebates and discounts.
Similar reductions are not reflected in the above details.

Note 2: The 1987-88 revenue figure previously shown for Mandurah
was incorrect.

Note 3: Reduction in revenue as from 1988-89 coincides with
introduction of tariff changes.

PEEL INLET - OPEN ENTRANCE COMMITMENT
Dredging

927. Mr NICHOLLS to the Minister for Transport:
(1) Will the Government honour its comnmitment to keep the entrance to the Peel

inlet from the ocean clear of sand, so that boats can freely move in and out of
the inlet?

(2) Does the Government intend to pass the cost of maintaining the entrance open
onto the Mandurah people?

(3) Does the Department of Marine and Harbours have access to a dredge, when
required. or is there a lead time and, if so. how long?

Mrs BEGGS replied:
(1) The Government is aware of the need to clear sand annually from the entrance

to Peel Wnet so that it may be kept open to navigation for recreational boating
and the commercial fishing industry. Funds are being scheduled through the
normal budgeting process for further maintenance dredging works to be
carr ied out in 1990-9 1.

(2) There is no proposal currently before the ministry for apportionment of costs
associated with the maintenance of the channel.

(3). The Department of Marine and Harbours does not own a dredge. Access to
floating dredges within the private sector is obtained via the tender process.
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Lead times of one or two months can be experienced depending upon the
availability of floating dredges. Land based equipment is available at any
time.

EROSION - BEACH EROSION STABILISATION, MANDURAH
Ministerial Responsibility

928. Mr NICHOLLS to the Minister for the Environment:
(1) Does the Minister's portfolio entail beach erosion stabilisation in the

Mandurah area?

(2) If not, could you indicate which Minister is responsible?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) No, but under the environment portfolio, advice and recommendations are
provided to minimise environmental impact.

(2) Coastal zone planning and management fall within the responsibility of the
Minister for Planning. Specialist advice on dune vegetation is received from
the Department of Agriculture and, with respect to ocean effects and coastal
engineering, advice and construction works are within the transport portfolio
through the Department of Marine and Harbours. The local authority has a
significant role with responsibility for coastal reserves and operation of the
local town planning scheme.

SCHOOLS - PRIMARY SCHOOLS
Comnputerised Financial Records

930. Mr TUBBY to the Minister for Education:

(1) Is the Minister aware that some primary schools have been given permission
by the Ministry to solely maintain financial records on computer?

(2) Is the Minister aware that this policy has been changed so that schools now
seeking permission are being forced to maintain both computer and manual
financial records?

(3) Is the reason for this change because the Ministry does not wish to be seen to
be supporting just one commercial software package for use in State schools?

(4) If this is the case why is the Ministry unable to test and provide primary
schools with a list of approved software packages for use in maintaining
school finiancial records?

(5) Does the Ministry intend producing its own software for financial record
keeping in primary schools?

(6) If so, what will be the estimated total cost of this initiative and when will it be
introduced into primary schools?

Dr GALLOP replied:

(1) Ministry officers have evaluated a computer software package called School
Executive and conversion from manual accounting systems has been
approved on a school by school basis; that is, when respective schools have
demonstrated proficiency in operation of the system.

(2)-(4)
Since School Executive was introduced, considerable interest has been shown
by other suppliers in the development and implementation of accounting
systems in primary schools. The inistry is currently using all available
resources to develop and support its own systems in schools. These resources
cannot be assigned to evaluate or service products offered by suppliers.
Since the ministry cannot support any one product without evaluating the
entire range available, no additional schools will be given approval to replace
their manual accounting systems with a computer-based one. However,
schools may operate a computer system in parallel with their manual system.

A76401-6
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(5) Yes.

(6) The ministry has developed financial systems software for secondary schools
which will require only minor modifications for use in primary schools. The
software could be available for use by primrnay schools on an optional basis at
the end of 1990.

QUEENSLAND WATER TANKERS - EMPLOYEES
Industrial Awards Non-compliance

931. Mr TUBBY to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:

(I) Is the Minister aware that Queensland Water Tankers are gaining an unfair
advantage over local water carting contractors by not adhering to award
conditions for their employees?

(2) Is the Minister aware that the Main Roads Department is granting contracts to
Queensland Water Tankers because this con-compliance is allowing them to
undercut local water caning contractors?

(3) Does the Minister intend taking action to ensure that Queensland Water
Tankers adheres to State industrial awards for its employees?

(4) If not, why not?

Mr TROY replied:

(1) The Department of Productivity and Labour Relations is investigating this
company to establish the basis of its Western Australian operations and
whether the provisions of the Transport Workers (General) Award are
applicable.

(2) 1 am informed that Queensland Water Tankers is not a contractor with the
Main Roads Department. Under the WA Government general conditions of
contract, all contractors are required to obey award conditions.

(3) If the investigations determine that Queensland Water Tankers comes under
the jurisdiction of the State award system, my department will take action to
ensure compliance with award provisions.

(4) Not applicable. If the member has information about this company that could
help investigations, I would be happy to follow this trough.

QUEENSLAND WATER TANKXERS - MAIN ROADS DEPARTMENT
Wat'er Cartage Contracts

932. Mr TUB3BY to the Minister for Transport:

(1) H-as the Main Roads Department given water cartage contracis to Queensland
Water Tankers?

(2) If yes to (1), is the Minister aware that this firm is undercutting local water
cartage contractors because it is not complying with State industrial awards
for its employees?

(3) If yes to (2), does the Minister intend taking any action on this matter?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

(I) The Main Roads Department hires water trucks owned by Central Queensland
Water Distributors. Tmucks owned by the company have also been hired by
private contractors on road work contracts administered by the Main Roads
Department.

(2) No. The tnucks are hired on an hourly basis, which includes the truck
operating costs and operators' wages. The Main Roads Department has no
record of the conditions of employment for operators.

(3) The standard Main Roads Department plant hire agreement requires "that the
operator .. . shall be paid at rates which are not less than those fixed by any
relevant award. .- "
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The matter will be investigated if details of a possible breach of this
agreement are made available to the Main Roads Department.

MOTOR VEHICLES - 'HOW TO REDUCE YOUR CAR REGISTRATION FEES"
PAMPHLET

Family Vehicle Fees
934. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister representing the Minister for Police:

(1) Referring to the recent printed pamphlet entitled 'How to Reduce your car
registration fees" and distributed with renewal forms for drivers licenses,
would the Minister explain what the policy is regarding the following
statement on the pamphlet:

"The policy in relation to use of a vehicle for family purposes is where
the vehicle is used for private, social or pleasure purposes, as distinct
from use for work or commercial purposes"?

(2) Does this mean that if the vehicle is used for travelling to and from work,
even at different places like with a building trade employee, the family
vehicle fees do not apply?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

The intent of the policy is to provide relief to the family unit and therefore use
of a vehicle to drive to and from work would not make the owner ineligible
for the reduction, provided depreciation value of the vehicle is not claimed as
a taxation deduction.

LA FONTAINE, MR BARRY - NEWSPAPER STATEMENT
Paper Pulp Mill Policy - Employment Loss

935. Mr MENSAROS to the Premier:
(1) Does the Premier agree with a statement by Mr Barry La Fontaine as reported

in The West Australian newspaper on 19 June 1990?
(2) Does the Premier's announced policy regarding paper pulp Mill development

mean that the State can afford to lose the possibility of employment for
around 50 000 people?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(l)-(2)
Mr La Fontaine has made a number of statements in the article to which the
member refers. If the member indicates to which statement he is referring I
shall provide a response.

MAMMALS - EXTINCTION
Foxes and Cats

936. Mr GRAYDEN to the Minister for the Environment:

(1) How many mammals native to Western Australia axe believed to have been
wiped out in Western Australia (excluding offshore islands) as a result of
foxes and feral cats?

(2) Which are the mammals in this category?

(3) Are there any other mammals in Western Australia which are similarly
endangered?

(4) If so, which mammals?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) Seventeen species of mammals native to Western Australia are believed
extinct on the mainland. The exact causes of extinction are unknown, but
recent research conducted by Dr Jack Kinnear and colleagues in CALM
suggests that the fox is the major cause of extinction of some species of
mammals. Research data on the effects of the feral cat are not available, but it
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is believed to have contributed to the extinction of same species of mammals.
Changed fire regimes and introduced herbivores such as the rabbit are also
believed to have contributed to extinctions.

(2) Perameles bougainville, Western Barred Bandicoot
Perameles eremiana, Desert Bandicoot or Walilya
Chaeropuss ecaudatus, Pig-footed Bandicoot or Kantjilpa
Macrotis leucura, Lesser B ilby or Tjumpi
Potorous tridactylus, gilbert's Potoroo
Potorous platyops, Broad-faced Potoroo
Bentongia lesueur. Burrowing Bettong or Boodie
Lagorchestes; hirsurus, Rufous Hare-Wallaby or Mala
Lagorchestes asomatus, Central Hare-Wallaby or Kuluwarri
Lagosstrophus fasciatus, Banded Hare-Wallaby or Muning
Onychogalea lunata, Crescent Nailtail Wallaby or Tjawalpa
Pseudomys praeconis, Shark Bay Mouse
Pseudomys gouldii, Gould's Mouse
Leporillus conditor, Greater Stick-nest Rat
Notomys macroris, Big-eared Hopping-mouse
Notornys longicaudatus, Long-tailed Hopping-mouse

(3) Yes.

(4) Dasyunss geoffroii, Chuditch or Western
Quelidasyercus cristicauda, Malgara. or Minyi-minyi
Parantechimus apicalis. Dibbler
Phascogale calura, Red-tailed Phascogale
Sminthopsis pssammophila, Sandhill Dunnart
Mynnecobius fasciatus, Numbat or Walpurti
Isoodon obeulus, Southern Brown Bandicoot or quenda
Isoodon auratus, golden Bandicoot or Wintanru
Macrotis lagotis, Dalgyte of Bilby or Ninu
Macrotis leucura, Lesser Bilby or Tjunpi
Pseudocheirus peregrinusoccidentalis. Western Ringtil

Possum
Bettongia penicillata, Bush-tailed Bettong or Woylie
Lagarchestes consspicillatus, Spectacled Hare-wallaby
or Wampana

Petrogale lateralis, Black-foot Rock-wallaby or Warmu
Macropus eugenii Tammar

Pseudomys shoryridgei, Heath Rat
Pseudomys occidentalis, Western Mouse
Pseudomys chapmani, Pebble-mound Mouse
Notomys fuscus. Dusky Hopping-mouse

ABORIGINES - MILLSTREAM COMMUITY
Government Facilities

938. Mr COURT to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:
(1) What facilities has the Government provided for the Aboriginal community at

Millstream?
(2) What is the purpose of this settlement?

(3) What is the annual cost to the Government or their contribution to this
community?

(4) How many separate Government departments have serviced this community
during the past year?

(5) How many people on average live at this settlement?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:
(1) There is no Aboriginal community at Millstream. However, you may be

referring to the Ngurawaana Community which is located nearby. The State
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Government will hand aver a 99-year lease of land to the Ngurawaana group
on 20 July 1990.
The State Government has not provided any facilities for the community. The
Commonwealth Government has provided housing, a clinic, and associated
infrastructure.

(2) The purpose of this settlement is -

Sthe establishment of a living area;
ii to provide an alcohol-free environment for those people in the

Roebourne Aboriginal community who wish to overcome their
problems of alcohol dependence; and

iii to provide a focus for cultural renewal.

To this end the Alcohol and Drug Authority (ADA) provides funds for
salaries and on-costs to run an alcohol rehabilitation program.

(3) $25 266 from ADA.
The Department of Conservation and Land Management provides assistance
"in kind'; for example, maintenance on diesel generator.

(4) The following departments have provided services in the past year -

Department for Community Services
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority
Alcohol and Drug Authority
Department of Conservation and Land Management

(5) The community has a permanent population of approximately 30 people,
sometimes rising to 50 when people from Roeboume visit.

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - ELECTRIC PUMP
ATT'ENDANTS

Perth-Kalgoorlie Line - Real Wages Reduction

939. Mr COURT to the Minister for Water Resources:

(I) Is the Minister aware that the remaining electric pump attendants on the Perth
to Kalgoorlie line have suffered severe reductions in real wages due to rent
increases and electricity charges now imposed on them by the Water
Authority of Western Australia?

(2) If yes, have any steps been taken to assist these people who have provided
many years loyal service to WAWA?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

(1)-(2)
There will be no increase in electricity charges as the ongoing subsidy will
continue.

The housing provided at Ghooli is controlled by the Government Employees'
Housing Authority (C]EHA). The annual rent reviews are conducted by
GEHA in accord with guidelines established by Government. In this respect
the electric pump attendants at Ohooli are treated no differently to any other
State Government employee occupying GEHA accommodation.

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES HOUSING AUTH-ORITY - NANNUP
Construction Plans

940. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Housing:

(1) Does the Government Employees Housing Authority plan any construction
for the Nannup area in the 1990-91 year?

(2) If so, what construction is planned?

(3) If no construction is planned, why not?
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Mrs HENDERSON replied:

The GEH-A construction program cannot be formulated until funding
resources are known within the 1990-91 Budget.

There has been one house requested by the Police Department in Nannup for
1990-91 but at low priority. I am unable to advise at this time whether that
house will be provided.

WA INC - MINISTERS OF THE CROWN, PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
Bribes

944. Mr MacKINNON to the Deputy Premier and Minister for Finance and Economic
Development; Trade; Goldfields:

In regard to any of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc, is the Deputy
Premier and Minister awart of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered
to any Minister of the Crown or public employees?

Mr TAYLOR replied:
No.

WA INC - MINISTERS OF THE CROWN. PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
Bribes

945. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister representing the Attorney General and Minister for
Resources: Corrective Servtces:

In regard to any of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc, is the Minister
aware of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered to any Minister of
the Crown or public employees?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

No.

WA INC - MIfNISTERS OF THE CROWN. PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
Bribes

946. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister representing the Minister for Planning; Lands;,
Heritage; The Arts:

In regard to any of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc, is the Minister
aware of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered to any Minister of
the Crown or public employees?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

No.

WA INC - MINISTERS OF THE CROWN, PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
Bribes

947. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Mines; Fuel and Energy: Mid-West; Small
Business:

In regard to arny of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc, is the Minister
aware of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered to any Minister of
the Crown or public employees?

Mr CARR replied:

No.

WA INC - MNISTERS OF THE CROWN, PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
Bribes

948. Mr MacKINVNON to the Minister for the Environment:

In regard to any of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc, is the Minister
aware of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered to any Minister of
the Crown or public employees?
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Mr PEARCE replied:

No.

WA INC - MINISTERS OF THE CROWN, PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
Bribes

949. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Health:

In regard to any of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc, is the Minister
aware of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered to any Minister of
the Crown or public employees?

Mr WILSON replied:
No.

WA INC - MINISTERS OF THE CROWN, PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
Bribes

950. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations& Minister
assisting the Minister for Education with TAFE; Minister assisting the Minister for
Public Sector Management:

In regard to any of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc, is the Minister
aware of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered to any Minister of
the Crown or public employees?

Mr TROY replied:

No.

WA INC - MINISTERS OF THE CROWN, PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
Bribes

951. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Transport; Racing and Gaming; Touism:

In regard to any of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc, is the Minister
aware of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered to any Minister of
the Crown or public employees?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

No.

WA INC - MINISTERS OF THE CROWN, PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
Bribes

952. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Agriculture; Water Resources; North West:

In regard to any of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc, is the Minister
aware of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered to any Minister of
the Crown or public employees?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

No.

WA INC - MINISTERS OF THE CROWN, PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
Bribes

953. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Local Government; Fisheries; Sport and
Recreation; Youth; Minister assisting the Minister for Multicultural and Ethnic
Affairs:

In regard to any of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc, is the Minister
aware of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered to any Minister of
the Crown or public employees?

Mr GORDON HILL replied:

No.
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WA INC - MINISTERS OF THE CROWN, PUBLIC EMFLOYEES
Bribes

954. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister representing the Minister for Police; Emergency
Services; The Aged:

In regard to any of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc, is the Minister
aware of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered to any Minister of
the Crown or public employees?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

No.
WA INC - NMSTERS OF THE CROWN. PUBLIC EMPLOYEES

Bribes

955. Mr MacK2INNON to the Minister for Housing; Consumer Affairs:

In regard to any of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc, is the Minister
aware of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered to any Minister of
the Crown or public employees?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:

No.

WA INC - MINISTERS OF THE CROWN, PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
Bribes

956. Mit MacKJNNON tb the Minister for Community Services; Justice; South-West:

In regard to any of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc, is the Minister
aware of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered to any Minister of
the Crown or public employees?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

No.
WA INC - MINISTERS OF THE CROWN, PUBLIC EMPLOYEES

Bribes
957. Mr MacKJNNON to the Minister for Works: Services; Regional Development;

Minister assisting the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

In regard to any of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc, is the Minister
aware of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered to any Minister of
the Crown or public employees?

Mrs BUCHANAN replied:
No.

WA INC - MINISTERS OF TH4E CROWN. PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
Bribes

958. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Education;, Parliamentary and Electoral
Re form:

In regard to any of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc, is the Minister
aware of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered io any Minister of
the Crown or public employees?

Dr GALLOP replied:

No.

FERAL COATS - PASTORAL AREAS
Eradication Program

961. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:

(1) What steps is the Department of Agriculture taking to encourage the
eradication of feral goats from pastoral areas?
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(2) What steps has the department taken to encourage the commercialisation of
feral goats?

(3) Can the Minister outline -

(a) what markets exist for feral goats;

(b) what is the value oif these markers?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

(1) The Agriculture Protection Board has responsibility for ensuring that land-
holders undertake control of feral goats.
Commnercial isation is the principal means of control. Part of the policy is to
require the destruction of unmnarketable animals that are mustered. The board,
through the zone control authorities for the Pilbara and Gascoyne/murchison
is providing a restricted amount of ammunition either free of charge or at a
subs idised rate.

The Agriculture Protection Board and the Department of Agriculture are
currently developing a proposal for a regional eradication program involving
the zone control authorities and land conservation districts. The approach will
involve full integration from mustering through to marketing.

(2) The Department of Agriculture has encouraged the commercial isation of feral
goats both within the agricultural and pastoral areas.

Agricultural Areas

Through its goat industry development un it the department has been actively
involved in assisting the development of the cashmere industry in Western
Australia. Selected feral does are used for upgrading in cashmere flocks in
the agricultural areas.

Pastoral Areas

A trial established at Yerilla Station (Goldfields) in 1986 was to compare the
production from feral goats arid Merino sheep on mulga shrub country. The
results showed the goats were able to outperform the sheep in this type of
country at conservative stocking rates with no more impact on the vegetation
than a similar stocking rate of sheep. The commercial viability is now being
examined on a larger scale at the adjoining Menangina Station.

Marketing

The department is currently involved in investigating the preparation and
shipping of feral goats for live export. The findings from these studies will
result in management strategies for the preparation and shipping of goats and
ultimately in an expansion of these markets.

(3) (a) Markets exist for the export of both the carcase and live animal.
Animals slaughtered at export abattoirs are exported to Taiwan,
Caribbean, Singapore and Malaysia. All carcases from 5kg and above
are suitable for export. The majority of the live animals are exported
to the Middle East.

(b) A total of 154 000 goats were slaughtered in export abattoirs in
1988-89. The value is estimated to be $1 million.

A total of 11 889 goats were exported live for slaughter in 1988-89.
The estimated value of these is $150 000.

GROUND WATER - SERVICE STATION CONTAMINATION
Wanneroo City Councillor Concern

962. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Water Resources:

(1) Does the Minister agree substantially with the concern expressed in an article
in the Daily News on 13 June 1990 by City of Wanneroo Councillor Graemne
Major regarding ground water contamination caused by a proposed service
station development?
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(2) If so, what steps can and will the Water Authority of Western Australia take
to prevent such happening?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

(1) Yes, however the article exaggerates the possible extent of contamination.

(2) The proposal is being assessed under the Environmental Protection Act. The
Water Authority will advise the EPA of its concerns.

GROUND WATER - ONANGARA MOUND
Export Income Water - Environmental Risk

963. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Water Resources:

What possible risk to the environment or to ground water resources can occur
by drawing 30 000 kilolitres yearly (being about one ten thousandth of the
yearly metropolitan consumption) from the Onangara mound for export
income purposes as reported in an article in The West Ausrralian on 14 June
1990?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

No risk to either the environment or to ground water resources.

The water is not to be taken from the Gnangara mound which is the shallow
water table aquifer underlying the northern Perth coastal area. The water is to
be drawn from a deeper artesian aquifer that does not support any components
of the environment. The proposed draw is about one-thousandth of the
sustainable yield of the deep artesian aquifer.

GROUND WATER - SWAN COASTAL PLAIN
Replenishment and Usage Ratio

964. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Water Resources:

What is the ratio of average yearly replenishment and average yearly usage
(public and private) of all the Swan coastal plain ground water resources?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

The annual divertable ground water resources in the Perth basin are -

* fresh resources 635 million cubic metres per year
* brackish resources 747 million cubic metres per year

The usage of g-round water in the Perth basin is 284 million cubic metres per
year.
The ratio of yearly divertable/usage is 0.34 for fresh ground water resources
and 0.20 if brackish resources are included.

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT - TRAVEL
Canberra Trips

969. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier:

Can the Premier advise with regard to travel to Canberra since 15 June 1990
as follows -

(a) how many trips were undertaken;

(b) how many staff members travelled on each occasion;

(c) how many of these persons travelled -

(G) first class;

00i business class:

(iii) economy?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

It is not clear from the member's question whether he is referring to the
Minister, members of Parliament or the public sector in general. If he is more
specific [ will attempt to reply to him.
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CAULIFLOWERS - CLUB ROOT DISEASE
970. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:

(I) What steps is the Minister taking to alleviate the threat to the Manjimup
cauliflower industry by the disease club-root?

(2) How many properties in Western Australia are -

(a) currently affected;

(b) potentially at risk;

from the disease club-root?

(3) Can the Minister assure the House that the Department of Agriculture will
take imnmediate action to halt its spread throughout the Brassica-growing
regions of Western Australia?

(4) Can the Minister explain -

(a) why the disease club-root has appeared in Western Australia;,

(b) whether it has been a problem on previous occasions?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

(1) Industry is to be advised of appropriate hygiene measures to contain the
disease and prevent spread.

(2) (a) Numerous properties are affected in the metropolitan area and one at
Pemberton.

(b) Any property on acid soils growing crucifers is at risk.

(3) Action is being taken to advise and publicise measures which industry can
take to prevent the movement of soil, water, stock and infected seedlings from
infested to clean properties.

(4) (a) Club root has been in Western Australia since 1913.

(b) It is a common problem on acid soils in the metropolitan area and
control is difficult once a property becomes infested. Crucifer
production has thus been channelled to alkaline soil or new areas.

MLMISTERS OF THE CROWN - SECURITY SYSTEMS INSTALLATION
Costs Recoupment

972. Mr MacKJNNON to the Premier:

(1) Does the Premier recall in answer to question 285 of 1990 that she indicated
the Government had yet to determine whether or not it would recoup any of
the costs of installing security systems at the former Premier's residence or
that of any former Minister?

(2) Given the significant costs involved, has the Government yet made a
determination about these matters?

(3) What was that determination?

(4) If no determination has been made when will the Premier be making such a
determination?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) Yes.

(2)-(3)
Following further consideration, it is not proposed to recoup the costs;
however, any security devices which can readily be removed without damage
to the property or incurr-ing additional costs are removed at the appropriate
tine.

(4) Not applicable.
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TANNERY - BOYANUP
New Effluent Disposal Proposal - Environmental Protection Authority

977. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister for the Environment:
Why has the new proposal for the disposal of effluent for the pmoposed
tannery at Boyanup not been given a higher level of assessment by the
Environmental Protection Authority?

Mr PEARCE replied:
T'he Environmental Protection Act 1986 enables the Environmental Protection
Authority to set the level of assessment, subject to appeal to me as Minister
for the Environment. The appeal period closes on 6 July [990.

TANNERY - BOYANUP
New Effluent Disposal Proposal - Environmental Protection Authority

978. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister for Water Resources:
(1) Will the Water Authority of Western Australia be submitting a report to the

Environmental Protection Authority with regard to the new proposal of
effluent disposal for the proposed tannery at Boyanup?

(2) Does WAWA have any concerns with the new proposals for the proposed
Boyanup tannery?

Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) Yes. The Water Authority has recently reviewed a draft of the new proposal

and the results of a deep drilling program. This information has been
provided to the EPA.

(2) Yes. The Water Authority has concern regarding some aspects of the draft
proposal and these have been discussed with the EPA and consultants acting
for the proponents of the tannery.

WA INC - MINISTERS OF THE CROWN, PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
Bribes

980. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier:
In regard to any of the dealings generally classified as WA Inc. is the Premier
aware of any offers, inducements or bribes being offered to any Minister of
the Crown or public employees?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

No.

WATER RESOURCES - MUNDARING WEIR
Surface Reservoir Dams - Water Quantities

981. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Water Resources:
Would the Minister please list the quantities of water contained in -

(a) Mundaring Weir;
(b) all surface reservoir dams supplying the metropolitan area;
at the last day of recent measuring and at the nearest corresponding day last
yea?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

2 July 1990 2 July 1989
megalitres megalitres

(a) 20 566 27 822
(b) 182500 218989
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STATE ENERGY COMMISSION - CUSTOMER PER EMPLOYEE STATISTICS
983. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Fuel and Energy:

What was the estimated number of customers per employee within the State
Energy Commission of Western Australia in -

(a) 1985-86;
(b) 1986-87;

(c) 1987-88;
(d) 1988-89?

Mr CARR replied:
SECWA's customers per employee for its gas and electricity operations are as
follows -

(a) 119
(b) 129
(c) 135
(d) 145

GOLD - PRODUCTION ROYALTY

984. Mr GRILL to the Minister for Mines:

(1) For how long has gold production in Western Australia remained free of
royalty?

(2) What level of royalty is payable on gold production in other States and
Territories of the Commonwealth?

Mr CARR replied:

(1) Gold production in Western Australia has never been subject to a royalty, but
was subject to State income tax prior to 1942. Western Mining Corporation
pays a levy of $1 per ounce for all gold produced from its nickel tenements
which were granted under the 1904 Mining Act.

(2) Royalty payable on gold production in other States and Territories of the
Commonwealth is -

New South Wales - 4% ad valorem

Northern Territory - 18% on profits over $50 000 pa

Queensland - 2% ad valorem or 5% of profits.
whichever is greater

South Australia - 2.5-3.5%, plus profit-related
component, for Olympic Dam
production

Tasmania - 5- 10% of profits

Victoria - exempt.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

TOTALISATOR AGENCY BOARD - JARMAN, MR HARRY
International Totalizator Systems Involvement

218. Mr CLARKO to the Minister for Racing and Gamning:

(1) When did the Minister first become aware of the involvement of the formier
Chairman of the Totalisator Agency Board, Mr Harry Jarman, in International
Totalizator Systems?

(2) What does she understand to be the nature of that involvement?

(3) What are her concerns about that involvement?
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Mrs BEGG]S replied:
(1) 1 had no knowledge of Mr Jarman's involvement in ITS until I read about it in

the media recently.

(2-(3)
1 understand that the Totalisator Agency Board was aware of Mr Jarman's
involvement in ITS, and his acceptance of the position in 1985, his resignation
in 1989, and declarations of interest are noted in the minutes of the Totalisator
Agency Board. I understand that ITS obtained contracts to supply equipment,
such as keno, machines, to the casino. I have been advised by Mr Rodney
Chapman, who was the Chairman of the Casino Control Committee, that no
declaration of interest in ITS was recorded in the minutes, and that the
committee had no knowledge of Mr Carpenter's involvement in ITS.

As far as I can deduce at this stage, it appears that although Mr Jannan was
represented on that committee he was not involved with the people who made
the decision to purchase those machines. That decision was made by Genting
and Dempster, the owners of the casino. Although I understand there may be
a public perception that Mr Jarman's involvement was not in the best interests
of either the Totalisator Agency Board and/or the Casino Control Committee,
until I have received a report from the Public Service Commission I do not
think it would be fair of me -

Mr Macinnon: What do you understand to be his involvement with ITS?
Mrs BEGGS: I understand he was a director of ITS.
Mr Macinnon: What are your concerns about that?
Mrs BEGGS: It raises some questions about possible conflict of interest. I have

written to the Public Service Commuission formally asking it to advise me
about the possibility of conflict of interest. Within the next couple of days I
expect to hear from the commission about the form of that inquiry to
detennine what action, if any, should be taken. At this stage I have no
evidence before me that Mr Jarman acted other than with absolute propriety,
although I appreciate the reason for some concern about people involved with
the various operations of the TAB holding directorships in other companies.

FILM - BIRNIE. DAVID AND CATHERINE
Public Funds

219. Dr EDWARDS to the Minister for The Family:
It has been suggested that a film producer intends to make a film about David
and Catherine Bimie, and that this film would emphasise the relationship of
the Birnies and their commitment to each other. Will the Minister assure the
House that public funds will not be used to assist a production of that sort?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

When I first became aware of the proposition that such a film would be made,
I was filled with honror. I am advised that no approach has been made to the
Western Australian Film Council for assistance with the production of a film
about the Bimies. Any application of that sort would be rejected by the
council and totally rejected by the Government. That son of pmurient interest
in a very unfortunate event with families of the victims still involved strikes
me as tasteless in the extreme.

PETITIONS - TABLING
220. Mr HOUSE to the Premier:

What action is taken by the Premier and her Ministers with regard to petitions
tabled by members in this Parliament on various subjects?
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Dr LAWRENCE replied:
The member is aware of the vast range of subjects on which petitions are
presented to this House. Ministers always take note of those matters and in
many cases ensure that the petitioners, if they are not too numerous, are
addressed. If not, the matter is addressed within the Ministers' departments.
In many cases they are not matters to which the Government would
necessarily accede, but the Ministers are asked to note them and refer them to
their departments, if the petitions contain appropriate advice.

Mr House: Perhaps a Standing Order should be established whereby the Minister
responsible for the subject matter of that petition makes a statement in the
Parliament in answer to that petition.

Dr LAWRENCE: That would be an extremely cumbersome process. Any petitions
which come before the Parliament that are weighty enough are certainly
attended to by the Government and the Opposition. However, some petitions
presented in this Parliament are signed by only about 20 people and relate to
local and particular matters, and it is more appropriate for the local member to
take them up and to pursue them with the Minister. In other cases the matters
brought before this Parliament would not enjoy the sont of attention which
would result from that proposition. I do not know that any course of action
other than that outlined has been followed by this Parliament with regard to
petitions, and I would need good reasons presented to me to do otherwise.

INVOICES - BOGUS INVOICE RORT
221. Mr DONOVAN to the Minister for Consumer Affairs:

(1) Has the Minister read a report in the Daily News dated Thursday, 28 June that
a bogus invoice ron is operating in Perth?

(2) Will the Minister advise what action has been taken to investigate and stamp
out this unsavoury practice which preys on traders?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:I

(I) Yes, a report appeared in the Daily News last Thursday, under a heading
containing the words 'officials dither'. The article referred to bogus invoices
received by a person who had subsequently referred the matter to the Ministry
of Consumer Affairs. The article stated that the Ministry of Consumer Affairs
was not prepared to take action. That was an incorrect report, and I anm
pleased to say that the newspaper printed a retraction of the comment the
following day.

(2) In fact, the Commissioner for Consumer Affairs has advised me that the
Ministry had commenced investigations into this matter on behalf of the
trader. Mr Mitch Crawcour of Security Marine, before the Daily News article
appeared. Officers obtained the name and address of the person whose post
office box number appeared on the bogus invoice, and last Friday this person
was interviewed by the police fraud squad. Police and consumner affairs
investigations are continuing.

This highlights the fact that the Ministr of Consumer Affairs receives
literally hundreds of complaints every year about bogus invoices. The vast
majority of these originate overseas and very little can be done by the
Ministry of Consumer Affairs in those cases. However, if the invoice
contains a local address, as this one did, it can be pursued and a prosecution
mounted under the Fair Trading Act. I again issue a warning to consumers to
check overseas invokces. Some of these organisations are becoming very bold
in their approaches. In June, an invoice from the International Telefait
Directory, World Edition was sent to the State Government Department of
Education, 151 Royal Street, East Perth. That was a bogus invoice for $765.
I amn pleased that the Ministr of Education officials were very quick off the
mark to realise that it was a bogus invoice, and they did not pay it.
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TOTALISATOR AGENCY BOARD - FINANCIAL AFFAIRS INQUIRY
Jartnan, Mr Harry

222. Mr CLARKO to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

(1) Why did the Minister deny, in answer to question 148 of 19 June 1990, that
any investigation was being conducted into the financial affairs of the
Totalisator Agency Board?

(2) Is not the Public Service Commission inquiry into fanner TAB chairman
Mr Harry Jarman's links with TAB offshoots Fairplay Newspaper and
Printing Works Pty Ltd and Dynamic Business Resources Pry Ltd an
investigation into the financial affairs of the TAB?

(3) If this inquiry is not an inquiry into the financial affairs of the TAB, what
form of inquiry is it?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

(1)-(3)
An inquiry is not being conducted into the financial affairs of the TAB.

Mr Macinnon: How can there be an investigation into whether there has been a
conflict of interest if there is not an investigation into the financial affairs of
the TAB?

Mrs BEGGS: The inquiry that is being conducted at the moment is being conducted
by the Public Service Commission and is in respect of certain allegations that
have been made about a possible conflict of interest; that is, that a certain
person is a director of companies which have had business dealings with the
TAB, and whether that constitutes a conflict of interest.

Mr MacKinnon: It must, therefore, be an inquiry into the financial affairs of the
TAB.

Mrs BEGGS: Is the Leader of the Opposition suggesting to me that there is some
problem with the financial affairs of the TAB?

Mr MacKinnon: No. but quite clearly an investigation has been taking place into the
financial affairs of the TAB since January.

Mrs BEGGS: It is an investigation into whether the fact that Mr Jarman holds
directorships in companies that have had an association with the TAB
constitutes a conflict of interest.'

SAFETY - MULTILINGUAL SAFETY SIGN POSTERS

223. Mr CATANIA to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:
I refer to the article which appeared in last Saturday's The West Australian
entitled 'Dangers at work seen in symbols". Will copies of the multilingual
safety sign posters which were mentioned in that article be made available to
members for distribution?

Mr TROY replied:

I thank the member for his question, and I can understand why he is interested
in this matter in view of his very strong representation on behalf of this group
in the work force. Yes, I would be delighted to supply copies of the posters to
those members who may wish to provide them to businesses in their
electorate. Members can contact my ministerial office. and that material will
be forwarded to them. The poster is in 13 different languages. It is the State
Government's objective that every major workplace in Western Australia
receive one of these free posters. The symbols on the poster include those
depicting prohibited activities, potential hazards, and the location of safety
equipment and protective gear. The member's question gives me the
opportunity of bringing to the attention of members another example of the
initiatives taken by this Government - on this occasion, in concert with the
Federal Governiment - to improve occupational health, safety and welfare in
the workplace through the provision of such material.
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JARMAN, MR HARRY - PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Breaches of Regulations Inquiry

224. Mr CLARKO to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

(I) Has the Public Service Commission been ordered or asked to inquire into
possible breaches of its regulations by former Totalisator Agency Board
Chairman, Harry Jarman?

(2) Does the inquiry involve an examination of whether there was any conflict of
interest because of his involvement with private companies which had a
business relationship with the TAB or the casino?

(3) What form will the inquiry take?

(4) Will the inquiry report be made public?

(5) If not, why not?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

(l)-(5)
1 refer die member to my previous answer. The Puxblic Service Commission
will probably inform me in a couple of days about the form the inquiry should
cake. I have not made a decision about whether the inquiry report will be
made public. I will make that decision when I receive the report. I am quite
happy to discuss all these matters with the member privately, but I want to say
that -

Mr Macinnon: Why should it not be made public?

Mrs BEGGS: I did not say it would not be.

Mr Shave: Give us a commitment that it will be made public.

Mrs BEGGS: I will not give a commitment about anything. I have said that when I
receive the report and when I know what it contains and whether its release
could prejudice any other action it may be necessary to take at a later stage. I
will decide whether the report will be made public. [ just want to make one
point.

Mr Macinnon interjected.

Mrs BEGGS: Why does the Leader of the Opposition not call for a Royal
Commission into why he is losing his hair? He wants to have a Royal
Commission to inquire into everything.

The SPEAKER: Order! I would like to hear what the Minister's one point is.

Mrs BEGGS: When I became a member of Parliament, and more particularly when I
became a Minister, [ thought an appropriate position for me to take was to
always endeavour to ensure that in carrying out my duties I did not cause
harm to any organisation or individual. I refuse to join the band of people
who, without any just cause whatsoever, get some pleasure out of denigrating
individuals in our society. As far as I am concerned, Mr Jarman has served
the interests of the TAB and the racing industry in Western Australia very
well.

Mr Clarko: So why i3 an inquiry taking place?

Mrs BEGGS: Because there have been suggestions and innuendo that Mr Jarman
may have acted contrary to the regulations.

Mr Lewis: You told the Parliament that those people resigned of their own volition;
there was nothing behind it.

Mrs BEGGS: They did.

The SPEAKER: Order! I went without lunch, and I am pretty hungry. If members
want me to go to dinner now, I will. Just keep up the interjections, and I will
go.

Mrs DEG0S: I told the Parliament thiat they resigned of their own volition, and that
is the absolute truth.
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Mr Lewis: There was nothing behind their resignations?
Mrs BEGGS: Of course I discussed these matters with Mr Jarman; the member

should ask him whether that had a bearing on his decision to resign.
As I was saying, I do not intend - regardless of the number of questions that
are asked by members opposite and by the media - to join that band of people
who are intent only on denigrating an individual. Mr Jarman has served this
State well in his capacity as General Manager and part time Chairman of the
TAB, and he has also served the racing industry well. After the Public
Service Commission has inquired into this matter, if there is any suggestion of
impropriety on MriJarman's behalf, appropriate action will be taken.

Mr Macinnon: It says in The West Australian that the Minister in another place
ordered the inquiry on the basis of a rumtour.

The SPEAKER: Order! If the Leader of the Opposition has a question, he should
seek the call. If he has not, he should stop his incessant interjecting.

Mrs BEGGiS: Until I have that information before me. I do not intend to set about
denigrating anybody, either inside the House or outside the House. I have
nothing before me to suggest that MriJarman has acted with any impropriety.

Mr Clarko interjected.
Mrs BEGGS: That may be so. but the member has implied some things in his

question. I believe the former Minister for Racing and Gaming acted
correctly, and [ believe I have acted correctly. If any action is to be taken as a
result of the Public Service Commission inquiry, I can assure this Parliament
that I will take that action.

SCHOOLS - GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS
Telephone Contract - Nippon Electric Company

225. Mr AINSWORTH to the Minister for Education:
In relation to the awarding of a contract to Nippon Electric Company to
supply telephone systems in Government schools, what consideration was
given to the difficulties which could occur due to the inability of Telecom to
service such equipment. and a lack of country-based NEC technicians?

Dr GALLOP replied:
I am very disappointed that the member for Roe has not had cause to mention
the great efforts that I made as Minister for Education to ensure that there was
a proper preprimary facility at Pingrup! I thank the member for Roe for
asking me that question about Pingrup and I hope that the answver is properly
recorded.
Many issues of importance to the education system cross my desk ranging
from distance education, to agricultural education, to special education, to the
question of our upper secondary curriculum. However, I have to admit that
the question of the telephone contract is not one that has crossed my desk so I
ask the member for Roe to place that question on notice and t will give him an
appropriate answer.

CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT - 'FOUR
CORNERS" PROGRAM, "WOOD FOR THE TREES"

Report Tabling

226. Mr OMODEI to the Minister for the Environment:
(t) Has the Minister received a report from the Department of Conservation and

Land Management dealing with the allegations made in the 'Four Corners'
program, "Wood for the Trees", shown on Monday 18 June?

(2) Will the Minister table the report?

(3) If not, why not?
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Mr PEARCE replied:

I thank the member for some notice of his question. As I indicated in one of
my earlier responses on this matter, I asked the Department of Conservation
and Land Management to put together a document which would go tough
the 'Four Corners" set of allegations, analyse them and provide the real side
of the story, and to provide supporting documentation for that point of view.
It has turned out to be a fairly weighty tome, exceeded in length only by the
itinerary of the Select Committee headed by the deputy leader of the National
Party. However, in its comprehensiveness it is relatively damning of many
aspects of that program and I am happy to provide the Parliament with a copy
by way of tabling. I will provide a copy to any member who seeks one.

I have sent a copy of the document today to the Chairman of the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation with a request that he peruse it and satisfy himself
as to the problems that were involved in the program and, as a result of that
perusal, issue an appropriate apology and retraction from the ABC to the
Department of Conservation and Land Management, the director of that
department and the Government of Western Australia.

[See paper No 373.]
TANNERY - SUITABLE SITE

227. Mr BRADSHAW to the Deputy Premier:
(1) In view of the recent announcement that the proposed tannery wild not be sited

at Boyanup, will the south west be the area investigated for a suitable site?

(2) Has any action been instigated at this stage to find a suitable site?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

Where does the member want it to go?

Mr Bradshaw: On a suitable site.

Mr TAYLOR: Would the member for Wellington care to name three suitable sites in
the south west?

Mr House: Katanining.

Mr Cowan: Kalgoorlie.

Mr TAYLOR: Any advance on Kalgoorlie?

(1 )-(2)

It is possible to find a suitable site in Western Australia for this operation.
The company involved wishes to pursue the issue and I am very pleased about
that. The Government has made it clear to that company that it will do what it
can to help find a site that is suitable in every respect for this operation.

FEDERAL TREASURY DOCUMENT - TIED GRANTS

228. Mr COWAN to the Premier:

Earlier this aferoon the Premier quoted from a document which appeared to
be information supplied by the Federal Treasury in respect of tied grants
which might be made available to the State of Western Australia.

Dr Lawrence: Australia-wide.

Mr COWAN: Is the Premnier prepared to table that document or is she able to advise
the House what application those tied grants have to Western Australia?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

I am more than happy to do that. [ will provide a number of documents which
will be useful to all members. I was quoting from a couple of documents; this
one is a public document which the Commonwealth Government put out at
the Premiers' Conference. I will not table this copy of the document as it is
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covered in scribble and notes. This document lists the various allocations to
the States under headings such as general revenue grants, Loan Council
program, other net payments and total net payments. The "other net
payments" are special purpose funds provided to the States. I was quoting in
general terms and comparative terms indicating that Western Australia stood,
according to the Commonwealth's figures, to gain a net 2.2 per cent which,
alongside New South Wales, was the highest improvement of all the States.

The States were suspicious that those figures included a very substantial
proportion of tied grants, some of which were not available to the States, as I
indicated today. After a very pressing argument from the States the
Commonwealth provided a breakdown of those figures, but not State by State.
I am happy to table those - I have to get clean copies - and I will make them
available to the Parliament. Perhaps I could give all members a package that
provides the total offer from the Commonwealth and the commitments that
were given at the Premiers' Conference plus the breakdown of the tied grant.
As they become available we will be seeking specific allocations under those
grants to Western Australia, but generally they work out to 10 per cent or
I1I per cent of the total provision under each heading.

QUESTIONS - UNANSWERED
229. Mr MENSAROS to the Premier:

Considering that according to the Government's plan we have only two more
sitting days, will the Premier inform the House how the Government will
handle the large number of unanswered questions on the Notice Paper? In
addition to sending replies privately to the respective members who asked the
question will the Governiment repeat those answers in Mansard at the
beginning of the spring session so that they are available to the public, as
parliamentary questions and answers ought to be public and privileged
documents'?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

It is probably a matter that I should discuss with the Speaker in pant.
However, I have no objection to that general process because it is appropriate
if a question is put to Parliament that the information be made available to the
public. Although, as the member for Floreat states, it is in the form of a letter
to a member it is understood that that letter is public and that it is constrained
by the same need for accuracy as questions are when they are recorded in
Mansard. Whether it would be appropriate to attach to the first Mansard at the
beginning of next session a list of the questions answered in that way would
need to be discussed between the Government and the Speaker.

INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL HOUSING AUTHORITY - ILLEGAL
ACTIVITIES

230. Mr LEWIS to the Premier:

(I) Is the Premier aware that the Auditor General has reported that the Industrial
and Commercial Housing Authority has been acting illegally since 1987?

(2) Is she aware that all decisions purportedly made by that authority since 1987
are, in the opinion of the Crown Solicitor, invalid?

(3) Why has the Government allowed this intolerable and illegal situation to
continue for so long?

(4) What action will the Premier or the Minister for Housing take to rectify or
resolve the problem?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

I am surprised that this question is directed to me. If the member for
Applecross wants a sensible opinion obviously he should talk to the Minister
responsible.
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Mr Lewis: You are the Premier.

Dr LAWRENCE: I certainly am Premier, which means that I have an interest in
everything from agriculture to zoos, but it also means that one needs rime to
assimilate reports and, in this case, to ask the specific Minister for her opinion
on the matter.

Mr Macinnon: Are you not aware of the report?
Dr LAWRENCE: I am aware of the report, but these are fairly specific questions. If

the member is asking whether by and large we accept the recommendations of
the Auditor General, by and large we do. However, there are some exceptions
because although the Auditor General is a man of great intelligence and
discernment some of his recommendations are not necessarily ones that are
always accepted by Government or Parliament, so I need to discuss the matter
with the Minister for Housing. If the member wants a particular answer, he
should pmhbably address the question on notice to the Minister; if he wants an
answer sooner, perhaps he could discuss the matter with the Minister.


